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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Established

_Clothing._
LOOK~Zt THIS!

DAILY PRESS:

PORTLAND

JOHN T. GILMAN, Wll«,
BY
PUBLISHED AT 82} EXCHANGE STREET,

N. A. FOSTER & CO.

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

published

Portland Daily Press Is

The

at

-TOR-

•^^^“sT^rPREas
*2.90
Thursday morning,

$2.25, il paid
mem

I. published every
per annum. In advance;
mouths; and $2.50, If pay*
six months.

at
within six

delayed beyond

be

Business Cards,
CHAS.

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all descriptions, by

WM.

CAKE!

WEDDING

W. F.

THE-

....

CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY,
hand, or made to order.
«an be found constantly
All orders promptly attended to at
XL 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portlamd, Me

opened
HASSTORE,
at

sold

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
HT Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Benter: Oerrish &, Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no38d6m
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

Gents’

Particular at entlon paid to BOYS’ CLOTHINU—
Cutting done to go out oi the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
Ns*

PRODUCE

Merchants,

APPLES,

Ko. 3 Lime

CUT FROM

]

Special

of

|

Ac.

paid to consignments of all kinds

Produce._
sep20dlpHOSS & EEENY,

PLASTERERS,
ORNAMENTAL

PLAIN AND

mHE BEST OF FRENCH,
1 AMERICAN

y

J,

E.

Dealer

In

MARKST

FANCY
At
Not 4—dtf

At

A. D. REEVES’, TaUn,

OVERCOATS

Not 4—dtf

98

i

Miiliken &

Successors to

l^ian.

OP

ARRANGEMENTS

STURTEVANT,

Commission Merchants,
Wldgery's Whurl,
Portland, Me.

ti__I
DANA «fc CO„
h

s

d

a n

une

ldtf

John a.

CHAS. J.

HAS

CLIFFORD,

ness

that may

legally

ALL

persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and

to call at the
Rochester R. R. Co., are
office of the Company, No. 6i Middle St., and exand
their
Trustee's
Rechange
Bonds, Coupons,
ceipts for certificates of Stock.

requested

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
dc6ti

Dec 4, 1865.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

EDWARD GOUIiD, Cashier.

Cumberland National Bank.
Stockholders of the Cumberland National

Bank of Portland
THE
hereby notified that there
will be
ol the Stockholders, at their Bankare

meeting
ing Room, on Thursday,
a

The Steamer

Closets,

STREET,

C. C. EATON.

Christmas and New Year.
you want good articles for Presents, call and look
at the Italian, Turkish and other Chairs, Fancy
Tables, Camp Stools, and a host ot Brackets, &c..
BURROUGHS A HUDSON,
Ac., at

IF

ME.

4 Free St. Block.

deMdtf

NEW PERFUME

EVERY

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Notice.
Portland Railroad Company hereby give
notice that they will petition the next Legldauret

THE
of Maine for amendments to their oharter.
M. G.

Portland, Dec. 13,1866.

PALMER, Secretary.
Iaw3w

A. M. McKEXXEY’S

Frame

I
Manufactory
884 CONGRESS
Car.
ST.,

ALL

Messrs. W. M. Shute & Son
Announce the opening of their

FUR-ROOM,

At their Old Location,
173 and 175 Washington
BOSTON.

The

new

is

sales-room

on

-iti

quality.
W® also

have a few carefully selected Skins,the best

W.

propose to make up to order.

wo

H.

SHUTE k

Arcade
I
DAVIS,

t p.'
I.

CHAPMAN.

18

Messrs.

SHUTE

,.u:>

Cloaks,

Collars.
Mittens.

Street*
A tfMl Eieaitiu, Delicate and Fragraat Pcrfutac, Distilled fioui the
Rare aad Beautiful Flower from
which it takes its aaaic.
llsnatoctved only by PIIAI. OX Me SOX.

Making,
St.,
&

ot Uounterleits.

A*k far Photon'*—Take no other.
Sold by drueffista cenerally.

Co.

WARREN’S IMPROVED

JONES,

Manufacturer

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION.
03-ravel

H.

in

Roofing

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

Storage l

RL/NT, a new building on Union Wharf, 50
rail and
r feet equ»tre, fitted tor grain; privilege of
Apply to
vatjar commu nication.
-nOR

d£l2d3weoa.-

EDWARD FOI.

(j0p.<trtn<*rsbip
Is
H. PUCKER

Notice.

admitted

fto^Qg1Jl^t*OREENE
Jan. 1, 1866.—&W

Portland,

a

partner In

onr

* SAWYER.
* **

Fersian
In Black

FULL

SETS
are

or

Lamb,
Gray.

SINGLE

OR

much used

ARTICLES.

trimming for ontslde
trimming and pnt It on, or
as

garments. We cat the
sell the skins, as may be desired.

W.

M. SHUTE k

SON,

Federal
ro»TLAND, ME.

St.,

CUSTOM

Beaver and Otter
Collars, Caps, Gauntlets, Mittens, kc.
Choice qualities always in stock.
car Special stylet or sizes made to measure.

WORK,

Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to bo found in th© metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.
First Class Boots Made
With Fair Stitch.
None hnt the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when premised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.

nov20eodtf

M.

W.

SHUTE k SON,

1T3 & ITS Washington St., Boston.

English Silk Umbrellas,
“BLOCKADE BUHNERS,”
MADE

ON

NEAT,

FOX’S

PATENT FRAME,

USEFUL,

DURABLE,

EACH.
Also,

$5.00
English
And

a

Alpacca

Umbrellas,

SCOTCH GINGHAM UMBRELLAS,
great variety of the cheaper grades.

¥. M. SHUTE & SOU,
1T8 h ITS Washington St., Boston.
Boston, Not, HI, 1865.

Aug. 26—dtf

dc73tawBw

New

GOODS!

Lot

Received !

Just

Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks,
ALL

300,000

...-.

20,583

1,947

by

WOOL BLANKETS,

SKIRTS,

BALMORAL

1,033 09

Mortgage.

Gents’ Under-Shirts and Drawers,

93
54

Plain and

Fancy 'flannels,

68,000 00
2142 Shares Hamilton Bank, Boston, par $100,
market value, 113,
242,046 00
170 Shares Shoe and Leather Dealers Bank,
par 100, market value 130,
22,100 00
237 Shares State Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 103],
24,559 12
184 Shares Webster Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 101,
19,136 00
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par
75, market value 73,
10,960 00
80 Shares Atlas Bank, Boston, par 100, mar-

CHINCHILLA AND BEAVER CLOTHS,

70

Valuable Steal Estate in Searboro’,
For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh, hi lots to suit pur-

ket value 103,
Shares Market Bank of Boston, par 100,
market value 103,
66 Shares Shawmut Bank, Boston, par 100,

00

27,99164
4,753 20
744 25
57,300 00

Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston,
Amount Premium Notes due and unpaid,
Amount Loaned on personal security,
Total Assets.

$667,301 64

LIABILITIES.
Ain't of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00
Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,466 00
Amount Premiums undetermined,
102.630 60

$138,096 60

A. H. BEAN, President,

GEO. W. KUHN, Secretary.
State of Massachusetts, I
County ol Suffolk. )

BRADBURY &

Attorneys

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Law,

Office 117 Middle Street,

L!lEM.BawEAT.Y’}

Flour and Meal!
and

1-8
1-4,
1.0
dd. Superior Yellow Meal tor
7
rale
CHASE

BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
Table Uee, for

by

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
Dec 14—dtt

Also the Homestead Farm, containing
bout 128
very superior up-land, being the property reowned
the
late
Hon.
Horatio
cently
by
Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
acres

EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodStJtwtf

and Naval Claim

Military
W.

H.

Cash on hand in office,
$16,386 90
Cash in Bank of Commonwealth,44,432 46
Cash In Continental Bank.
43,372 94
Cash in hands of Agents, in
course of transmission,
14,793 34

S.

00

149,1*5 63
121,000 00
11,800 00

Bonds of the City of San Francisco,
Bonds of the State of California,
Bonds ofthe County of Westchester,
N. Y. City Soldiers' Substitute and Belief

4,380 00
9,875 00

Legislature,

Redemption Bonds,

risks,

Premiums uncollected, amount due from
Agents, and other property belonging to

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS.

FIRE INSURANCE
Dwellings, Furniture, Warehouses,

90,100 33

Promptly Effected la First Clam CeaaPortland, December 27,1865.

STACK POLE k

$1,585,100

HOLYOKK

93

Mutual Fire Insurance

Amount of

00., Agents,

Capital Stock,
$684,466
Conristlstlng ot notes and statute liabilities,
$504,679 64

Agent 27. S. Sanitary Commission,)
Penfrionn, Bounty, Back Pay, and
Money, at the shortest possible notice. IiF

ol cash assets as follows:
viz., Investments In

$36,796

15,483 63

SJook

United States, State

City Bonds, 52,030 53
Loans on collateral,
and

Notes Receiva-

and

ble,
Estate,
>n hand,

Real
Cash

Balanco

In

hands,

ernment.
Refers to Hon.

Agents

9,042 46
12,800 00
2,67317
189

Dec 15—eodiw

Mirror Plates !
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly on hand,
for sale by
A. M. McKENNEY,
Oct 8-eod*eow3m
284 Congress St.

A

Centre, conmprising

with

acres or good land,
good orchard of aoout 380 trult trees. Also a
and Barn. Sold in portions to suit pur-

a

large House

PORTLAND

For further particulars Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Dec 7—eod&w3w

FURNACES, RANGES,
WORKERS

And

OF

HEAVY

pinri

BRADFORD fc RRNICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New
pOMMISSION
York, execute orders lor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the moet
favorable terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign ports. They are also prepared to
furnish Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
order.

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, In quantities to suit.
Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and. Stoves.

FORTES.

Fortew,

All instruments sold by as are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to bo let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.
March 8—d&wtt

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
36

Hanover

St.

of all kinds WASHED and

Commission k Lumber Merchants,
DKALEB8
IN

GENTS’ LINEN
Got up la the Best Possible Manner,

West India, Bio, and Ship Lumber.
With

facilities lor

getting Lumber and from
our long experience In the business, we believe we
can dely all competition In filling Ship orders.
Consignments, Orders and Agencies solicited. Atour

tention given to receiving and
and from the Interior.

forwarding goods

to

Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,186S.
References—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin * Hardee, E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah:
dctdtf
Fling & Drew, Portland.

Great
FOE

Inducements

A.t

Short Notice,

Ass4 Satisfaction Guaranteed In nil Cases.

C.

C.

purchased the Retail
HAVING
Messrs. PEARSON A SMITH,

Bustnees

the

on

of

together with

BUSINESS !

offer for sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of the
on
city, lying
Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character,
they will advance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qf building, on
the
house.
From
who
build imqf
parties
completion

At Na. It Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be
fitvo ed with the patronage of their former custom-

to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, whare plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

3000 Yds. Poplins and
Thibets,
down and to be Bold at bargains.

fTlHE subscribers

X

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine
Portland, May 3,

»nay4tf

1865.

Copartnership

rriHE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
1 nuneof s. K. .1 ACKNON * SON,

will be continued after this date

under

PERKINS, JACKSON

the

&

He would also
spared

Invite
respectfully
a

to give him
to HU all orders

call,

for Bread

style

of

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High
* Street.
Dec H, 1861—dtf

Notice of Auanal Meetiig*

Counting Room

of

J. W. Dyer, Eiq.,

No. 117 Commercial Street, on MONDAY,
January
1st, 1866, at half
seven o'clock in the
evening,
for the purpose of choosing three
and Clerk
Directors,
and Treasurer for the ensuing
year, and to act on anv
other business that may legally come before the meet-

No.

Portland,

LEMUEL COBB, Clerk.
Dec. 18th, 1865.
decl9 eodtd*

C. K. BABB,
9 Clapp'* Block.

XT nder-Flannels,

P.

so

_

Gao. W. Tatlor, Agent:

Bangor, Dec. 21st,

a

foir

1865.

Haring one of Pomroy's New American Heat Regulators, we desire to express our satisfaction with &
workings. It accomplishes all that has been represented, and more, and we would heartily recommend
it asaihel savsr, as well as a perfect regulator ot heat.
W. c. Tyler,
B. f. Bradbury,
E. D. Godfrey,
W. H. PRRiootT.
We have purchased the right for Cumberland Co.
and are prepared to sell town rights, at liberal rates.
Also to furnish the Regulator In any quantity desired.
Twentv-llve active, energetic men wanted to introduce tills patent.
J. M. DICKEY A CO.,
dcSOdlw
74 Middle Street, No. 4 Up Stairs.

OVERCOATS AT COST!
YES,

AT

COST1

ITS SHALL SILL

FOB

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,
3—eocUteow3m

a-- rt-

284

LOW by

MORRELL &
™3 exchange St.

CO.,

-V*. 1T1 Fare Street, Head Leas Wharf.
dtf
December^)!, 1665.

Apples, Butter, Cheese,
And Lard.
BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
200
100
60
50
6000
50

Oct 23—eod3n>*

j

^ u

A» M» McKENNEY, Agent,
oc3eoi*eow3m
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

of Forfeited

Goods l

own,—and

Smith,

c. w.

*

8

Something

New.

Pictures !

Plain and Colored.
JUST THE THINGS FOB

preaches

THE

HOL1DATS!

Not In the market, and sold low. Every purchaser
receives a present worth Ms purchase.
tyCall and tee a the
GRAND NOVELTY SALK,
Ml Catsgreaa Street.
Dec 17 —<11 w

BUCKLEY

Kiln Dried,

ably
represented the town of Readfleld in the Legislature, preaching every Sabbath during the
session. In addition to his other
tabors, since
his professional life commenced be has
written the “Child’s Catechism,”
published by J,
P. Magee, Boston, and the “Itinerant’s Wife”—
a bound volume—published
by the M»rh'Mllst

Book Concern.
In his private note to us, of Jan.
1st, intended to convey the compliments of the
season,
—from which we have gathered a
portion of
“the foregoing facts—Mr.
Eatoflsays: “I am
“now fifty-one years old, ‘bale and
hearty,'
“work hard in my store every
day, preach ev“ery Sabbath, attend at least one faneral per
“week, marry all who wish me to Join them in
“wedlock.”
“I love my country, and all
good Christians,
“of every name, and in the fallness of
my
“heart, I hate treason and infidelity. I would
“like to employ all my powers of mind and
“body while I live, and when God has no more
“for me to do in this world, I hope to Join
my
“friends who have gone before In the world to
“come. I am a Methodist in
religion, In polices a Democrat, (not a
Copperhead), and bv
“the grace of God, I am not a
bigot. Now,
“Bro. Gilman,—if you will pardon me for
appearing egotistic, I will bid you a ‘happy new
“year,’ and get you some more subscribers If

“possible.”
Proper Position of the Negro.
A few days since a copperhead
contemporary had a paragraph—false In fact, of course—
about a colored man and a white woman entering that select and fashionable place of
amusement, Deering Hall, and he went on to
state that a commotion was
created, and to
save disturbance the negro was
required to
walk out, Ac.
The meaning of all this was, that a white
woman is disgraced by
sitting or walking by
the side of a colored man, no matter how welldressed, well-educated and well-deported he
may be. Now we frequently see in passing
through our streets, ladies as white and lair
as the most spotless lily, dressed In the extreme of fashion, evidently well-educated and
belonging to the first families, sitting in the
same carriage and on the same seat with a colored man, “black as the ace of spades.” We
have never noticed that such ladies, under
such circumstances, appear to feel degraded,
or as though they were in the
slightest degree
compromising their dignity. Now why is it,
pray, that a colored man, a free man, may
not sit in the family pew at church, or with
the family iu the lecture room or theatre, as
well as to sit in the family carriage, and on
the seat with the pet and pride of tbe household? Does he smell less offensively while
holding the reins than while enjoying a lec-

listening

to a sermon ?

men wouw

an

insult for him to take

Boston and Maine

Passenger

Station

Haynzarkct Square,
where wo have opened with a new and fresh stock ol
goods.
Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, In
the most faithful manner, of the Latest Design a, com-

prising DRAWING

ROOM,
BOOM and CHAMBER

LIBRAUyTdINING

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
THE
and style of the
nership under the

a

copart-

tuns

“Portland Tanning Company,”
the

Factory on Portland Street,
Formerly occupied by G. M. A A B. HAYES.
CHARLES W. HAYES,
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE,
BENJAMIN H. HOUSTON,
STEPHEN HOUSTON.
CHARLES THUNBURO.
dc27d3w*

Portland, Doc 15.1865.

Meal and

Such are some of the freaks of fashion.
Such facte show what some people’s notions
are of the negro’s proper position.
A correspondent of a western paper hits the thing off
admirably in a recent letter describing a trip
from Boston to Washington by the cars. Dat-

ing

irom

Washington

he says:

cars brought me to this
nothing of special moment on the
there
was
one
way. Tes,
thing. At a station
in Maryland, ere the train stopped, a highly
oat
and
was met on the
genteel lady stepped
platform by a gentlemanly colored man. He
touched his hat with courtly deference, took
her satchel, walked politely by her side to a
carriage near by, assisted herin, seated himtelf
by her tide and drove qffl
I was just raising my hands in
holy horror
at this sad proof of the wretched results of
“radicalism,” when it occurred to me that the
man waa doubtless a tenant My vexed soul

city,

with

found peace.

I folded said bands in sweet

complacency, reflected with inward satisfaction on the delightful and Just proprieties of
society, which do not allow colored people to
ride in the street cars in the city of brotherly
love, I had just passed through, and felt sure
that, as yet, my beloved country was sale.”

To

Consolidation of the War Debts.
Editor of the Proto:

the

BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL
lOO HALF BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL.
400 BUSHELS BYE, In store and hr sale by

present session of Congress, providing for the
assumption by the National Government of
the war debts of all the loyal States. Maine
is deeply interested in the early passage of

150

WALDRON A TRUE,
Doc 29—dtw*

Non 4 A S Untan Wharf.

Christmas

Presents.

Homoeopathic Medicines,

Dec

Copartnership

Notice.

continued ill health. I have sold all
my Interest in the firm of
to

To W. L. SOUTHARD, who will oonttnue the same
NATHAN P. WOODBURY.
dsSTdtt

to

be called to Mr. Blaine’s bill, offered at the

To be obtained at No.

ocl8d3moe

Legislature ought

Bye.

WHERE is no srtlole mors usethl to s person with
A a family, or more appropriate for a Cbriatma*
present, than one of thoee neat pocket or ftuauy

Boston, September 30,1805.

an un-

occupied seat by their own side in a rail car or
a stage coach, and yet seat him <a a narrow
carriage by the tide of wife and daughter

The attention of our

the recent fire tt out old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have taken the
and
large
beautiful Halls over the

society.

“A rapid passage by

for the purpose of oaririnr on the business of Wool
Pulling and Tanning Sheep and Calf Ski ns,and taken

&_ BANCROFT.

adjoining

to the same

—

A. BEAUTIFUL ASSORT-

Imported

still

More than half of his sermons are written out
In fall, requiring him, to do so, often to
spend
half of the night in writing.
For the last seven years he has
been actively engaged in trade, doing as large a bud.
ness as any other merchant In his
town. For
nine years out of the last fifteen he
has served as one of the
Superintending School Committee of the town.
Last Winter be

consider it

#2

Exchskob Stkest.
M. SEAVEY.

1—d6w

Portland Dry Hoclc

Company.

MEETING of the Stockholders of the Company
will f e held at the Board ol Trade Rooms JanuM.
ary 3d, 1866, at 3 P.
A fall attendance la requested as business of Imwill
come
before
the meeting.
portance
Per Order.
C. M. DAVIS, Treasurer.
Portland, Doc 27th, 1866 —dtd

A

_

SOUTHARD fc WOODBURY,

CO.,

Hill, and was its proprietor for nine
For six years past he has
preached
regularly to the same congregation in the
town of Mt. Vernon,—a town
his

eject a negro from a rail
street car, and yet send him all around
town with their fashionable daughters, to
wait upon and protect them t
They would

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
District or Portland and Falmouth, f
Portland, December 20, 1660. }
ITIHE following described Merchandise haring been
A, torteited for violation of the Revenue Laws ol the
United States, public notice of said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at Pnbllo Auction, at the
Office ol the U. 8. Appraisers, 196 Fore Street, on
WEDNESDAY, January 24th, 1866, at 11 o’clock A.
M., to wit:
1 bo* containing Silk, Calico and
Stockings; 1 bundle containing 1 piece Broadcloth and 1
piece Silk:
2 boxes containing Pimento; 1 bundle
containing 1
piece Broadcloth; 1 barrel Molaucs; 1 tin box containing about 30 lbs. Gum Camphor; 1 valise containing 11 bottles Brandy; 3 doz. pairs Stockings; 1410-1?
dot. pairs Mittens.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
Dec. 20, I860.—dlawtd

OWING

at Kent’s

car or a

SAUI »T—

Dec 4th, 1865—dtl

RECEIVED
MENT OF
JUST

Tbc Only Perfect Piano Forte!
Patent Isolated Piano. Call and
be convinced.
PARMELEE'S

Temperance, Lyceum and Masonic addresses.
He established the “Eaton
Boarding Sehool”

some

"
GREENING
NEW DRIED
TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
TUBS PURE LARD,

-FOB

PAINE,

And Musical Theory.

▲ Spur for ft Drone.

Some people simply vegetate.
They do not
live and grow hale and stalwart
by honest
work.
By inaction they become nerveless,
spiritless, listless and worthless, and content
to be simply a verb neuter or passive—1“to be ”
and by neglect “to do,” necessarily “to
suffer."
To all such we commend the
following facts
gathered from the active life-labors of a stillvigorous and
by no means elderly man. We refer to Rev. H. M.
Eaton, of Readfleld.
Mr. Eaton commenced
preaching twentyfive years ago. Since that time, as we learn
from a private note, be has
preached 4021 sermons, officiated upon an
average at forty funerals a year, and delivered a
large number of

ture or

Congress St.

Teacher of Piano Forte

Sale

W. RICH &

G.

FANCY ARTICLES, tor sale at
AND
A. M. MelaKNNEY’S,
uct

pains

And get a supply of those

Selling

put in cannot foil

Price $1.50, and no pay exacted until after
trial.
Read the following Testimonial.

^

dcldtf

MASKED

dlstf

The conditions upon which It is
to satisfy the most incredulous.

The Next Thirty Days.

all others wishno

Portland, Dec 12,1885.

novlt

cinity.

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and Marine
Railway Co.

will be
with tuatneu and

as

BETTER HURRY UP

Notice.

Sept 29—eodti

ers.

ing Bread

the best thing oat for laving ftael and regulating the
temperature cl yonr rooms. It has met with the most
unbounded success wherever it has been Introduced.
We have upwards ol one thousand written testimonials in Davor of ho Regulator, the sale of which has already reached the enormous sum of twenty thnn..n.l
perweek in the New England States; upwards of
twelve hundred hare been put In in Bangor and vi-

OVKBCOATS AT COSTS!

SINCE

COBH,

their City Carte. Intends jo carry

BAKING

PABTIia WISHING TO BUIJJ).

PARKER.

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and
Mattress licks.
Nov 4—dtf

W.

Fomray’e New American. Heat
Hcffulator !

Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,

1SS Middle Street.
an-

With all the modern Improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality. We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

No.

Dentist,

W SLATS AT PAINE’S MUSIC
STORE,

CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fhbncs.
LINEN

T. B. MARSHALL t BR0„

No. 11

.-..Is

The undersigned begs leave to

BT Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augddtl

Also, MELAINOTYPES

Reflect I

YES

ig^g^Dr. Fred A. Prince,

'*3W££j

ocl2d3m

Steinway <6 Sons, of New York.

Office and Parlor Stores,

Oct 3

Street.

reflect well, before yon allow a great cumbersome mass ot iron fo be placed in
your stove pipes,
which will tnke a practical engineer to run, but after
reflection and examination 01 the different Heat Regulators in the market, yon will at once decide In 10vor of

M. NtKEYNEDS
oodAeow3m
284 Congress St

past

that they are manufacturing and
ILkeep constantly on band

MAINE,

Glass !

are

rTIHE moat beautiful picture ever made. The only
X place in Portland to get them Is at
A. M. McKEN NET’S,
284 Congress St., corner of Centre Street.
Oct 3—eodaeowSm

Piano

PORTLAND.

Stockholders of the above Corporation
THE
hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will
held at the

Hallotypes!

to

HI Commercial S«„

Reflect,

A.

he

KSSJKn nounce

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

fpHE

Middle

#10,000.00 Saved.

STACK POLE A 00., Agents,

on

74

03

The State of Rhode Island,
)
And Providence Plantation,} u.
Providence County, )
Be
J^knovm, That in the city of Providence, in the
County and State aforesaid, on the twenty-third day
of December, in the Year of our Lord One Thousand
Mght Hundred and Sixty-Five, before me, Henry
Martin, a Commissioner of Deeds of the State of
Maine tor the State of Rhode
Island, personally
Riogshury and Warren 5. Greene,
;PP°Ved
and the said John
as President and WarKingsbury
ren S. Greene as
Secretary oi the “Providence WaahIjs-'xxmxxc® Company," soveraUy made oath
that tho foregoing statement
by them signed. Js
*
wholly and strictly true.
Witness, my Signature and Official Seal.
CM.) (Stamp.)
HENRY MARTIN,
A commissioner ot the State of Maine for
the State
of Rheode Island.

best in the City.

viz.:

E. WEBSTER & SON,
Agents,

No.

1-352,935

Ambrotypes

risk),

■

Claims for losses,
3 xoo 00
U nclaimed dividends,
692 20
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not
rendered for expenses.
A. 8TOBY, President.
THOS. H- JOHNSON, Secretary.

dec30d3w

LIABILITIES.
Amount of borrowed money,
20 000
Amount of losses claimed and
unpaid,
16.353 75
reP°rte<i upon which the
AI?°,X?,to*oflof9es
liability the company is not determined, 18,250 00
Amount of all other claims against the Co.,
1,000 00
Am t required to ro-insure all
out-standinz
*
ri»k», 50 per eent,
63,683 34
»
JOHN KINGSBURY,
(
L,8‘
President.
I ^'1
Wabben S. Greene, Secretary.

chasers.

sawn

at

1

PORTLAND, ME,

large and valuable Farm belonging to the EsTHE
tate of the late Daniel Appleton, Esq., of Buxton
about 175

PIANO

SON,

600 Shares Exchange Bank,
Providence,
30.000 33 600
Beal Estate owned by the Co.
City Assessors valuation,
157,850
Amount Cash on hand,
2,336 03
Amount Cash in hands of Agts,
7,200

39-179,58665

1684,466 46
Amount at risk,
12,356,516 01
Amount of liabilities (other than amount

100,000 110,000

W. P. Foseenden, Washington JD.C.

■■

A

AII1TI.

Amount Stocks and Bonds owned by the
Company.
par val. mkt. val.
United States 5-20 Bonds,
20,00< 20,600
UM,
20,000 21,350
City of Providence 6 per cent.

PROCURES

obtained of missing soldiers.
Personal
property of deceosed soldiers obtained and forwarded to heirs.
The Sanitary Commission being about to close its
local agencies, Mr. Fessenden win continue to prosecute claims in the different departments oi the Gov-

i

NOTES

Amount of Capital, all paid In,
*860,006.
Number sf Shares 6250, par value ol each *38.
Amount of Fire risks out-standing, *11,915.38
Amount of Marine risks out-standing, None.

Prize
formation

27

Bank Stock.
47,561 17
Railroad Bonds and

Providence Washington Ins. Co.,

Dec. 29,1865.—eodSw

49

And

Mortgages,

{» arf.SM„.

years.

STATEMENT

RETURN OP THE

°*«

Company,

SALEM, MASS.
ol the condition ef said Company on
the 1st day ot November, A. D. IMS, being the
date ot its exhibit next preceding 1st December ,~1866-

oace Jie. Ill Commercial St.,
December 29,1865—eod3w
PORTLAND.

LOSING,

de28dlwteod2w

16,413 48

No other Liabilities.
THOMAS W. BIRD8ALL, President.
O. G. CARTER, Vice-President.
R. L. Haydock, Secretary.

LOEING,

Mer-

chandise, Stores, Manufactories, &o.,
pa air a.

and all other investments,

Total Assets,
Capital Stack, $1,000,000 OO
Surplus,
686,100 93

INSURANCE

—ox-

50,000 00
20,000 00
16,560 00

150,297 83

Bonds and Mortgages,

per year

wharf.

C. A. Staekpale, Jr.

MARINE

6,025 00
5,665 00

Soldiers' Bounty Fund Bonds,
Wisconsin State Bonds,
Bills Receivable, (for premiums on Inland

the Company
Interest accrued op

Term*-98,00

W Beadina Matter on all Pour
Pane*.

167,766 00

United States 7 3-10 per cent. Treasury
Notes of 1864,
United States 5 per cent. 10-40 Bonds,
Bonds oi the State of Tennessee,
Bonds ot the Union Free School, District
No. 2, West Farms, issued by Act of

and Marine

PrtuiHUria,,

1886,

TV ,/a,/,
,/
terser ,kan Ik. comk'" "'«'•'«>« ./«// l*. «v,
(Aj f,,r

Office No. 117 Commercial St.,
STAB lohq

639,134

securities,

Navigation

Wednesday Morning, January 3,

CO„

&

a

BUSINESS,

Bonds and Mortgages, being fret lien on
Beal Estate in the City of New York,
and its immediate vicinity,
Loans on call, secured by Stock collaterals

U,

—“*tl

FIRE l MARINE INSURANCE

-$116,985 66

No* 65 ExchsaceStrccty

No. 35 Exehange Street,

Ouoking,

FESSENDEN,
COUNSELLOR,

(Formerly

u

N.

Agency.

ATTORNEY AND

BBOTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

Dec 14—ts&t ti

A.

Middle Street

129

Southern

PORTLAND, ME.

Mb. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
and will attend to any business entrusted
January,
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20tf

Bags

I

BROTHERS,

AT EASTMAN

HOW, Agent,

96 and 98 Exchange St.,
Portland.

Dec. 18—d3w.

Cheap

For Sale.

Dec. 14, a. d. 1865.
Then personally appeared Aaron H. Bean, President ana George w. Kuhn, Secretarv, of the National Insurance Company oi Boston, anil severally made
oath that the foregoing statement by them subscribed
is true.
Before me,
CHAS. B. F. ADAMS,
Justice of the Peace.

[Stamp.]

JOHN

»Yery

8.210 00

7,210

market value 100.
6,600 00
187 Shares Boston and Maine Railroad, par 100,
market value 116,
21,692 00
160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad,
par value 100, market value 125,
20,000 00
70 Shares Boston and Worcester Railroad,
par 100, market value 128,
8,960 00
30 Shares Port. Saco and Ports. Railroad,
par 100, market value 96,
2,850 00
$15,000 U.S. 6s 81. Registered Bonds, par
15,000, market value 15,900,
15,900 00
$10,000 U. S. 6s 81, Coupons, par 10,000, market value 10,C62 50,
10,662 5 0
$15,000 U. S. 5-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market
value 15,150,
15,150 00
$11,200 U. S. 7 3 10 Bonds, par 11,200, market value 10,867,
10,867 00
$10,000 City of Boston, par 10,000 market
value 10,600,
10,600 00
$100 Bond, Town of Brunswick, par 100,
market value 100,
100 00
Amount loaned on collateral securities,
27,300 00
Amount Premium Notes on hand for Marine

GENTLEMEN’S WEAR.

FOR

For

All

Temr*e Street.

H IT (Uwtf

Astrachan

Or

178 9t 176 Washington St., Boston.

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

M. SHUTE k SON,

——--—

No.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

Capital actually paid in,

Amount of Cash in hands of Agents,
Amount of loans on Real Estate secured

----

and Dealer in

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

—

E. HERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

W.

PRICES MODERATE.

For the transaction of

press,

PORTLAND

Co-part-

a

style

CORING, STACKPOLE

isos.

OF PROVIDENCE R. I.,
O* •!«« First Day of
November, 1869.
Date of Obgakizatiok, A. D., 1799.

DRESS GOODS 1

1865.

Bank,

Victorines,
Gloves,
Halt.

we

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 MiddlsBt, Portland.

Number of Shares and par value, 10,000—$30
ASSETS.

173 St 175 Washington St*« Boston*

These Furs

Jan. 1, 18«6—eodieowSm

B.

M.

SHUTE k SON,

Capea,
Caffs,

CO.,

Amount of Cash on hand,
Amount of Cash deposited in Hamilton

--0*0--i-

27—dtf

AAR. H.
firm

(Pure White.)
(Jet Black.)

•

any thing of the kind ever offered In thia

M.

think our
stock equal
largest cities, and will be
any
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

DRY

Amount of Capital, ..$300,000

American Sable

M. Hutchins

AND

Robes.

173 & 175 WsahisgiesStM Boston*

MB
nov9’G5dtf

—

Incorporated Jane 18,

terms.

Woolens

No. 37 Free

JanWdtf

Sleigh

Arctic Fox,
Canadian Bear,
to

■■

OF ALL SIZES AND QUALITIES,
Constantly on han-i. Our long experience in the manufacture of these garments enables us to offer them
of the best possible make, and upon advantageous

a.*

ly Beware
Mrs.

SON

Squirrel Cloaks

POBTLAND,

Dress & Cloak

Dec

Choice

LARGE ASSTOBMENT,

[)

&

Call attention to their diaplay of RICH ERMINE
GOODS, made in various styles, for the street or indoor wear.
We have also a few sets of same Fur, in very small
sizes, for Young Children.
ITS St 175 Washington Sft.« Boston.

and comprehensiveness
variety
to
in our

nership

Unadjusted Losses $.<53,033 66.

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors' Trimmings,
HEAD NETS,
Beltings, Belt Clasps, Jte., <&c.
For

l«t,

have this day formed
undersigned
under the
of

$1,685,100 93

FANCY GOODS,

On the First day of November, 1865*

jErmine.

Jobbers

Free

SON,

1T3 fc ITS Washington SU, Boston.

Complete Stock

New and

dc!2tf

*

We offer this season a large stock of the above
choice Fur in the newest styles, and of very superior

complete repair, and are now pre-

OF BOSTON, MASS.,

them.

imported, which

by fire, again
pared to show a

YORK,

HE

r\

■

of nearly one thousand
PERFECTLY WELL LIGHTED.

Siberian Sables.

HOWARD.

MERRILL & SMALL
inform their friends and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is
in

STA.TElVlElSrT

floor, occupies
square feet, and is

They propose to keep a fuU stock of the best goods
in their line of business, and respecting request a
continuance of the patronage so long bestowed upon

R.

ALL BIGHT AGAIN!

Manchester, and
repaid for her
MARY RAY,

GEORGE W. RAY.

W.

Nor 10—dU

could he

Providence, R. L, Nov. 10,1865.

COSTI

everybody.
Hr" Don’t forget the number, 104 Middle Street,
next above Hay's Drug Store.

had it not been for Mrs.

though she never

as

■J.j:'

DAVIS, HESERVE, HASKELL k 00.,

F.

feel
•kifl.

we

the ground

area

W.

and

St.,

Alao, ENGLISH RUGS or CARRIAGE BLANKETS, in many pretty design*.

Juneltf

Goods

lived,

have

risks,

market.

tilde Rooms, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

Dry

Centre.

kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner. Gilding done in a superior
under
the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
style,
has had torty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best
ol workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
for wholesale ana retail trade.
oc3eoa&eow3m

OF

PORTLAND, ME.

Importers and

of

W. M. SHUTE A SOX,
ITS fc 1T5 Washington St., Boston.

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

what the disease was. Some triends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten "or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not

»

TERM wAl commence Feb. 28th
This institution brings within the reach of Young
Ladies a truly CoUegiate Education. Unusual faculties for pursuing modern languages are afforded, and
also superior advantages to those wishing to attend to
the Ornamentals and Music, both Instruments! and
Vocal. Particular attention is given to health, morale, and refinement. For circulars address
REV. J. SHKPARDSON, 1
SOPHIA B. PACKARD, } Principals.
Dec 22—d2taw2moe

Superior

,<I
fill*

1

KIMBALL,

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

last

the
the
then be

SECOND

INSURANCE CO.,

AUGUST

and

MAKE BOOM FOB HOLIDAY GOODS.

Of the condition of the

--■

MANUFACTURER

My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
January in a very singular manner. We called
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
ease was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—ondcame to the conclusion they could not teM
child.

Exchange Street, on WEDNESDAY,
day of January next, at 3 o'clock P. M., for
choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and for

Bowls, Brass Jt Silver Plated Cocks.

P.

Case of Clairvoyant Sight.

NATIONAL INSURANCE
THE
Dirigo Insurance Company will be held at their
the 3d

NEW BRUNSWICK
lor the season

Dee 3T—dtd

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths; Wash

C.

A Clear

Dear Madam .'—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks lor the cure you have effected on my

office 28

JMSate^Cwni make her laet trip

January 4th.

l

Physician

Notice.
Annual Meeting ol the Stockholders of the

MASS.

SECURITY

daily

COPARTNERSHIP.

ASSETS.

Hoop Sk'rts made from Washburn and Moon’s
best wire, at oost for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bs consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp's block.

■--*♦»»--

-g— a.

OP

description of Water Fixtures ior Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged ana set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptlyattended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD *nd BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
apr9dtf

Electric

TO

Miscellaneous.

STATEMENT OF THE

NEW

Goods !

Fancy

CLAIRVOYANTI

SAMVEL SMALL, Cashier.

of any other business that may

_Insurance._

Ladles ot

AND

AT

the 18tb day of January,
1866, at 3 o'clock P. M.. lor the choice of Directors
and the transaction or any other business that may
come before them.

Steamboat Notice.

Special

PLUMB ER!

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

betore them.

Portland, Dec 6,1865.—dtd

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

and Water

come

to the

HOOP SKIRTS,
Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls,

THE INDEPENDENT

--

tA¥,

of Patents,

PORTLAND.

Stockholder* of this Bank are hereby notified
that their Annual Meeting will be held at their
Banking Boom, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M, to choose five Directors
for the ensuing year, and to act on any other busi-

an

a

should call immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Nov. S—dtf

No. 106 Middle Street,

Pumps

H. A. HALL
on consignment

just received

Bankrupt
Stock ot RUBBER OVERCOATS which hels
permitted to sell at $3.00 each. Any person in want

Jimeldtf

Force

The National Traders Bank.

NEW

necessary. The Presidents. Cashiers, and TreasurSent free
ers of throe Banks indorse the circular.
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
Vermont.
oc6d3m
Works, Springfield,

Work executed in erery part of the State.

MAKER

W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
dc9dtd

Dec 7,1865.

AAn A YEAR made by any one with
V/Stencil Tools. No experience

Portland, Maine.

Aug 26—dtf

January

next, at 3 P. M.. for the choice offive Directors, and
tor any other business that may legally come before
them.

have been made with GEO.

For particulars enquire at this offico.
DecSS, 1866—d&wtf

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Solicitor

day

TUESDAY,

on

store.

corner

Presco and Banner Painter,

AT

RETAIL.

THE

SCHUMACHER,

WILLIAM H.

GLOVES,

Stock and Fixtures ot a Grocery and Provision Store, with a good run of mostly cash trade.
Location one of the best best in the city, It being a

S. Dana.

COUNSELLOR

ol the

Annual

For Sale.

Salt,

Woodbury S. Dana,

Dana,

AND

Deo 30,1866—3wd*w

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
Luther

Stockholders of the

Mecetlng
Second National Bank will be held at their BankTHE
of
the 9th

ing Room,

THE

R. DAVIS, Em., whereby contributions tof
Cloth tug for the use of destitute Freedmen are to be
received by him at the Bookstore of Messrs. DAVIS
BROTHERS. No. 63 Exchange Street, and forwarded to each points as may be reported moat in need of
inch supplies.
Contributions of Clothing and Money are respectfully solicited; the former to be sent as above, the
latter to JAMES T. McCOBB, Esq., Treasurer ot
Hi. Association.
GEORGE P. TALBOT, Secretary.

GENERAL

F i

Second National Bank.

Portland Freedmen’s Aid Association.

Sept 7—dtfj

CHASE,

i

1—d3m

Dec

BUBTTA3TB.

CRAM &

THE

WORCESTER,

WHOLESALE AND

CLOAKS,

Agent* for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.
68 ndd 60 Middle at.,

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ol “The
Casco National Bank of Portland,” lor the election ol seven Directors, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at thei Banking House on TUESDAY,
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o'clock P. M.
E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.
dc9dlm
Dec 8,1866.

Street,

respectAilly
WOULD
Portland that he will sell for the

MRS. MANCHESTER,

Oread--A Ladies’ Institute I

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

and Dealers In

CLOTHING AND

declldtd

166 Middle

T !

-A-

HOWARD,

Terms $8 per annum, in
advance.

NEXT TEN DAYS,

Amount of

HOOP 8KIHTS AND CORSETS,

Furnishing Goods I

Manufacturers of

Per order:
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.

Maine.

HOSIERY

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents'

ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders In
on Tues-

this Bank will be holilen at the Bank,
THE

day, January 9,1866, at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the purpose of electing Directors for the ensuing year; deciding whether they will increase the capital stock of
the Bank; change the par value of the shares to $100
each, and for the transaction ol any other business
that may legally come before them.

JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.
Portland, Dec. 23, 1866.—dtd

FOLLETTE,

L. B.

O

R.

announce

brought before them.

_

Go.,

H H,

3, 1866.

Fancy Goods.

ana

W.

OF FORTLAJVO.

Portland,
\

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

Merchants’ National Bank

transaction

331

8t,

G. L. Storer f Co.,

JOBBEB8

Exchange St.

Congress

SQUAB?,

T

Dec. 16,1865.—dclSdlm

QENTLEMEN,

1

Deering,

oel ltd

VESTINGS,
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

get your

Portland, Mb.

JmneUtf

ODS,

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
CASSIMERE, and

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engraving*.
No. *8

AND

D. REEVES’, Toiler.
No. 98 Exchange St.

A.

FICKETT,

Minifaoturor of Mirror A Ploture

ENGLISH

FINE

A

Orders irom out ol towneolicited.

attended to.
May 22—dtl

a O

P A N T
At
Not 4—dtf

8TU000 AND MASTIC W0AKHB8,
0*k Street, between, Congre** and Fne St*.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

THE

TIE

MEASURE,

By CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.
Morton Block.
May S—dtt

Portland, Mb.

Street,

attention

Patterns,

Shirt

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans
DRIED

96 Exchange

Street,
Nearly opposite Poat Office.
nol5ti
Portland. Not. 9th, 1865.

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,
DEALERS IB

Goods.

Furnishing'

The

Dry

uasco jn ationai ±sanK.

which will be manufactured into Garments which
eannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Fine assortment of

on

Northern account.

AND wholesale

CLOTHING

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

Commission ^. Forwarding Merchant

Commission

FIRST CLASS

a

of

GENERAL

and

Tailor,

recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

WORCESTER,

Of Merchandise of all kinds bought

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
“The Canal National Bank of Portland," for the
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Ban >ing House on Tuesday, the
9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMEEBY, Cashier.
declldtd

Xo. 96 Exchange Street,

dtt

HENRY P.

CHISAM,

Merchant

on

Deeembor 19.

NEW STORE!

Miscellaneous.

Meetings.

Canal National Bank.

BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

NETT STORE,

LUCY'S

W.

Annual

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
mg bought and sold.
sepUiOdtl

i_,

JANUARY
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1862.

23,

June

To Rent.
WHAT desirable Store and Tenement on Centra St.,
A first door Dross Congress. For particulars eadecM dlw*
quirs at tin store.

this wise, just, and patriotic bill.
In the first place justice demands that the
nation, for whose preservation all these debts
have been incurred, should
the loyal States from their

promptly relieve
heavy individual
liabilities; unquestionably they should be regarded as short loans to the General Government hi aid of the war for the suppression of
the rebellion, and ought at once to be provided for by Congress, by reimbursing pvincipai
and interest
The war broke out

so

suddenly and

on

such

scale that the National Government
eould not, at any rate did not, provide sufficient inducements to fill and recruit the vola

gigantic

unteer force required, and the States and
towns came to the rescue with bounties, aids
to families, Ac., and there
repaying the loan now.

is no excuse for not

Then the National Government has,
by iti
national banking system, control and command of the market and unlimited power
tq

Bsuc‘ bonds to the States in payment of these I
idebts; therefore the debt scan be consolidated

and much

The
| mlB*,*er

economically and conveniently managed than by the individual States or
more

Genera. Government, be distributed

de

c£e

“1U8

part of the nation*’
'on 0
e ^ r"
leaving posterity to bear a por
tlie Prese’nt geneden, instead of condemn !"*
P0^ out ***
ration, who have
Jlke water, to cany the
blood and treasuc
whole weight e> th®e war deot3> M the individual Sta'-' will he obliged to do, if unreStu>3ly unjust tnat the next gen*
lieved. iL
era1"'11 should not be allowed to pay a part ol
/jvi price of our magnificent achievements.
Again, nobody in Maine wi.l dare to argue
that the South should be permitted to escape
its fhll share of the debt accumulated in suppresing their rebellion; but how can tlii* be^
avoided except by adding to the national debt
the war debts of the loyal States ?
Finally, a moment’s reflection will show
that while all the loyal States will be gainers
by this act of justice, Maine will be a special
future

as a

gainer.
The army was raised on a basis ol popula
tion, not wealth, while the national debt wil
be paid largely on the basis of wealth and no<
of population. Thus Maine, with its sm*l
means, has

to

raise half

as

many soldiers

Massachusetts, because its population
half that of the parent state, and has had
as

i.
tc

soldiers’ families in
pay bounties a»d relieve
The war debt o:
in the same proportion.
Maine, therefore, cannot be far from half that

of Massachusetts, while its ability to pay it is
incomparably less. But let the war debts o
the states be added to the national debt, mu
the wealth of Boston alone would probably
pay more of it than the whole of Maine.

as

Telegraph Company, tc

stretch across a country,

nominally under th'
companies, there may never
tbelCss be no freedom from monopoly. Wi
may state here that when the existing lint
was built through this state, a large per eentage of the first cost was for patent right, anf
enters into the

investmew
on which dividends and Interest have to b<
paid, if paid at all. That monopoly is non
done away with, and in putting up a new lint
no tribute has to be paid for patent right.—
We are told that $100,000 will, at present prices, put up a line with five wires, betweei
two of our metropolitan cities, where the inthat cost now

vestment of the

present company, for reasons
not necessary to explain, amounts to
nearly
$1,000,000. It is plain that while the new line
would coin money at low rates of toll, the other company, with its gigantic investments and
large salaries, at the same rates, would sink
money. But we will not discuss this point.
In Mr. Paine’s article in the Whig he uses
the following language:
Between Portland and Bosh, „he competition has bad the effect to raise the price 5G
These lines
per cent, above the price before.
extend through a populous country and between large cities.
What can be expected of
a new line extending over so
long a distance
and through so thinly a settled country as lies
between Portland and Calais?
The idea is here conveyed that the proposed
new line is to extend from this
city to Calair,
and ili‘ re to stop, to find no connections, to
find nothing to hook on to. It was to correct
this false implication that we commenced this
article. There has been a prevailing impression that the colonial lines, from Calais to

demand

“The Curse of California.”

The San Jose Mercury has a despondent
article on the condition of California, declar-

daughters were exceedingly

pressions

of anger.

hitter in their ex-

up stakes” and leave. They say they cannot
stand the fare—“bacon, cabbage and corn-dodgers,” They propose settling in the for West.
A lad in Canada, 14 years of age, aud
working on a salary of four dollars ft month,
was

lately married

to

a

Bar

COPPER—The market is firm but less excited. Copper sheathing to firm at 55c $>lb. Yellow metal sheathe
ing was selling at the close tor 40c, and Yellow metal
bolts for 43c.

sweet miss of twelve

summers.

^

xnere

is

sam to be

CORDAGE—The market Is qulel and steady. We
quote American at20A®22c
ib, Manila at 25y&26-

something consoling

and bol trope at

for every ill in this life. For instance, if a man
is bald-headed his wile can’t pull his hair.
gy The infamous Strong divorce case closed by the failure of the
jury to agree upon a
vet diet. None of the
parties hive gained anything by the suit, and not ono of them has so
much as a shred of reputation remaining.

nearly all the interests of that State
.re on the decline, and attributing that decline
n a great degree to the needlessly exorbitant
ates of interest which there prevail.
The
Mercury says:

DRUGS AND DYES—The market is quiet at unSea quotations
elsewhere.
DRY GOODS
With the raw material strongly
tending up, both at home and abroad, cotton goods
are firm and buoyant, and would,
undoubtedly, havo
advanced but for the natural dullness incidental to
the last week of the year. Standard brown sheetings
—

son, nor would he accept one, even without reif it were tendered him. He does
not regret his past course, nor would he submit to “the foreign yoke now imposed Upon his

—

country.”
By At the election held in Georgetown, D
C., last week, to take the sense of the people on
the Congressional proposition to extend the
voting privilege to the negroes Of. the district,
over seven hundred votes against it and only

Two per cent a month is the vampyre that
ucks out the life-blood of enterprise in this
itate. With such rates of interest high rents,
rad high prices generally, naturally follow.—
Jar mines, except those that pay large profits,
We manufacture little
ire left undeveloped.

>r nothing, as compared with other States
with far less facilities. Onr firms are unimproved. The rich are becoming richer, and
he poor poorer.
Our outgoing steamers are
eaving our State for good. The bankers and
lapitalists of California, in their inordinate
p-eed for rapid gains, arc virtually “killing
.he goose that lays the golden eggs.”

The writer denies that that there is any

■

enterprise among the people
California, and puts the case thus:
We respectfully submit that it is neither
irofttahle nor possible for the people of this
itate to engage in the varied manufacturing
raterprises, which are the life of Eastern
itates, upon capital commanding twenty-four
ack of industrial

>f

not been

blood of a fellow-creature !
ty The Saturday Press knows a Quaker
who boasts that he is so consistent in carrying

What branch
per cent per annum interest.
if industry can pay such* rate per cent, in adlition to the heavy burden of State and niional taxes ?
The question applies with equal
if not greater three to every manner of indus.riai enterprise, excepting, of course, banking
rad other forms of gambling. A farmer, rich
inly in land, remarked to us the other day,
hat if he could obtain money at as reasonable rates as it may be had in the loyal States
—(he holds that we were not loyal in repudiating the national currency)—he would not
aesitate to expend upon his farm from five
thousand to seven thousand dollars in improvements, which improvements would enhance
the value of his property to double the amount
qxpeuded. We could cite numbers of similar
cases.

>

The

concluding portion of the Mereary’t
article we quote as having reference to another matter which has been a good deal discussed in our columns, and as presenting some curious and novel suggestions in relation to it.—
Our readers can take the suggestions for what
they consider them worth, but it strikes an
eastern observer as slightly odd that the greenback currency we are so anxious to exchange
for one having a specie basis, should be elsewhere actually regarded as a thing to be de.
sired;

own inflmto beneficence, which is radiant like the sun and can
be exhausted.
So prays their much obliged friend,
J, I, FT vyEB.

never

Litchfield Comer, Jan. 1,1866,

only

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

By A Calais correspondent of the Commercial Bulletin argues very strongly against the
E. &. N. A. Railroad, says it is projected
through a region of the Stateehtirely destitute
of inhabitants, that seventy miles of the route
haanot even been explored, that it is needlessly long and circuitous, and that by taking a
route some forty miles farther south it will save
$3,000,000 in construction, and strike the populous regions of the eastern part of the State.—
He calls upon the Boston people to investigate
the matter.
gy The Saco Democrat understands that
Capt. R. F. O. Hartley, of that town, is about
an hermaphrodite brig of 460 tons, at
the yard in Biddeford; and also understands
that arrangements have been made to build
several vessels in Saco and Biddeford during

building

the season.

By At

an

election held in Saoo

on

Satur-

day, Charles C. Sawyer, Esq,, Republican, was
elected Representative td All the vacanoy occasioned by the resignation of Judge Tapley.
By The new Masonic Hall of the Saco
Lodge
Wednesday evening of
last week by the Grand Lodge of Maine, Deputy Grand Master T. J. Murray, of Portland, ofwas

LIUK—The demand is now quits light, but prices
maintained at $1 7531 80 p cask.
LUMBEK
The market has been quiet, hut
stocks are light and prices are unchanged.
Shin-

are

—

spruce; pine are not of market.
3 60 for spruce and 3 2634 for pine.

^ gal.

SALT—Stocks are ample. Prices are nominal, and
we continue to quote Turk’s Island at
#4 255)5 ® hhd.
and Liverpool and Cadiz at#4® 450. Table salt remains steady at 33c ^ box.
80AP—American Castile continues to bring 17c.—
For prices of loathe & Gore’s
soaps see quota ions.
SPICES—The market is
and prices are
without noteworthy change. quiet,
Sales limited to small
jobbing lots.
SUGARS—Raw sugars with the new crop at hand,
are very dull. Refined
sugars have again declined to
I8fvg/18^c for crushed, granulated and powdered.
TEAS—Btocks are light and prices are well sustained. We quote Souchong at 75@90c ® lb, Oolongs
at 95c@#l 16, and Japan at #1 2(Ha)l 30.
TIN—Is steady at 46c 4* lb for
English pig, and
#15 &3(g)16 4* box for I. O. plates. Demand fair.
TOBACCO—There is a steady demand from the
trade and prices continue to rule very regular as quoted elsewhere.
VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate
sales at

quotations.

WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail #11(5:12 D
cord, and soft wood #6 50(0)7 50. Manufactured kindling wood is still quoted at 35@50c p* box (containing about a barrel) for soft and hard.
WOOL—The market shows more animation. Fine
wool is now in request, though there is but little in

market. Medium wool is not much wanted at this
season, but is more
held, and could not now
be bought at rates which have lately been current.

firmly

FREIGHTS—Offering; for Cuba are still quite light,
antf with an ample supply of tonnage rates tend to
lower figures. We na.e to report the following
charters. Bark C. B. Hamilton, for Matanzas, for
the round sum of #1320 out; barkM. E. Libby lor
Matanzas with sugar box shooks at 20c; brig Mechanic for Matanzas, for the round sum of #1000 out;
seb Georgie Deorlngout to Neuvitas and back to a
port north of Hatteras. with molasses, for #4 75 if to
Portland, or if to any other port #5 ^ hhd. Bark
Eventide to load box shooks at Bath, for a port in

Cuba, on private tei ms. Coastwise business is rather
limited, and rates without any material change. The
new bark {not .yet named) of Brunswick,
was chartered Friday to load hay hence to Charleston. S. C.,
for #12 Jp ton.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ITCH !

Scratch,

fingers sawed off on Thursday last,
and others badly injured.
By Mr. Henry Hudson, of Skowhegan, was
thrown from his carriage on Thursday last, and
of his

have been admitted to practice as Attorneys.
By The Journal reports quite 'a number of

and all
•ale by

Ointment

Eruptions qf the Skin.

Price 50 cents.

For

all aruggis.s.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be iorwarded by mail, free oi postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oot 25,1665.-8 H d&wlyr

Dress

Elevators I

89 Ceuta per Set:

At

ANDERSON’S

NEW YOEK SKIET & OOE8ET STOEE

gratifying subscriptions in Lewiston, for Bowdoin College Memorial Hall. Prof. Smyth is
v!

ITCH!
Scratch!

^ill Core the Itch (■ Forty-Eight Hour*.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,

had bis left shoulder dislocated.
ty At the S. J. Court ip session at Bath,
Josiah A. Temple and Andrew C. Hewe.v, Esqs.,

at work there in earnest.

ITCH I

Scratch,

Wheaton's

By The Bangor Jeffersonian has been enlarged and otherwise improved.
By Mr. B. F. Wyman, of Skowhegan, had

Laths at $3 26o)

MOLASSES—The market is still very dull, and
prices unchaged at about 65368c for prime
Luba clayed, and 66376c for Muscovado.
Cienfuegos is quoted at 76380c, and Porto Rico at 86396c.
with little of cither in market.
NAVAL STORES—Southern turpentine is selling
hi small lot* at $1 61 p gal. Rosin
ranges from
$lu for common to f22 for No. 1. Goal tar pitch
quiet at $3 5D«5)3 75. North Carolina tor is held at
$6 50@7 50 and Wilmington at #8 60@10. Oakum
steady at 12v6)15c 4* tb.
0.ILS,-P^,Ua?d kouyene is steady at 90c for
lOOOgtJs, 92Jc for 5 brls, and 95c for 1 brl, at the
Pries* of crude fish oils range from *303
fcrtjrv.
37 p brl for Pogie. Shore and Bank.
Lard oil has
declined to $21032 30.
PAINTS—Desirable brands of dry loads continue
scarce and firm. Union lead in oil is still quoteT at
$16 60. Other paints aro steady and without change
in price. Demand light.
PLASTER—The market is steady at $2 6033 p
ton fat soft. 8tocks light, and but little doin'*.—
There is more enquiry for ground plaster, which has
advanced to $9 60.
PRODUCE—The supply of fresh meats is very good
and prices rule without material change. We quote
beef by the side at »ai3c p lb and lamb at
9311c.
Poultry is firm. Chickens are now quoted at 20®
23c, geese at 16318c, knd turkeys have advanced to
23328c. Eggs are very scarce and firm at 38®42e p
do*. Potatoes eentinue to bring 70380c p bu.—
Onions are dull at $2 75 @3, and cranberries are
heavy at (12 50313 p brl.
PROVISIONS—The market herfe is quiet,with light
stocks and a moderate consumptive demand. Beef is
”nch“e«<J* Mess pork has declined to
$32333 p brl, and prime to *23324. Clear povk is
firmer and without change of nrice. Round hog
is steady at 14@15c
lb. Lard has declined to 211(a)
2
23Jc ior kegs.
RICE-la steady at 12@14c for India and Carolina.
RUM—Portland distilled la quiet but firm at $2 40

dedicated on

ficiating.

one

1

Read Db. Hughes* adverikcmenk in another
column, Iu his specialty Dr. Hughe* k unequalled
by auy physician in this country.
Jan l—w!y

NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

TremeFdous-iTscouiit !
Stationery
Wijjb be sob! at

Fancy Articles.

<£•

great discount, at retail or sa one
lot, my entire stock of goods. Now it your time to
for
Years.
New
buy
Being determined to close up
business, everything will be marked down so that it
secure a speody sale, to continue until
January 1st.
Lease of Store and Tenement for Sale.
a

H.

L.

B

AL

No. 38 Centre Street.
First door from Cokuress Stkeet.
decJ5dlw s ir *

One

the Oldest Remedies

of

Known to Medical Science.
The

Bengal Dispensatory

Hasheesh

the “effects ol

says

popularly known In the South of Africa

are

Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjaterritories, and In the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively
employed for a multicent

tude of alHictlons.” “In a standard treatise of Materia Modica more than six hundred years
old, it Is described as one of (he most valuable of all known
medicines.”
e
THE HASHEESH CANDY I
Now mported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable preparation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies tor

NEURALGIA,

COUGHS.

COLDS,

RESTLESSNESS.

of the Nervous

System.

For sale by all Druggists. Sent by mail with ftill
directions on receipt of price.
Frice Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for
postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for
postage.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Dec 5,1866—sNdly

The First National Bank
OF POKTLAND.

80

Market Square, 86,
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

octlBandSra__
Hall’. Vegetable Sieiliaa Muir Renew,
has proved Itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered tc the public.

INTEREST

ON

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will iasue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rales.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,1866.-dtf bn

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient In its nature,
fragrantly scented,
and extremely beneficial in Its act upon the st in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers
Jonalldlyr
----

ia

PORTLAND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

GALLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, PmopaiBTO*,
No. 80 Middle Street,
in the best maner.

Portland, Me.

Copying done

dec29tf.

The only Hair Restorer in the world possessing all
the merits claimed for it.

combined.

and

Hair Dressing

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
The monev refunded, after a fair trial, ii It
give perfect satlsfa, tion.

Clock’s Excel

«*»«

Used and recommended by the Clergy and the

Clock’s Excels'or Hair Restorer!
Warranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairprom rolling off, and restore hour on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
the finest linen

or

the nicest bonnet.

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Stands above comparison with all other preparations.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
A'single trial convinces

the most

sceptical of its value.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Once

use

it and you will

always use

it.

Click's Excelsior Hair Restortr!
sold by Druggists everrwhere at 1.00 per bottle,
or six bottles lor 6.00.
Call for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and take no other.
Dr* F* B* CLOCK, Proprietor*
Manchester, N. H.
H. H. HAY, Wholesale Agent, Portland, Me.
Is

Dec 21— sxeod&w3m

PHOTO GRAPHS 1
THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment In
the State.
All work warranted. Card Photot
graphs 83,00 per dor. n
A* M* McKENXEY,
Oct 6—9 N eod&eow3m
284 Congress St.

Portland, Dec. 18,1866.
Messrs. Joint E. Dow & Sox,
Insurance Agents,
89 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
GentlemenYou will pleaae accept my thanka for
tbe prompt manner in which you have adjusted my
leases by fire in September laat. The amount of damage to my Furniture was promptly paid, and under
your direction Meeara.C. R. St L.E. Frost have repaired my home in the most thorough and com plats man1
ner, and entirely to my satisfaction.
HENRY INMAN, U. 8. A.
(Signed)
29—dtf

,

er

SEBX*EPe HAIB

LIFE 1

•

»

-FOE-

INAL COLOR.

It is

a

FIR8T MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

IV Ask for Hall’s bicilian Hair Renewsr, and
take ne other.
R. T. HALL * CO.,'
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. PkiUipt If Co
Wkoluote Agento.

augleend&wfim
-WA.IlREISr»©

j

BALSAM I

Has been found by experience to be the

BEST MEMEL Y
For the vkrious diseases of the Lnngs and Throat,
such as

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Branch ilia, CaaeUmptiaa, Croup,
Influenza,Pleurisy, Pneumonia,.r
Inflammation of the Langs,
and Whooping Cough.
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and While thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold ad van;
toge ofbeing at once valuable as a curative aud invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases at the
Throat, Lnngs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
.% Prepared and sold by AMBBOSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
noHsjtdbwwem
1ST A. Philological View of Marriage*
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tlno Plate*
and
of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ot Health and Disease, with a Trea-

Engravings

Enrly Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, wit# the Author’s plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
noe

years.

In Windham, Dec 9, Mr Wm Rogers, aged 59 yrs.
In Bowdoin, Dec 6. Clara A, daughter of Isaac H
and Rhoda Cotton, aged 20 years 10 months.
At Apalachicola, Fla, Dec 24, Capt S M
Whitney,
of Bath, aged 36 years.
^

IMPORTS.

HAVANA. Brig Snow Bird—280 boxes sugar, to
H F Macliin; 3 eases cigrrs, Geo S Hunt: 1 bbl oranges. JS Winslow.
ST JOHN NB. Brig Sarah G Beaty—108,353 loot
boards, 263.000 laths, to order.
PARRS BORO NS. Sell Tallent—30 cords wood, to
5 F Randall.
LOWER COVE NS. Sch Anconda —1361 grindstones, Thos H Weston.
■■■■■

\

..

J

DRESSING

BEAUTIFYING,
*

U

THE

fects of HOSTETTER’3 STOMACH BITTERS.—

Editors, authors, physicians, merchants,

MARINE ISTEWS
PORT

names

»

HAIR.

and

known to

Many ol then,

by

Hostetter’s Stovach Bitter* is not, howevIt has been tried and pronounced on

er, upon trial.

authority of those whose lives and hea'th it ha*
preserved, a pure, harmless, and eminent]* salutary
preparation. Attempt* have been made to rival it.
They have failed. Can it be necessary to say why
they have tailed ? Ask the recovered dyspeptics, bilious sufferers, victim* ol fever and ague, and nervous subjects who have
experienced it* effects, what
they think of it. A sk them and be guided solely by
what they say. Sold everywhere.
w2wl

Brig Minna Traub, True, Matanzas—Chase,

Cram

Partnership.

known that the undersigned, James M.
Churchill, Philip H. Drown, John M. Brown,
Benjamin T. Manson and JohulB. Brown, all ofPortland, in the County ol Cumberland and State ol
Maine, hare thla day entered Into and formed a limited partnership for the transaction of a GENERAL
COMMISSION BUSINESS at said Portland, under
the firm name of “CHURCHILL, BROWN & MANSON
under which name the partnership business
will l»oconducted.,
Janus M. Churchill Philip H. Brown, Job* M.
Brown an.lJBcrtfamln T. Manson aro the general partners,—and John B. Brown is the sj>eciul partner:
and said John B. Brown has contributed the sum ot
Seventy-five Thousand Dollars In actual cash payment as capital to the common stock.
Said partnership is to oomraouee on the first day of
January in the year ol our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-six, and to cease on the thirty-first dav of
December In the year of out Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight.
Witness our hands Ibis first day of January, A. D.
eighteen hundred and slxty-stx.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL,
PHILIP HENRY BROWN,
JOHN
MARSHALL BROWN.
(Stamp.]
B. T. MANSON,
J. B. BROWN.

BE

it

S“Uc
I
CUMBERLAND, SS.
•January 1,1866. J
Personally appeared James M. Churchill, Philip
H. Brown, John M. Brown, Benjamin T. Manson and
John B. Brown above named, and
acknowledged the
above certificate by them signed to be their nee act
Before me,

JOHN

Cumberland,

ss.

Degistr/

January 1st. 1866; ait 9 h. and!15
corded in Book 330, Page 391.

BAND,

of Deeds— Received
A. M., and re-

m.

i.'

QUARTERLY
/

—

!

>

g

and Rio Grande, (not as before reported); schs Kate
Carlton, and R L 'fay. Barque N M Haven sailed
29th ult.
Also sailed, schs Walton, Corbett, for Baltimore:
Texas, Day, and Matanzas, Hamilton, Boston; and
others, bound West.
GREEN’S LANDING—SHI 28tb, sch Grape Shot,
Ingalls, (from Portland) for Gvand Menan NB.
Sid 29th, schs Globe, Mos ey, Hancock for Rockland; Fanny, Rice, Gouldsboro for do. J
The total number of vessels reported lost or missing
the past year, is 382, of which 39 were steamships, 53 barques. 49 brigs, and 198 schooners,
the estimated value of which is $3,980,000.

during

ers, 63

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FIXED WHITE LIGHT AT SABINE PASS, LA.
New Orleans, Dec 19, 1865.
A fixed White Light, varied by flashes, will be exTower
at Sabine Pass, La, on
the
hibited from
Light
the evening of Saturday, Dec 23,1866.
The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, or by lenses
of the 3d order, showing a fixed white light, whose
intensity is increased at intervals of one minute and
thirty seconds.
The focal plane is at an elevation of 85 feet above
the mean level ol the sea, and in clear weather
should he seen from a distance of 16 miles.
By order of the Eighth rose Board,
CHARLES GREEN,
Lighthouse Inspector, 9th District
RS.
DISj
r particulars of toss oi
See general news coin
Carver.
M
brig Celia
Barque Bepj SewaJl, Hussey, from Bath for New
Orleans, was wrecked 12 miles West of Glveston,
on the 26th ult. having been driven ashore during a
The captain and his wile and daughter,
severe gale.
had reached Galveston after twelve hours of exposure
in an open boat. The mate and crew had not been
heard from, but it supposed they are fldfe. The vessel was being stripped and would be nearly a total
loss. A small portion of her cargo would be saved In
a damaged condition.
I The Benj Sewall was a new
vessel oi about 800 tons, was buiR at Richmond the
T
J
8outhard-&
season
Son, by whom sho
by
past
was owned, together with otheroot Bath.)
from Nanaimo, reat
San
Francisco
Dublin,
Ship
ports, Nov 19th to 21st. experienced a hurricane frouj
SSE to SW, during which lost bulwarks, forward
house, and everything moveable on deck; oK> lost
most of the light sails, strained the ship badly and

veston.
PHI L ADELPHIA—Cld 30th, brigs Ida M Comery,
McLelian, New Orleans; Itaska, Reed, Boston.
NORWICH—Ar 30th, sch Roscoe, Coombs, from

PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st,sell Am Ragle, McFarland.

Elizabeth port.
Sid ftn West Bay 301b, bfig Alex Milliken, Haskell,
(from Eliaabethport) for Boston.
NEWPORT—Ar 30th, brig Charlena, Meai*, from
Fall River, fto finish repairs.)
In port 31st, brigs Mary E Thompson. Dix, from
Galveston for Boston; J H Connee. Co*'/Providence
for Philadelphia; schs Cherub, Batchelder.Elizabethport for Mobile; Frank Parker, Buckminster .Bangor
lor Baltimore; Gen Grant, Orchard, Portland lor do.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar .‘ttth, schs Grace Clifton,
Otis, Portland tor Charleston: Rocket, Marshall, ftn
Calais tor do; Ben) Franklin, Wallace, Millbridge
for do ; Gtraffb, Joy, Calais for New Haven.
Sid, schs Grace Clifton, Rocket, Benj Franklin, and
"»

1

Inst* sd» C H Hodsdon.
In port, brigs Sarah Gnodenow, Caroline E Kolley,
Valencia, Crimea';* seka Ocean Ranger, Louis Walso,
Anna Gardiner, and S E Nightingale.
BOSTON—Ar 1st inst, sch Tyrone, Perry, Eliaa-

bethport.

2d, brig Ortolan, Waterhouse, Philadelphia.
Cld 2d. barque Emma C Beal, Dawes, San IYancieoo; brig C B Allen, Barbour. Sagua.
DANVERS—Ar 26th, sch Minnie Cobb, Snow, fin
New York.
v
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 90th, sell Ceres, Robbins, An
Portland.
at.
Ar

on

truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent tree of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency.
Dr. DA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane)

tqMulilressinp

The author may.be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which Us book treats either pertonally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world.*
Oct 6—S » d*w6m

PRICB PIPTT CENTS.
For gale at

Wholesale

and Retail,

-BT-

CHARLES

0USTI8

fc

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July 22-sndtf_

HALEB
HONEY

Horehound
FOB THB

and
CUB*

Tar,

OF

Gilead. For years he was baffled in his attempts to
blend these great medicinal forces into such a
union that the original power of each would be preserved, the disagreeable qualities of common tar removed, and the price of the compound be within the
means of all.
At last, after a long course of difficult
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to

ingredients,

each

one

Boston.
Sid ftn Honolulu 8th ult, sliin Orpheus, Crowell,
(from San Frandsco) for Hong Kong.
At Panama 22d ult, ship Winfield Scott, Rand, unc
At Valparaiso 1st ult, shin Kentuckian, Freeman,

valuable

by

it-

self, hs net only obtained the desired results but
greatly Increased the curative power of the compound. This having been thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to the general public as a safe,
pleasant and infallible remedy.
Price Fifty Cents Per Bottle.
CHARLES DOWNER, General Ageni*
44 Cedar St., New York.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland.
I Dec
I»—SKdlm

Advertisements.
11'

;

1

•)

BOSTON AND CUBA

■JUMBWi

STEAMSHIP

Carrying tlie United States Mails. The
STEAMER
John Berry, Commander,
sail from the end et Long Wharf, on MONDAY, January ISfb, 1868. a£» P. M., to be tallowed by the Steamer CORTEZ," sailing Thursday, February 1st, IBM.

“TONAWANI/a/1

WILL

These steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having v. ry superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those warning
wiahinir
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of pas sage, #61 in currer cy.
For freight or passage, Apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN * CO.,
3 India Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD * CO.,
6 India Street.
Boston, Jan. 3d, 1S66.
jan3dtf
___

THE

county jail.

>f work accomplished by them is as follows:
321 shirts, 490 pairs of drawers, 120 pairs of
stockings, 77 pairs slippers, 37# handkerchief,
478 towels, 32 sheets, 27 pillow cases, and 2
Union quilts, all of which were forwarded to
the Sanitary Commission Hospitals at Wash-

ington, Philadelphia and Annapolis, ifome for
Discharged Soldiers, Boston, and regiments on
the fiekl.

The dose of the war, of course, brought the
necessity for our labors in this direction to an
su4; but being assured of the success of our
efforts in relieving the sufferings of others, we
resolved to continue our organization, and
other channel to devote anew

time and our

energies.
work for the past three

our

fully impressed with the kindness and generosity of our
friends, as to bedere that in adopting some other charitable
object, we still shall find encouragement and
years, we are so

or—

support.
The wants of the Freedmen,

now largely
engaging public attention and sympathy, were
T4.515 00
yo strongly presented to
us, that we decided
Profits earned,.
157,660 Oi
Profit earned on U. S. Bonds, but not
for the craning y«er to approprinte the procarried forward, $30,000 additional
seeds of our labors for their benefit, and $600
Circulation,
...... 486,770 88
Deposits,.
have been already bestowed in their behalf.
.577 545 76
DuetoBanks,...„... 443^<i3K.
The importance of raising funds rather than
2,369,784 S3
'•mking garments being urged, it was thought
ire could best accomplish the
object by a seRESOURCES.
Notes Wsconntcd.TT^. N
ries
of entertainments during the winter
1.....
27
856,828
v...
United States Securities,.
1,023,M* 76
months, one of which has been given. May
Overdrafts,...
761 0<
Cash o* baud,....£. 208,osSlf
we not bespeak the continued and
hearty coDue from other Banks,.1.
279,5411*
operation of all for those that are to follow ?
r.
\
3C9 wgs 03
Though the peculiar interest attached to
St. JOHN SMITH, President.
onr former object
Wm. Edward Gould, Cashier.
may be wanting in this new
Jan 3—d3t
undertaking, we cannot but hope that our future appeals will find a ready
response in evNotice of Foreclosure.

Capital Stock.1_*050.06000

*'

Caroline O. Wlggin, of Gorham, in
WHEREAS,
the County of Cumberland, and State ofMaine.

ery humane heart.
In closing this report, we would
express the
wannest thanks of the Society to all who have
rendered friendly or material aid.
H. W. Gilman, Sec’y.
December 28th, 1866.

by her deed ot mortgage dated the *lst of August, 1862, and recorded in the Cumberland Recordof Deeds book Ml,
page 588, conveyed te Isaac McLellan, of said Gorham, to secure the payment el
throe notes of hand, amounting to one hundred and
ninety-eight dollars, with Interest, the fallowing de
scribed parcel ot land with the building* thereon, situated & said Gorham, on the
westerly tsid* **■ V3T£U* -v
the road leading from Gorham Corner to
Forthill,
and bounded easterly by said road, northerly b\
Ire as user’s Report—receipts.
George Pendleton’s land, Westerly by land of Mmi
MHM Tio/aaifrru wm^i
J. Lewis, George Chad bourn and others, and southerly bv laud sold by Charles McLellan to Henry Low1,045 74
1864,.
ell; said lot containing forty acres, more or less.
..

Also, one other parcel otland situated on the westerly side of the road leading from Gorham corner to
Scarborough, and bounded eaatciiy by said road
northerly by Unit ot Simon P. McLellan, westerly by
land of Mr. Weeks, and southerly by land of Eliza-"
beth M. Goodspeed, and contains eighteen acres,
more or lesa.
And whereas the said Isaac MoLeflae
did on the 2d day of October, 1882, assign and set ovei
to me, the undersigned, the said
mortgage deed an.
the three notes secured
thereby, and all his interes
therein,the same being recorded in sold Records,bool
315, page 236,1 do now by reason of a breach of tht
conditions ot said mortgage deed, claim a foreclosure
of the same, and give this pabllc notice
thereof, nurv
suant to the statutes ol Maine.
WILLIAM JOHNSON.
_1
Jan
Gorham,
y 2d, 1888.
w3wl*
_

Sierra Morena Molasses.

1865,

«r»

Total,-

1,516

91

$3,477

46

EXPENDITURES.

'**1864?

V

**

on

hand,

-6890 34
77700
-1,654 93

Jl

1306,
Total,

Balance

IiHJAl

$3,322

36
155 10

$3,477

i

46

H. S. McCobb, Treasurer.

: j hou House.—The guests of the Preble
Home fared sumptuously Monday, and will
HHDS. I SIERRA MORENA MOLASSlong recollect the “Happy New Tear” of Mr.
30 TCS.
} ES.
3. B. Krogman’s administration.
-—
Per sale by
Holidays are
GKO. S. HUNT,
at this House,—changes that
naadesspectalities
Ja3d2w
Ml Commercial St.
could he dispensed with when the every day
“7ivldgequals that of any hotel In Boston. It
-Portland Glass
■eqpiS to he the chief desire of the proprietor
‘‘
to make his house a perfect home for travelDividend.
lers and families.
Each department of this
SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDEND of seven pel
cent, has been declared on the stock of the
establishment has a separate head; men who
Portland Glass Company to stock holders of record
understand everything pertaining to their busiof 1st Inst., and the same Is payable at the office ol
the Treasurer on the 10th Inst.
ness.
In addition to those who have been noJ. Sc PALMER, Treasurer.
ticed ip our
Jan. 3,1886.-dtl0
co^pmns, are Mr. P, H. Traenor,
thlpoBte superintendent o^ the dining hall,
and Mr. Frank Grimm, who has charge of that
Annual Meeting.
ANNUAL MEETING of the PORTLAND
most important and difficult branch, the cuiGLASS COMPANY will bo holden at the office
dne department. Both of the last named
of the Treasuoer, on WEDNESDAY, January 10th
at 3 o’clock P. M., to act upon the following business,
have been connected with some of
A-X.T.
via;
>
e best hotels in the coufttfy.
To receive the report of the Treasurer: To choose
Directors for the ensuing year; To consider a change
1/
V
of Bye-Laws; To act upon the question of increase
of Capital Stock; and to act npon any other proper
Internal Revenue.—The amount of asbusiness.
By order ol the Directors.
sessments certified by Nath. G. Marshall, AsJ. S. PALMER, Clerk.
JauSdtlO
sessor, of the first district of Maine, to Nathaniel J. Miller, Collector of said district,
QUARTERLY REPORT
OF T£JS CONDITION* OF
during the month of December, A. D. 1366,
y-n
.fl
was as follows:
Amount Monthly list Tor Nov’r,
$74,173 08
OF PORTLAND,
Amount Special list for Nov’r,
16,029 14
Of the State ot Maine, on the morning of the First
T l
Monday ol January, 1866.
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Conypany"

A

THE

Satlemen

1

1

The National Traders Bank

"w

Dr.
Notes andHIDs Disown teA
368,379 34
Due from NationtiTHuRbs,
47,402 52
1
tJ. S. Bonds deposited with V. S. Treasurer
to secure circulating natee,
148-084 46
U. S. Bonds on hand, TVT %»
i^B) no
Other U. S. Securities, 'A
82,000 00
Cash in circulating notes ft other National
Banks,
i
2,306 00
Cash in circulating notes oi State Banks,
6,365 on
Checks and other cash Items,
11,584 81
Specie and other lawfld money,
49,140 oo

$708,126
f

50

CR.

Capital Stock, paid In,
Snn.lusFund, i•
Fronts and Loss,
,
TMP
CirralaHon,
Individual Deposits,
Dividends unpaid,

25o,oeooo
28,080 08
18,978 59
20,000 uo
248,918 20
1.080 90

Due National Banka.
hi
Outstanding circulation of Manufacturers
and Tradma Bank,
149,080 oo

*
$708 426,50
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

C. K.
a

SALE!

ing

previously

fiscal year

1866,

Hl fc**1.

$90,202

22

699,710

91

certified dur-

:

A

$789,913 13

Simple but Eepectual.—The entire free
dom from all deleterious ingredients renders
“
Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” or Cough and
Voice Lozenges, a safe remedy for the most
delicate female, or youngest child, ahd has
caused them to be held in the highest esteem
by singers and public speakers generally. In
coughs, irritation of the throat caused by

cold

or

unusual exertion of the vocal organs,

speaking in public, or singing, they produce
the most beneficial results.
mw&f
in

I. A. R. A.—This association has for

some

time

contemplated the establishment of a library for the use of its members, and to-night
thfs first of a course of six dandes for that
We
purpose commences at Lancaster Hail.
feel sure that the object for which the proof these dances are to be applied, will
secure a crowded house every night.

BABB’S,

W O L -.~H

d

WINTER GOODS
TO Be soub

l/ju_I

The Minstrels.
Duprez A Benedict’s
Minstrel Troupe will open at Deering Hall on
Mpnday, the 15th inst., and will no doubt
meet with the immense success that has heretofore universally attended their appearance
this city.
—

International Line.—The

CHE A
Off

Amount

ceeds

pr4"1
)

•*-

seeamer

New

Brunswick did not letfve 8t John until
yesterday morning. She wiil be due here this morn«n
ing.
Thursday will

be the last

trip of this line for

Shirting Flannels%
, the peesent season. The trips have been made
with great regularity the past year. Next seaBright Fluids,
another steamer, the New Ingland, which
ulf? JFoof Delaines, son
is about ready to be launched, will be added to
Poplins,
Thibets,
if
the

Black anil Colored

Alpoems,

--N-rr—

Look fbr I*rices

Fqr Sale.
vacant lot of Land on corner of Spruce and
Blackett atteets, sax DO feet, .will be sold at a
bargain. Tlfle perfect, and location exceedingly desirable. For terms, <£-<•., inquire of
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM.
74 Middle Street.
jan3d2w

in the

Capital Stock additional, all snbserthed,
$150,000: of which is now paid in,.

COMPANY.

poR HAVANA.

days

R. V. Society.
Since the formation of the Young Ladies’
R. F. Society in December, 1862, the amount

On reviewing

ENTIRE STOCK OF

New

sentenced to 60

James Fitzpatrick, for larceny of wood Irom
the yard of Paul
Hall^was ordered to pay a
fine of ten dollars and costs. Committed.

STATEMENT

LIABILITIES.

■

SPOKEN.
Nov 22, lat 18 N, Ion 121 W, ship Black Hawk.
from
San
Francisco
tor Boston.
Doane,
Dec 27, off Gun Key, barque Celeste Clark, from
for
New
York
Now
Orleans,

was

our

The First N ational Bank.

Baker’s Island for England, repg.
Chartered—ship Alioe Thorndike, Thorndike, for
>'•
to loaa guano for Antwerp, at £3 10s.
ChJnchas,
|
At San Antonio 18th ult, barque Artemesa, Brown,
Jan 3,1866—ddt
nnc.
Ship Sarah March, Duncan, from Glasgow,had
anived at an outport.
Sid ftn Asp Inwall 16th ult, brig Navarino., Giles,
rt>n »»•»
tor Cuba
< r
Sld ftn Bermuda 16th ult, barque Winifred, Phinney. (from Richmond) for Rio Janeiro.
Cld at St John NB 28th ult, brig Sarah B Crosby,
Crosby, Matanzas.
from

MUNICIPAL COURT. JAN. 2.
Charles Davis, for larceny of a pair of pants
and a vest, the property of Daniel W.
Brown,

._

TENTH ANNUAL

COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA. HOARSENESS,
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and ALL AFFECTIONS of the THROAT, BRONCHIAL TUBES and LUNGS, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the bvorite recipe of on Illustrious Physician and Cham 1st,
who for many years used it with the most complete
success in his exteAive practice.
He had long been profoundly impressed with the
wonderljil virtue of the honey of tbe plant Horehound, In union with the CLEANSING and HEALING properties of Tar extracted from the life principle of the lorest tree Abies Balsamea or Balin' of'

these Jive other

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Malta 8th ult, barque Sacramento, Hussey,

XJ. S. DISTRICT COURT.

LECEMBKR TERM.—WAKE, J., PRESIDING.
TcKai) xy.—In the case of United States vs.
Schooner Only Son, of
Bangor, and cargo,
bonds were filed for the
appraised value of vessel and cargo, and an order of restitution was
issued. The vessel and cargo
h^d been seized
for smuggling.
The case will coine up for
trial at the February term. U. F. Talbot, U
S. District Attorney, for Government; Bradbury A Sweat for respondents.

through some

:JtmjftjtAw6wHQSlAS HANCOCK,/Begistcr.

__T

chill & Co.

6 Sturdivant.

ORIUINAL AND SELECTED

the

PORTLAND, JANUARY 2,1808.
Chur-

gLimited

are

Their testimony has
never been challenged or impugned.
Upon evidence
iar less weighty men are acquitted or
condemned

Holmes* Hole.
Brig Sarah G

Barque Venus, (Br) Parker, Matanzas—E

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

the whole public.

1

COLUMN.

National Traders Bank—Edward Gould
First National Bank—Wiu. E. Gould.
Partnership—Churchill, Brown & M.naon.
Dreclosnre—Wm. Juimscn.
ostet'er's Stomach Bitters.
Sierra Moran* Molasses—Geo. S. Hunt.
Tenth Annual Sale—at C. K. Babb’s.
For Sale*—Lot of Land—William L. Putnam
Portland Glass Company—a Dividend.
Annual Meeting—Pol tlantl Glass
Company.
Boston and CubaSleauiship Company,

statements of these witnesses have heen

Jnstlce of the Poace.

Beaty, (Br) Watters, St John NB.
Brig Aurate, Davis, Portsmouth.
Sch Tallent, (Br) Merriam, Parrsporo NS.
Sch Anconda. iBr) Dickson, Lower Cove NS.
Sch Denmark, Cnssey, Ellsworth for Boston.

ENTERTAINMENT

Central Church Festival.

profession, trade and calling, have testified to
IU efficacy as a tonic and
regulating medicine. Tho

PORTLAND.

Tuesday* January 9*
ARRIVED.
Steamer NewBrunswick, Winchester, St John NB
for Boston.
Brig Snow Bird, (Br) Guptill, Havana L5th ult via

New ASrerllwmiti TwD»r

every

published in the public pHuis.

VICINITY.

SP“ Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate, us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the day.

army and navy, chemists, counselors, ministers
of the
gospel, in short, a great cloud ol witnesses of

(Stamp.]
OF

officers of

PORTLAND AND

the

———A——,——?

Miniature Almanac.January 3.
Sun rises....7.30 I Moon rises.7.42 PM
Sunsets.,..4.40 | High water.12.20PM

Thinking People.

■

No person, old or young, should fell to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BT THE

/

RESTORING,

splendid hair dressing.

COUGH

from No 44 India street. Relatives and triends are
invited to attend.
In thk city, Jan 2, Mr Greenlief Martin, aged 63

Wednesday Morning, January 3,1CCC

Year aflcr year, for an eighth of a century, tho
Pres* of tho country ha* clironidcd the beneficial ef-

Limited
DIED.

Giraffe.
Sid 1st

77
A Magical Preparation
»',
A
\j 1

It it a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties white VCT.
IT WILL RESTORE QRAT HAIR TO ITS ORIGIt will keep the hair from felling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, lustrous add silken.

In this city, Jan 1, by Kev E C Bolles,
Capt Goo S
Wilson, 01 Now York, and Miss Phebe P Avery, of
Portland.
In this city, Jan 1, bv Rev C F Allen, Albert G
Olney and Miss Lucy M Libby, both of Portland.
In this city, Jan 1, by Hov Mr Bray, I*aac Morse
and Mrs Nancy J Allen, Also. John Harper and
Miae Ada A Smith, all of Portland.
In Auburn, Dec 31,
by Kev J C Snow, Lntlier H
Morgan, of A, and Charlotte A Springer, of Lewiston
Jan 1, Lucellus C Gorham and Sarah E Given,
both of A; also. Charles C Uobinson and" Franolna
Hicks, both u! Danville.
In Lisbon, Jan l,by Kev J C Snow, Josiab
Raynes,
ot Auburn, and Helen M
Goody, of L.

Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion*
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called Llverspot,)
Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying, started a leak.
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the disBarque Samuel Merritt, from San Francisco for
colored spots show more plainly on the face of a
Portland, Oregon, returned to port 8th ult, and reblonde than of a brunette; hut they greatly mar the
having been run into 7tn, by an unknown
beauty of either; and any preparation tnat will ef- ports
barque, and carried away foreyard, stove a hole in
fectually remove them without injuring the texture or I her side, tore mainsail, &c.
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
Brig Charlena, of Portland, which got ashore on
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a
speci- Brenton’s Reef, and afterwards came oft and taken
ality, has discovered a remedy for these discolora- to Fall River tor repairs, was towed «o Newport SOtb,
tions, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harmwhere she will receive spars and rigging and fit kjt
less.
sea.
She has been thoroughly overhauled and newPrepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist, ly coppered.
No. 4 Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all
druggists: mice $2 oer bottle. Call for PERRY'S
DOMESTIC PORTS.
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
PORT MADISON, WT-In port Nov 23, brig DeaW. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
con, Reed, for San Franeisco, lag.
oct31sn mw&f6iu
Agents, Portland, Maine.
PORT ORCHARD—Sailed Nov 1, ship Carolihe
Reed, Friend, for San Francisco.
TEEKALET—In port Nov 18, ship Kate Dyer,
Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Leavitt, for San Francisco, ldg.
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT.
Follosc the Direc
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 6th ult, ship Portlaw, Curlions strictly and we warrant a cure.
tis, Nanaimo; barque Chas Dovens, Reynolds, *Port
Madison.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
“WILMINGTON NC—Ar 27th brig Henry Means,
Hall, Charleston.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO*,
Cld 27th, schs Wings of the Morning, McFarland,
General Agents,
Boston; Knight, Roofer, New York.
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
NORFOLK—Ar 29th ult, brig Roamer, Crabtree,
New York.
dec27dtfSN
Portland, Me.
BALTIMORE—Hd 30th, brigs J & H Crowley,
Ambrose Light, Si.Tpson, for
Drisko, Matanzas
Charleston; sch Kate Wentworth, Adams, for GalA Card.
and

Dec

Sober Facts for

conscientious Juries.

_MARRIED.

FBOM OUB OOBBE8PONDENT.

faculty.

Will not stain

do
1864. 1024
do
1865. IflgJ
United Stales Debt Certificates, Sept. 98?
U nited States Ten-lorties. 94 S
Eastern Railroad.
99?
Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bonds. 92
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 79
Vermon t Central 2d Mortgage Bonds.;. 254
Boston and Maine Railroad.
115?

to

Hair R°storer!

tor

Five-twenties,

99
1862. 136
senes.

SAILED—Barque S W Holbrook; brigs Alfaratta,

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
only perfect Hair Restorer

3d

New Advertisements.

CLEARED.

Ctock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!

The

do
Udited States

In this city, Dec 31, Mrs Ann R Fuller, formerly of
Baltimore, aged 73 years.
[Baltimore papers please copy.J
.53^r^uneraJ this (Wednesday) afternoon, at 2 o’clk,

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,

Ana an aiseases

Stock List.
Bales at rnE Brokers Board, Jan 2.
American Gold. 144?
United States Coupons,
1*4?
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881, coupons off.. 101
United States 7 3-10tbs Loan, 1st series. 99?
994
do
small.
do
2d series.' 98$
Hostou

_

in favor were cast.
By* A vote was being taken on an important
measure in the Indiana Senate the other day::
Mr. ——, a grave and reverend Senator, had

one

that he never not

31&33cft? yd.

DUCK—Portland duck continues to be taken up as
fast as manufactured at $1 20 for No. 3 and 85c for
No. 10.
FISH—Receipts have been light and stocks are
now
pretty large, while the demand is light, as usual
at this season. Prices aro mostly nominal. Mackerel
rule firm with light stocks. See quotations.
FLOUR—Tho market is still very dull. Prices
are nominally unchanged, and with a
large consumptive demand in prospect mid light receipts, holders
are disposed to make little if
any concession. Buckwheat flour is soiling at 6@7c
lb, and corn meal
at#108@l lgipbu.
FRUIT-tonpns are in moderate demand at #8 50
@9 V box. Havana oranges are selling for #3 «*4 »100.
Raisins are in good supply at $4 75^5 D bol for1
bunch, and #5@515 for layers.
GISAIN—The corn market is quiet, and prices are
nominal. Bye is more plenty at *125«1 30.
Barley
is quiet and shad ng at 90c @ 100. Oats steady at
58363c {»bu. Shorts firm at S30@32 4> ton.
GUNPOWDER—Is steady at 86 50 lor blasting and
$8 50 for sporting.
HAf-The demand for shipment continues, and
pressed hay has been quite active at 814316 » ton.—
Loose hay has been selling for about $14316,
and straw lor $10312.
HIDES AND SKINS
The market haa been
quiet, and sbows no materia] change since last week.
We continue to quota Western
dry salted at 18319,
and slaughter at 9®9j«. Lamb skins are steady at
$13160.
IRON —Bar iron is in moderate demand at 6@5Jc
for common, and 6fg«i for refined.
■P
Russia
shectis more qule though without change of price.
Cut nails are steady at $f @8 50.
LEATHER—The market is still quiet, but prices
though without material change are fii mer. Hemlock sole closed at 32342c » lb. the outside
figures for
overweights. EinMied calfskins are steady

strictions,

principles

firm at

Prints are quiet, as usual
at this season. American delaines are Jobbing at
about 30c. Woolens show no material changes.
are

floated within five hundred miles of the Pole.
By Lieut. General Early, whom Sheridan
thrashed so splendidly in the Shenandoah valley, is how in Havana, en route for Mexico.—
He writes to the New York Nevus that he has
never asked for a pardon from President John-

out his peaee

27J(«;28c.

changed rates for ail descriptions.

By A few days since the famous Arctic explorer, Dr. Hayes, of Philadelphia, returned to
Kane Lodge of New York the Masonic flag
which the Lodge had intrusted to him, at the
Merchants’ Exchange in that city, five years
ago, to carry to the North Pole, if possible.—
Gen. James F. Hall, one of the officers of the
Lodge, introduced Dr. Hayes to the brethren
present, and the Doctor, in a brief address,
stated that the flag which he then returned,
had been planted further north than any other
except the flag of our country, and that it had

ng that

With the termination of the war we had reason to expect a large addition to our
population ; but instead ot that the emigration has
been the other way.
California ought to be,
to-day, the best State in the Uniou for eastern capital to seek investment in; will some
two per cent, hard-money man inform us why
it is the poorest? With our undeveloped mines
of inexhaustible wealth, our advantages of soil
Halifax, and to Newfoundland, are monopo- and climate, why is it that no business but
lies, made so by their chatters, having ex- legalized gambling pays ? Our ans wer would
Decause two per cent a month is inimiclusive privilege fora long term of years. The be,
cal to industrial pursuits.
We want cheap
original bill chartering these lines, did con- capital—a desideratum within our reach whentain such provisions, but when they were sent ever we adopt the national currency.
Our agricultural, mining and manufacturing
heme to England for Boyal approval, this exInterests are languishing for want of money.—
clusive feature was wisely stricken out, so that Our
gold is sent abroad in exchange lor wares
the Provincial legislatures are at full liberty to
that we should manufacture at home.
We
charter new and competing companies, and pe getting poorer every day; and stupid political economy tail us this condition of things is
steps are now being taken, by men of influ- just as it should be. If we
would not become
ence in the lower Provinces, to secure the rewholly bankrupt, we should remove the barriquisite charters, aud to build lines from Calais ers, and permit the currency ot the nation to
In upon us, reducing gold to the condition
eastward, not only to Halifax, but to any now
of a commodity, and
agreeing, one and all, to
other point at which the European news
may transact our business on a
greenback basis.
he first received.
This will, no doubt, be accomplished, and the business men of the
Cam or TnxHKB.—Editor of thePrets:
My
country will have an opportunity to get the Dear Sir .-—Will you permit me, through the
markets
medium
of
without that secret and quesoreign
your paper, to express my thanks
tionable mode in which they are now trans- •o many kind friends in Bridgtpn—members of
mitted in cypher to New
York, and then my former pastoral charge, and others—for the
sent to Boston, Portland aud elsewhere at tho valuable present of a new suit of clothes and
overcoat, which I have recently received at
convenience of parties in the first-named
city.
Let the Legislature of Maine remember their hands; and also for the numerous exof their good will of which myself
this; that they are asked to forge a connecting pressions
have been the recipients in years
link between the competing lines west of this and family
past.
city and competing lines soon to be establishThese tokens of their kind regard lay me uned in the Provinces, and thus redeem the telede* obligations to them which I trust I shall
of
the
business
State
and
New
graphic
Eng- never forget. May they receive manifold more
land from a monopoly that has not always in this
present time, and in the world to come
been tree from suspicions of oppression.
“eternal life," from
who does not suffer a
“cup of cold water,” given in his name to one of
ty The pirate Sammes was arrested at his his disciples, to go unrewarded. May He who
house near Mobile, Ala., on the 15th ult. He
said “It is more blessed to
give than to receive,”
mve them to taste
was reading a
luxury of doing good in
newspaper in his parlor, when humble imitation the
of His

Lieut. French with bis party entered the house
Seinines was astonished at his arrest; but bis.

COFFEE—Tlie market is quiet with a Eight consumptive demand. Java is still quoted at 4C o£0c
n>,UUd Rio 32^35c. Recent importations have rel'CTea the market, and prices tend down.
OOOPERAGE—There is nothing new to notice in
demand for city made ebooks is
co®grage. butTlie
there is no accumulation of stocks,
moderate,
and prices are without any noticeable change. There
have been no sales reported for the week. Hoops are
in demand, and quite firm at the advance previously
j
noticed, and we continue to quote 14 ft rod oak $4i>^ I
42, and ash $50(5 52 gross M.

BtTiick anybody in his life, but neyl'r yet so
much as “struck ile.”
Hkif1* The Richmond Times says that many
of the Slvedes and Germans who receutlyar-i
rived there from the North, are about to pul

attending to his “biz,” and didn’t know
what the question was. His name was called
Freedom alone was concerned.
by the secretary. He looked puzzled for a moLat Them Oo.
ment, and then rapping the desk with hia
The PhQadelphia Press thinks it a some- knuckles, after the manner of card playing,
what singular ciscumstance that a number of said, “I pass!” An audible titter ran throngh
the hall, and the president of the senate “took
.he ultraSouthern men who have “left their
it up.”,
tor
their
'because
slacountry
country’s good,”
By Diamonds have been found in Idaho;
very had been abolished here, and because
but the discoverer was lost on the steamer
here was a possibility that negcoes might Brother
Jonathan, with the secret of their
lereaftcr acquire political privileges, should be location. He had
previously sold one in New
.o delighted as they profess themselves with
York for $1000.
he new home which they have found in BraBy Ths American Mining Index has the falsU»
lowing:—“Professor Pritchard, who recently
It is true that slavery is still tolerated there, arrived from Colorado, where he has been enrat the triumph of the emancipation move- gaged in the examination of Dr. Seaton’s mines
on behalf of English capitalists, has gone to
nent cannot long he delayed, and even at this
Europe to report thereon. He stated, before
noment no political distinction founded on
;olor exist there, and black men possessing his departure, that the richness of the Colorado
mines was ‘far beyond anything he had ever
.he legal qualifications, are neither denied the
dreamed of,’ and he felt warranted in declaring
of
or
the
to
hold
office.
right
ight suffrage
that during the coming year, British capital
In the opinion oi the Press St seems scarceto the amount of £20,000,000 ($100,000,000) will
y worth while to flee from prospective politibe invested therein.’
al equality with the freedmen of North
By The new Continental Theatre in BosUnerica to a land where colored citizens are ton—Morris Bros., Pell & Trowbridge, Propriametimee made Cabinet ministers.
etors—was opened on Monday evening, with a
We hope our Philadelphia contemporary crowded house. The Boston Advertiser gives a
rill take care to say nothing which may very fine and pleasant account of the building
and its accommodations, but with two excep.iave a tendency in the remotest degree to
heck this exodus of rebels. We cannot he tions does not speak highly of the company.—
-id of too many of them; and we would have It attributes their lack of suocess, however, in
to the unfitness of the piece chosen,
hem “stand not upon the order of their going, large part,
and to the fact that the actors had not become
rat go at once”. It is perhaps not quite fair
familiar with the place or with each other.
o Brazil to thus make a kind of irregular
By A condepned murderer in Prussia,
>enal colony of her; but so long as these mis- with his bands
heavily ironed, lately moulded
: re ants will ship themselves off it relieves the
in bread-crumbs a beautiful goblet, with deli,ovemment of a disagreeable responsibility, cate mouldings of fruit and flowers.' Strange
nd society of an odious element of mischief that the hands which could shape such forms of
rad source of corruption.
beauty could also imbrue themselves in the

We re;erred yesterday morning to a comma
nication in the Bangor Whig, in opposition tc

control of rival

on

Argus has always been sound on this goose.
A Territory has been a State with it for purposes of benefitting slavery, but no State when

The Proposed New Telegraph Company.

the new

did not ex-

of his humane and kind-hearted master. The

at

construct a line from this city eastward to th
State line. That communication was signet
“A. W. P.,” (A. W. Paine,) and, as we sup
posed, was written by a gentleman largely in1
terested in the existing line, and is, we think
a Director in that company also.
The argument against a new line is not c
new one.
It is the same old story, that a sin
gle line can do the business cheaper than twe
Hues; that two lines will make double the e>
“
dear people ” will have tc
pensc, and the
pay this extra expense in the Bhape of in
created tolls 1 In this year of grace a sensib!
man ought to blush for very shame to pu
forth such an argument. It is based on th.
assumption that the people are fools am
don’t know good from evil.
Mr. Paine endeavors to bolster-up his prop
options by appealing to facts, and says, in sut
stance, that with the multiplied lines be
tween New York and Boston have come in
creased rates, and that even from this city t
Boston, with a competing line, the tolls haw
increased fifty per cent. But Mr. P. careful!
‘keeps out of sight the fact that from here east
ward, with no competition, the increase of toll
has kept pace with the increase on the line
to which he so triumphantly refers.
The in
crease in the expenses of transmitting rnessa
ges may be explained upon a much more rea
sonable hypothesis than that put forth by Mr
Paine, but it is no part of the present articb
to go into that matter.
We may do so at ;
future time, and show, as we think can b
conclusively done, that because different Unef

thereof,

shall be deliv-

cuse

po3terous because the aggregate indebtedner
is not increased, while the ability to pay i
augmented, for certainly the whole Unite
States are better able to pay the amount o
the loyal state debts than the loyal state,
alone.
If these views are correct, then our Legislature at its approaching session shoult
lose no time in assuming the war debts of th(
several cities and towns, that they may b
added to the present state war debt, of whicl
theygaught to form a part, and then our Rep
reseniatives in Congress should be requests*,
and Senators instructed to urge the passage
f Mr. Blaine's bill.
C.

chartering

under the laws

Territory ignored negro slavery,
him from being delivered up

the New Tori

$500,000,000
by the National Government can impair it
credit or overburden its treasury, when by the
same process the loyal states are relieved o
precisely the same amount. The idea is pre
aggregate

This shows one of two things, either that
the political wisdom of the age is concentrated
in the small editorial urn of the Argus, or
that “the fools are not all dead.” According
to the above bit of remarkable and profound
authority, a citizen of the District of Columbia is not eiigiblc for the Executive chair, nor
is any man who happens to reside in an organized or unorganized territory. We had
supposed that all territory over which the constitution of the U. S. is the supreme law, is a
part of and within the United States, not only for the purpose of making a resident thereof eligible to civil office, but also for the purpose of that other provision which says “the
citizens of each State shall be entitled to all
privileges and immunities ofcitizens of the several States,” and still that other provision which
•ays that trials for crimes “shall be held in the
State where the said crimes shall have been
jommitted.* According to the Argus a crime
committed In the District of Columbia or an
organized Territory, cannot be tried anywhere,
iinless Congress shall first fix and determine
the place, and a citizen of the loistrict or of a
Territory has no rights in an organized State
of the Union. There is one parallel provision
in the constitution on which our contemporary has long been sound; that which provides
.hat persons “held to service or labor in one

State,

Tribune and Boston Advertiser. They char
acterize the measure as a selfish scheme, calculated to overburden the national treasury
and to injure the national credit, though they
concede the probability of its adoption.
Now, it is difficult to understand how tht
consolidation of these debts, which these pa
pers estimate in the

Congress
refuses representation to Tennessee, it should,"
to be consistent,
proceed to depose the President.

ered up on claim of the party,” &c.
This touches the sacred negro, not the free
legro, but the negro sanctified by chains and
oilman ownership by a Southern Democrat;
and his escape into a Territory, though that

X am surprised, therefore, to observe any op
position to this measure in the loyal states,

especially in such papers

a

Ages Concentrated.
of yesterday, in its effort to adsettler to the ‘‘radicals” says:

Tennessee is in the Union she has a right
to oe
represented; if she is not, Andrew Johnson has no
right to be President. If

the towns.
For the same reason the debts can, b'

"-

The Wied*'*1* °*

CYRUS K. BABB’S,
£* Clapp’s Block.
JaaSeodtt

line, and,

week will be made.

necessary, three trips per

Concert.—We trust our readers will not for-

get the concert to be given by the Polyphonic
Club, this evening, at Congress Hall, Clapp’s
dock.
They may be assured of some excellent music.
Tickets can be had at Paine’s
music store, or at the door in the evening.—
The concert win commence at a quarter before
eight o’clock.

meeting of Macbigonne Engine Company, No. 1, held January 1st, the
following officers were elected: Foreman,
Samuel It. Leavitt; Cleric, R. Samuel Rand.
At tlic annual

TO THE DAILY PRESS.
---—-

At the annual meeting of Washington
Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1, held on

Monday last, the following persons were elected officers for the ensuing year: First Director, Geo. B. Riley; Second Director, Albion
Sawyer; Clerk A. G. Corliss; Steward, L. F.
Dyer.
Subscribers

pha Assembly
January Sth.

are

notified that the next Al-

will occur on
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Wednesday Morning, January 3,
—

--.■+ + +*—■■
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l Special Dispatch

At the annual meeting of Portland Associates, Ex-5, Wm. Strong was chosen President,
and Wm. Hennessy Clerk.

-.i

to the

ft

Press.]

Legislative Nominations.

Augusta, Jan. 2.
Caucuses for the purpose of nominatiug
candidates for officers of the two branches of
the Legislature, were held this evening.

Monday evening,

At the annual meeting of Casco Engine
Co., No. 5, Leonard Pennell was chosen Director, and Wm. Hcnnessy Clerk.

1860.

—--

SENATE.

Hon. Lewis Barker presided. On the first
ballot Hon. William Wirt Virgin, of Oxford
County, was nominated for President, by a
vote of 18 to 11 for Hon. A. D. Manson, of
Penobscot County. Thomas P. Cleaves, Esq.,
of Brownfield, was re-nominated for Secretary,
and W. S. Clark, of Sangerville, for Assistant

Various Items.

New York, Jan. 2.
Thomas B. Stillman, late supervising agent
of the 2d District and superintendent of supplies repairs of the United States Marine Hospital, died at Plainfield, N. J., in the sixtieth
year of his age.
The rosin factory of Horace & Lannet, in
Brooklyn, was burnt on Monday night. Loss
$10,000; insured for $8,000, her* and in BosJames McGrath, the former watchman
ton.
of the place, has been arrested on suspicion of

incendiarism.

Boston, Jan.

Legislature assembles to-morrow. A
of the Republican members of the
House was held this evening for the purpose
of nominating candidates for Speaker and
The

other officers.
After an informal vote, without effecting a choice for Speaker, the caucus
adjourned, owning to the absence of a large
number of members. Harvey Jewell, of Boston, and J. W. Stone, of Charlestown, were
the most prominent candidates for Speaker.

Secretary.
Meaty Jtobbery.

The number of
Gen. Shepley presided.
On the first ballot
the horse railroad for a candidate for Speaker, Col. James M.
passengers conveyed
during the month of December, was 66,412.
Stone, of Kennebunk, received 81 votes, Col.
The whole number conveyed over the road
James F. Miller, of Portland, 43. Col. Stone
during the year 1865, was 015,532.
was declared the nominee.
For Clerk of the House, Major Franklin M.
At the annual meeting of steam fire engine
of Brunswick, was nominated, receiving
Drew,
officers
were
the
following
Company No. 2,
93 votes to 29 for Horace Stilson, the Clerk of
elected for the ensuing year: Foreman, J. C.
last year. Sumner J. Chadboum, of DixColley; Clerk, T. W. Burnham.
mont, was nominated for Assistant Clerk.
Glass Company.—By reference to an adF.
vertisement in another column, it will be seen
Statement of Capt. Qreenman, of the Steamthat the Portland Glass Company have declarship Constitution.
ed a semi-annual dividend of seven per cent.,
New Xobe, J»n. 2.
and not three per cent., as has been stated in
Capt. Greenmail, late Capt of the fated
some of the city papers.
steamer Constitution, arrived here this momthis morning. He makes the following stateMinstrelsy.—This evening is the last of ment:
the performance of the Skiff & Gaylord
Left Savannah on the 23d ult, with a cargo
Troupe at Deering Hall. They had a crowd- of 928 bales of cotton, a crew of thirty-three
men, ten cabin passengers, three steerage and
ed house last evening, and the entertainment
and six men found stowed away after leaving.
was greeted with frequent applause.
On the 56th ult., at 2 o’clock A. M., struck on
the outer shoals of Cape Lookout, and four
B. F. C.—The second dramatic entertainhours after the ship was full of water.
Made
entertainment of the B. F. C.’s was given at an effort to get her off. but was unsuccessful.
"on board the wreck until it
Cummings’ Hall, last evening, to a large audi- After remaining
was thought she would go to pieces, the first
who testified their
re—

ever

approbation by

ence,

peated plaudits.

The entertainment was en-

livened with some excellent music from the
orchestra. The hall was filled as close as it
could be packed.
Notice.
All those who have

of

bought

the Eureka Ink

and have not been satisfied with it will

me

conter a favor

by returning it to me, and I
will replace it with a good article.
Owing to
a mistake in
manufacturing it, it has not been
what it was recommeuded; and we wish to
satisfy all.
H. M. Food, General Agent,
It*
38 Middle St., Portland, Me.
Distressing Shipwreok and Extreme 8 utterin* at Baa.

Intelligence

was

received in town

peril and suffering. The unfortunate vessel
was the brig Celia M. Carver, Captain Treat,
on the voyage from Georgetown, S. C., for
Searsport, Me.
After leaving port she encountered tremendous weather, through the effects of which
she became disabled and wholly unmanagable.
The crew were driven to an exposed part of
the wreck for safety, to whiclj they clung for
life during nine weary days and nights, without a morsel of food of any kind or water, subject to the full force of the winds and waves.

During this time oDe of tbe men was badly crushed against the timbers, from the effects
of which he died, and all the others were more
or less frost-bitten, the weather being extremely cold. Captain Treat was so badly frozen
that it is expected he will lose both hands.—
The sufferings of ail were of the most intense
character. After being exposed so long to
the elements and suffering under the pangs of
starvation, they were reduced to the last extremity, and It is a matter of surprise that
any were left to tell the tale.
They were finally rescued, however, by a passing vessel and
taken into Gloucester, Mass., where their
wants were supplied under the friendly care
of the people of that town.
The Celia M. Carver was a good vessel, of
167 tons, built at Bangor in I860, and was
owned in Searsport
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Destructive Fire in

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. Jan. 2.
A very destnetive fire broke out at one
o’clock this morning in Chestnut StreetBuildings No. 807 Chestnut Street, occupied

by Hamden’s Express Co., 603 and 605, occupied by Kockhill & Wilson, wholesale clothiers, and 609, occupied by Perry & Co., clothing, were almost entirely destroyed. The

walls fell into the street, and some firemen
were injured.
The loss will certainly not Fail
short of $1,0001)00. The buildings destroyed
were of brown stone, five stories nigh, and the
most ornamental on Chestnut Street.
Last night was the 15th anniver sary of the
immense fire lire on the same spot, when two

killed.
The building In which the fire originated

men were

had

recently been purchased by

Bulletin Association, who

make it their

insured.
fully
The other

publishing

were

the

Evening
preparing to
Their loss is

house.

parties losing by fire and water
are Herman, Destree & Baur,
trimmings;
John F. Simmons, photographic materials;
Birds’ Billiard saloon, and Magarge & Co.,
paper dealers.

Some twenty persons were arrested for robbing the stores in the vicinity of the fire.

One store, in

no

danger from fire,

was com-

pletely gutted.
Among the goods taken to the station house
was an old pair of
pantaloons, which the owner must have
exchanged for a new pair, but
to
forgot remove his pocket book, containing
six dollars.
From the extensive robberies, it
is now believed that the place was set on lire
for that purpose.

LATE*.

Bockhill A Wilson’s loss is estimated at
$60,000. The greater portion of their stock

was

removed.

*

No. 609 Chestnut Street

was

owned by

parties who reside in New England. Perry A
Co.’s, clothiers, loss is $60,000; insured for
$45,000. The damage to Maguage’s paper
warehouse was very great, but principally by

water.
All the money
packages from Hamden’s
Express are sate, and the greater part of the
ireight in the building was removed. It is
now supposed that the total loss will be about
$260,000; but the insurance is large and will
probably nearly cover the loss.
The firemen worked
manfully, and at one
time were pouring
fifty-eight streams of water
on the buildings.
The Bite of the fire was
formerly occupied by the old Chestnut Theatre.

Negro Celebration in

Petersburg.
Petersbdbg, Va., Jan. 1.
The freedmen of this city and adjacent
counties celebrated their freedom to-day by
marching in a procession through the principal streets, and public speaking. The weather
was very unpropitious, but great Dumbers participated in the celebration. The different societies of freedmen donned their best and
turned out with banners.
The occasion was
one of rejoicing with them, and everything
passed off in perfect order.
From New Orleans.

New Orleans, Dec. 29.
Shipowners, yielding to the »crewsmen’s
six
dollars per day to laborstrike, are paying
ers.

small boat was launched, which immediately
filled and broke adrift. The crew at the same
time attempted to launch the other boats, but
they were stove by the sea. The ship was

breaking up very fast, and the only chance
now left was clinging to pieces of the wreck

or cotton bales.
At 4 A. M. on the 27tb, the
whole side fell in with a large number of the
crew and passengers, all of whom were thrown
into the sea. The next sea carried away the
forecastle, on which I and several others were
standing. I reached a raft on which were the
second mate and steward. At tiny light on the
28th ult. saw two iafts with men on them.—
At 5 P. M. a boat which was lost from along
side, and had been picked up four of the crew
picked us up. We afterwards picked up two
passengers, and cruised around for some time,
but found no more. Lay by for the night end
next morning succeeded in reaching Cape
Lookout, having been on the raft and bort forhours. Have heard nothing since of any of
ty
the others,

From

to-day,

says the Boston Journal, of the loss of an
eastern vessel under circumstances of great

Washington.

Washington, Jan. 2.

In the Supreme Court of the United States
to-day, Justice Clifford delivered an opinion
in the case of appeal from the District Court
of Wisconsin, in which the Mivwaukee and

Chicago Rompany

respondents. It appears that certain mortgaged premises had
several times been offered for sale, but were
notsold, and that the appellant claimed possession on the ground that he was the highest
bidder; but the Supreme Court holds that
biddings at auction were offers, and that there
is no binding obligation until the consent of
both parties is giveD.
in other words there
must be mutual understanding to a definite
agreement, as the auctioneer may refuse to
strike off the property to the highest bider.
were

So a bid can be withdrawn before the hammer
♦alls.
The Court said that justice had been
done, and all the parties were satisfied but the
appellant, and that the decree of the District
Court is affirmed with costs.
It has been erroneously stated that the
French and United States governments have
arrived at an understanding with regard to
Mexican affairs.
It is known, however, that
Maximiilian has not met his pecuniary engagements with Napoleon for keeping the
French troops in Mexico, and that the French
Emperor is not willing to support a military
force at his own expense.
Very Tew applications for pardon have been
received at the Attorney General’s office during the past week. On the 29th ult. twentynine were granted to Alabamians, and, on the
30th, four were granted to Mississippians.
To-day a pardon was issued for Horace A.
Dubien, sentenced to the penitentiary for robbing the mails in New York.

man In Paris sold his body to the
surgeons for 1200 francs, went on a spree with
the money, died, and was immediately cut up.
By The aggregate tax levy of New York
is $18,000,000. Of this sum $300,000 is for tht
State taxes.
jy On Monday last Hugh Mercier, a bar
keeper in Williamsburg, was shot while stand-

ing in

his own door, by a party of ruffians. H«
immediately. The party, numbering
eight, were arrested and lodged in the statute

died

house.
By Acting by the advice of the President

Sharkey, of Mississippi, now in Washington, has determined not to return home, bui

Davis.
of
Henry
Baltimore, Jan. 2.
The fimeral of Henry Winter Davis this afternoon was very largely attended.
Every
mark of respect was shown to the distinguished deceased.
The Mayor and City Council,
Governor Swann, Lt Gov. Cox, Judge Bond,
members of the bar, Chief Justice Chase,
Judge Giles Of the District Court of Maryland,
Judges Carter and Oiin of the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia, Judges Swayne
and Davis of the U. S. Supreme Court, Secretaries Stanton and Harlan, Hon. S. F. Foster,
President of the Senate, Senators Morgan, of
New York, Pomeroy, of Kansas, Sprague, of
Rhode Island, Sumner of Massachusetts, and
Creeswell, or Maryland, and Messrs. Blow,
Funeral

Hon.

Winter

Green, Clay and Smith, Bradegee, Scofield and
Hooper, of the House of Representatives,
Mayor Wallack, of Washington, Hon. Freeman Clark, Comptroller of the Currency, and
other distinguished gentlemen were present.
Chief Justice Chase and Secretary Stanton
were among the pall bearers.
The funeral procession proceeded to St
Paul’s Cemetery. The streets were thronged
along the route by a crowd of Spectator.
Previous to the funeral a meeting was held
at the U. S. District Court Room, which was
presided over by Judge Giles, and resolutions
of respect for the memory of the deceased
passed.
The

Fenian Congress.

New York, Jan. 2.

The Fenian Congress assembled to-day.
A guard from the 99th O’Mahoney regiment
of militia refused admission to all not provided with credentials.
The State Centre, Mr.
Rogers, of the Manhattan District, called the
to
and
body order,
Major Kelley, of Indiana,
was

appointed

chairman of the

Congress.
Resolutions sustaining Col. O’Mahoney were
adopted, and Congress proceeded to the transaction of other business, the nature of which
has not yet transpired. There were two plenipotentiaries from Ireland present, who stated
that they brought letters from Stephens, who
is

await the action of the Senate

pnission

as a

Senator.

as

to his ad

has been offered for the arrest of the thieves.

Dispatches.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 2.

Miscellaneous

The Legislature will adjourn from to-morrow to the following Tuesday, for the purpose
of electing a State Treasurer.

Boston, Jan. 2.
The auestion of

commuting the sentence of
Ed wait! W. Green, the murder, to imprisonment for life was decided at a meeting of the
Executive Council to-day in the negative.
The vote stood S for imprisonment to 6 for
hanging.
New York Markets.
New Yoke, Jan. 2.
Cotton—dull and lower; sales 369 bales; Middling
Uplands at 62 g 83c.
Flour—without decided change; sales, 6,200 l>bls. of
State and Western; Southern, dull nnb unchanged;
sales 400 bbls.; Canada, quiet and unchanged; sales
....

200 bbls.

Wheat—quiet and without decided change.
Corn—dull and unchanged; sales 39,000 bushels
Mixed Western at 96 @ 96}c.
Oats—quiet.
Beef—quiet.
Fork—quiet and lower; sales 3,430 bbls. new Mess

at 39 60.

Lard—quiet and steady; sales 400 bbls. at 16} @
ldCes
Whiskey—dull; Western in lots at 2 26 (® 2 28.
Rice qniet and firm at 9* @ 10J for Rangoon.
Sugars -quiet; sales 8 luids. Muscovado 13.
Coffee—steady: sales,

present, adjourned.

Report says two English detectives
spotted and refused admission to the

were

Con-

gress.
Appeal of Gen. Sweeney

to the Pen lane.
New York, Jan. 2.
Gen. Sweeney has issued an appeal to the
Fenians not to waste their energies in intestine strife, and says, “Let deeds, not words, be
Strike before it is too late and
your motto.
the golden opportunity is lost.
Our situation
is that of two armies whose chiefs cannot
a
time
of
agree upon
operation. The vast extent of the British dominions offers many vital
points, and as we cannot reconcile our views,
let each follow his chosen general, and attack
where his judgment tells him are the best
chances of success. Let this disgraceful squabble cease at once.
On the field of battle we
will forget personal rancour and factional preto
remember only our country and
judices,
her wrongs.
Out of our difficulties I can see
but one
way of escape, it is to call in each State
a convention of
delegates, from different circles, to decide in whom they will repose confidence, and then, in sUence, allow Col. O’Mahoney and myself each to work out his respective plan for the freedom of Ireland.”

Importation of

Cattle Prohibited.
New Yobk, Jan. 2.

The Herald has the following dispatch from

Toronto, Canada, to-day:
“Consul Thurston to-day received Instructions that the Government of the United
States will not permit any more cattle to en-

ter the United States from Canada. This prohibition creates intense feeling, not only
amon" Canadians thus cut out from the
American markets and owing United States
traders, but Americans now purchasing in this
market. It is estimated that $40,000 worth of
live stock already purchased in this neighborhood will be thus cut off from the market for

which they

were

intended.

Death af

a

Freights

to

Ammi I. Mitchell, of Bath, Me., compositor

Daily

Advertiser

office, died

denly to-night of hemorrhage of

the

bags

Liverpool—dull;

in bond at

12?.

78}

Erie.971

Reading.

107

Michigan Southern
76
Cleve'and and Pittsburg.86
Chicago and North Western.86
Chicago and Rock J sland. .108
Fort Wayne.f.104

Chicago, Jan. 2.

Flour—quiet.
Wheat—quiet at

—

6,505 hogs.
Shipments-2,600 bbls. flour; 5,300 bushels wheat,
2,800 ousels com, 2,800 bushels oats.
Cincinnati Markets.

Cincinnati, Jan. 2.
Flour steady.
Hogs—quiet at 12 @ 12}, the latter the prevailing

rate.
Mess Pork is in demand at 29
2950 @ 30 00.
Green Meats—firm.

00, holders asking

Bacon quiet.

Lard—quiet at 18} @ I84 for prime city.
Whiskey dull and irregular; sales at 2 23 free, and
3 25 @ 2 26 hi bond.
Gold 1444.
_

New Orleans

Cotton— animated;

fckijars^verydull;
Checks
New

Markets.

New Orleans, Jan. 29.
sales 4,000 bales of middling

fbfr 124.

York—12c discount.

on

Freights—cotton to New York }d.
York Cattle Market.
New Yobk, Jan. 2.
Beef firmer bnl unchanged at 10 @ 19c; Receipts
Veal
head.
Cows
and
unchan
ed. Sheen rath
4,370
er higher at 4 @ 8c for inferior to prime, and 13 @ 25
for extra. Receipts 8,600 head. Hogs stead» at 10 @
101; Receipts 21,000 head.
New

Nashville Cotton Market.

Nashville, Jan. 2.
Cotton firm and operations limited. The ruling
rates are from 42 to 43c. Receipts 212 bales?.
Shipments 233 bales.

Board

of

very sud-

lungs.

Hlid. Sh’ks. 150 @ 175
gad.1
Oakum.
H’d’gs,
Soft Pine... 20 @ 22 American- 12
Oil.
Hard Pine.. 30 @ 33
Hoops,(14ft>.40 00 @42 00 Kerosene,.... 90
R.Oak8taves50 00 @55 00 Sperm ..2 88
Whale.1 90
Copper.
Bank.35 00
Cop. Sheatlnug 55 @
00
Shore.33
40
Y.M.Sheathing
@

Trade I

Annual Meeting.
Annual Meeting of the Board of Trade for
the choice of Officers, &c, lor the ensuing year
will be held at the Rooms of the Board on Monday
Evening, January 8th, at 74 o'clock.
AH standirg and
Committees will be exdected to present their Annual Reports on that even-

THE

Jan 2—distd

MARSHALL N. RICH,

....

Dyewoods.

3 @
Barwood.
Brazil WootL. 13 ®

9®

10

4 @
@
3

Mess Beef,

3

Pork,

2J@
7 @

Red Sanders..

RedWood.... 7}®
@
Sapan Wood..
Fish.

Cod,pqtl.
Large Shore7 50 @
LargeBank 6 25 @

8
7
5
5

00
00
00
75

Small.4 50 @
Pollock.5 00 @
Haddock—..none.
Hake.........3 50 @ 400
Herring,
Shore, p bl.6 50 @ 7 50
Scaled,pbx. 55 @ 60
45 @
50
No. 1.

none.

jriour.

Western.

Superfine...7 50 @ 8 00
Spring Ex. 9 25 £ 9 50
Choice do. 9
EedWinterll
White do. 11
St. Louis,..12

75
00
50
50

£10 25

Superfine .9
Fancy..... 9
Extra... ...10
Double Ex.U
Buckwheat,. .0
Corn Meal_1

00
50
75
50
00
08

£ 9 25
£ 9 75
£11 25
£12 50
£ 7 00
£ 110

Canada,

£12

£12

£15

00
50
00

Fruit.
Almonds—Jordan & lb.
Soft Shell...
£ 35
Shelled.
£ 65
Pea Nuts.8 75 £
Citron,new... 40 £ 46
Currants.
£ 17
Dates.
18
£
20
new.
£ 25
Figs,
Prunes, new.. 33 £
Raisins, new,

or

cured by the

I received treatment from the celebrated Dr.
Dr. Bun^
Newton, but derived no benefit from It.
nell cured me at once.

WM. B.
Jan 2—dlw*

HODGKINS,

Portland.

Copartnership Notice.
JOHN P* THOMAS Is admitted M a
member of our firm from this date.

MR*

MATHEWS & THOMAS.
Portland, January 1st, 1S06.

Starch.
Pearl. 12 @

Sugar.
13}®

Muscovado...
Hav. Brown

Hav. White...
Portland A A.

ja2dlw*

The Annual Meeting of the Relief Association of toe Portland
Fire Department will be held at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, on

WEDNESDAY EVENING, January 10th, at 7|
o'clock, for the choice of Trustees and the transaction
of other business.
Per order of the President.
J. C. TUKESBURY, Secretary.
ja2dtd
Portland, January 1st, 1863.
on

the Stand

IK FAVOR OF

JOHNSONS REPRODUCTOR!
1

“Portland.

Dec. 27,
Mb. Johnson,
Dear Sir:

*«5.)

—

Two

months ago my wife
commenced
using

Reproductcr
yourhair
her

at that time
was la ling oil
very
rapidly and had become so thin as to expose the scalp. The
use of one bottle has
entirely stopped the
felling off ana has increased the growth so

tnat DOW sue nr.»

a

uuck

ueau

oi nair wuicn

memos*

thorough combing and brushing will not in the least
Both myself and wife have lound it excel*
remove.
lent to remove dandruff, and as a dressing the best
preparation I ever used.
You are at liberty to publish this, or to refer any
one to me personally.
Very respectfully, yours, Ac.,
GEORGE BLAKE,

MRS. HATTIE E. BLAKE.”
Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manufhcturer of Britannia Ware.corner of Union and Pore
St., Portland, or at his residence In Westbrook.
Manufactured and sold wholesale and retail by
HORACE H. JOHNSON. No. 80 Mftdlle
St,, Portland, (Up Stairs),
Dec
Mr.

28—dtf__

a

M. C. M. A,
A stated meeting of the Maine Charit-

able Mechanic Association, will be held in the
Library Room on Thursday evening, Jan. 4th,
^ at
71 o'clock.
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.
T
J»D.
2—dtd

Found.

FAIR of Sliver bowed Spectacles, whioh the
can have
by oalUug at CUSTIS * CO’S
Store. Morton Block.
ja2dlt*
A

XX owner

XTEW building near the head of Center Street, will
J-l be fitted up to suit tenants. The chambers win
be a desirable location for a Dentist, Dress Maker, or
other genteel business.
Please

apply

to

Dec 10—eed3w

MARTIN

At Five Cents

@

17}@

Notwithstanding the late rise

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Are offering) for

15

a

In

Gentlemen. Keep Tear Temper!

They Hast be Sold Prior to Stock

20

27 cents.

Best 4-4 Bleached Cottons for

32

are

40
42

Fine 4-4 Brown Cottons for

28

Fine 9-8 Brown Cottons for

30

44

Heavy Cotton Flannel
Heavy all Wool Cassimere
Heavy all Wool Beaver
Heavy Union Beaver

<■

90c

Plaid Dress Goods

!

Good

40

u

40

“

37|*

44

dox
hand made, German wool,
choice goodx,
1.50 each.

A fow more left £mb. Backs,

33 cents.

40
33

GOODS

14}
15}

in the

OF THE BEST

A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shnwla
Hood, and Sontngs.

MannfaetnraraofHoop

-re

on

Ike Geode,

ia Plata Figure*.

WOOLENS,

can

F’lL.aAaWlVEji.S,

and See for

In

St.,

(Vtvl bttl

PRICKS.

5 Free
December 19,1965.

u...

.37.29

The

New

Year.

Light Sheeting,.37........23(a)
Shirting,.27 to 30.22*@
BLEACHED SHEETING.

or

1,1866.

to
DRILLING.

COTTON FLANNELS.

Heavy Cotton Flannels,...37*®
Medium Cotton Flannels,...32*®
Bleached Cotton Flannels,.45 ®

40
35
55

Heavy Striped Shirting,.30.37*@ 42*
Heavy Striped Shirting,.27. 35 ® 37*
Medium Striped Shirting,.27. 25 ® 30
TICKING.

GORE,

Saving Bank,

60
COTTONADES.
Heavy double and twist,.... i.i.......50 ® 80
DENIMS.
Heavy Denims,..... .45 @ 55
Medium Denims,.
35® 40
CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.
Colored Cambrics,.
22*® 25
Best Prints,.23 ® 25

Medium Prints,.20 @ 22*
VSLAUIfiB.

DeLaines,.27*@

31

soon

cave, far under the soil, to pay the
high prices wbioh ruled the past year.

BATTING, WADDING, *C.
Cotton Batting, p lb,.25 @ 37*
Cotton Wadding, p lb,.30 ® 36
Wicking.55 @ 75
WOOLEN

@ 65
(g 67*
@1 00
fel 00
50
*g2 00
BlackaUwoolCassimeres,..HI
Black Doeskins.1 50 (a# 00
Fancy Doeskins,...1 25 Cal 50
Bepellant, 6-4.1 37*sl 60
WOOL FLANNELS.

Bluo Mixed Twilleld Flannels,.37 Vf SO

Scarlet.421s
White, plain. ...3-4.45 <g
75 ® 87*
36
White, plain,.
Printed...45 % 60
60
65

Blue and

Fancy Woven Colors..65 (aj 85

Portland Dally Prea Stack Last.
CORRECTED BY WM. H. WOOD ft BON,
Stock and Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
For the week ending Jan. 2.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
Government 6*8, 1881,.107.108
Government 5-20,.*.104.105

Bonds,.......94.96
Portland City Bonds.94.95
90.92
Bath City Bonds,.
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,...•.*..90.92
Calais City Bonds,. 90.92
Cumberland National Bank.40. 40. 43
Canal National Bank,.100.100.102
First National Bank,.i.. .100.100.101
Casco National Bank,.100.100.191
Merchants’ National Bank,.75.74.75
National Traders Bank,.1C3.100.101

Androscoggin 1st Mortage Bonds,.75.85
Ken. & Portland R. R. Bonds,. 100.96.100
Portland ft Forest Av*n’e R. R., 100.95..... .100
Portland Glass Company,.loo.95.100
Port, Shovel Manufkc’gCo.,. ...100.nominal.
Richardson1! Wharf Co.too...90.loo

The Casco National and Merchants
Dividends In April and October; the
l«tNational .Canal National, Cumberland National,
and
2nd National
National Traders in Jan and July.
Dividbnps

National,

dec

are

aa

Samuel Elder, deceased, will
tee,
offer for sale, at Public Aucticn, on WEDNEf DAY,
the 31at
of January, 1866, at llo'clcck in tleforonoon, on the premises, the valuable house lot, with
doable dwelling house thereon, situated on the south
aide of Dan forth Street, in Portland, near Maple
Street, owned and occupied by Samuel Elder In his
Hie time.
This lot is about fifty-five feet wide on the street,
and about eighty-seven feet wide on the rear line, and
average, about one hundred twenty-four feet In depth,
containing in all very near y 8,760 square feet.
Besides the dwelling house there Is a joiner's shop
on the premises, about IS by 30 feet, two stork s high.
Tbe vacant land is favorably arranged for the site

of additional buildings.

The bu filings are In
may be ha 1 as soon as
made satisfactory.

AS MB

For Sale at Auction.
convenient and commodious Hotel on Main
*
Street, r act, better known ae the “Saco House
wUl be sold at public auction, at ten o’clock A. M.,
on
the
day of January next, unless
previously disposed of at private tale.
The house has been kept for the last few years by
Ruths M. Lord. Possession given 18th July 1866.
For particulars enquire of
Dr. J K. L.-KIMBALL, Saco,
u
P Or. ISAAC DYER, No. 9) Union Wharf, Portland.
Dec 20—dtd

THE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

HOOP SKIRTS,

Men’s Bnbber Over-Shoe# $1.40
Women’s Bnbber Over-Shoes L10
.80
Misses’ Bnbber Over-Shees
5.50
Men’s Bnbber Boots
2 75
Women's Bnbber Boots,
2.26
Misses' Bnbber Boots
3-50
Boys’ Bnbber Boots
3.00
Tontbs’ Bnbber Boots

per
per
per
per
per
per
per

per

pair
pair'
pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.
pair’

rflHE undersigned have this day formed a CopartJL nerahip fbr the transaction of a
General Commission Hnslnese,
under the name and firm of

Also, Rubber Goods repaired in a neat and substantial manner,
jy Don’t forget the number of the new Rubber
dec30d3w
Store, 147 Middle Street.

CORSETS!
LI

j-'

CHURCHILL, NROWNI It MANSOK.
J. B. BROWN Is a special partner In tbe home,
and lias contributed Seventy-Five Thousand
Dollars to He capital;
Jar. M. Churchill,
Phillip Henry Brows,
John Marshall Brown,
B. t. Hanson.
janldlm.
Portland, January T, 1965.

i;

Marked Down
FORTY

CENT.,

PER

-----

a

ANDERSON’S,

NIS la admitted
NOTICE
After this date.
The business

Skirt and Corset Store!
MARKET SQUARE.

26

name

and style

PRICK 85 CENTS EACH.

Skirts and Corsets!

on

accura-

cy than the moat expensive watch ever yet invented,
and can never get out of order. No family should be
without It.
P ice, with white enameled dial, gold or sDver gilt,
25 cents, and sent by mall to any part of this country
or British Provinces.
Address, with one rad stamp,
P. G. HOMED,

Mass.

A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT
FOR ONE DOLLAR!
i;.

I...'!

.•

••

II.;

>

High Prices have Qot

a

»

Dig in the Ribs!

SO Spiiag, extra wide Tape Skirl 1.49,
former price 9.95.

OCCUPATION
At your

own

Homes l

can
hundred dollar* weekly.
THOUSANDS
No utensils required except those found in every
100
cent.: demand
household:
realise a

profits

per

staple

HOPKINS & BROWN,
641 Broadway, New

and

Speculators

York.

Monopolisers

are

feeling

very queer.

as

flour. Full particulars sent on receipt of two stamps
for return postage. Address
janldlw&w3w

SO dozen Superior Colored Corsets
One Dollar a pair.

For Sale.
il,

AfHn

Vyyl yl\
Yffilar

A good Schooner, one hundred and fifty
barrels capacity. Sails and rmming rigging in good order. Price 9360. Apply
at 54 Commercial Street.

December 30,1866.

firm

on

P. BURR BURNHAM.
dlw*

French Pattern Corsets 1.50
A

GREAT

a

pair.

BARGAIN!

.Combination Corsets at
Reduced Prices!

French

Notice.
undersigned have this day aMod&ted themfpHK
A
name
under the Srm
\
of
DOW & LIBBY,

selvea

for the transaction oi a general
FIBE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS.
At 06 Exchange Street, Portland.
John Dow,
Fbank W. Libbt.
Portland, Jan. 1,1866.

For Rent.
WOODEN STORES numbered 88 and ST on
Commercial Street, now occupied by Milllken &
Freeman and Weymouth & Rogers, opposite the
Thomas Block; possession given the 1st day of January.
Apply to
ELBBIDGE GERRY,
No. 69 High Street.
Janl—dtf

■

17

Rubber

Moulding

Strips!

Dust, Kail], Snow and damp. It Is fitr more desirable than double windows, and aJBwdef at one-fourth
the cost. II has never In a single instance foiled to
give satisfaction—and pci fact satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who commit tbelr interest will not tail to
have it applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
health and comfort, but aa a matter of economy, foi
In a room requiring to be constantly wanned it will
In a tingle season save one-half tbe fh*l that wonl
otherwise be required to make the appartment comfortable.
Every one Interested arc Invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE,
and aatisfv themselves of Its practical ntIHtv.
Orders for tbe Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to hodseee if desired.
Parties In the State
ties of

desiring large or small quanti-

Weather Strips and Mnnldiugsl
Win please address the undersigned, through whom
sll orders will be filled for the State of Maine:
wham sent by Express Companies C. O. D.
In all
other cases tne money must accompany the order.
A newts Wanted throughout the State. Information will b*

tion by letter

given in regard to terms

or

upon

In person.

applica-

WHITTEN ft SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents fbr Maina.
Nov 28— dSm

Electrician,

MIDDLE STREET,

ol the worst fomu of disease In persona who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, ana curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
adced, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will tay that all that do not stay cursd, ws will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician Air twentnone years, and is also a regular graduated phvsiclali.
Electricity Is perfectly adapted te chronic disuses In
the Ainu of nervou* or tick headache; neuralgia m
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs ara not tally
involved | acute or chronic rheumatism, scrotala. blp
diseases, whits swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia. Indigestion, constipation anil liver complaint, piles—we cure
every Case that can he presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forma of female

complaints.
The

JOHN DENNIS ft CO.

DEWING,

Nearly Oppasllc the Halted State* Hetel,
\XTHEKE he would respectfully onnouace to th*
f V citizens of Portland and vicinity, that b* has
permanently located in this city. During the two
yean we hare been In thia city, we have cured come

By Electricity

and

heretofore.

ae

Weather

Rheumatic,

leap with Joy, and

the

gouty,

the lame and the lax?

move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated grald la cooled; the frostbitten limb* restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
form to move upright; the blsmlshssot
tho
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Ilia
the
calamities ol old age obviated and aa
presented;
active circulation maintained.

palsied

Is A D I E 8
Who have cold ham.i and feet; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming In the bead, with indigestion and
constipation of tho bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrboea, (or whites); ailing of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of dteeaees will find In Electricity a sure means
of cure. For palatal menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line ol troubles
with young ladles, Electricity te a certain specific,
and will. In a short time, restore the sufferer to the

vigor

of health,

TEETH I TEETH 1 TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec-

rniciTT WITHOUT TAIN. Persons having decayed
teeth er stumps they wish to have removed for reletting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Elxctbo Magnetic Machine* lor sale
ot family use, with thorough Instnn tiona.
Dr. D. ran aeoomiMXtets a ww patients with board
and treatment at bisBouse.
Office hours from S o’dock A. M. to 13 U.; from
to # P. M„ and T to »la the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

NOTICE!
nrl“nderaigned,

having told out our Retail
V V BMthma, together with the City Carta, Ac., to
Mr. W. C. COBB, would cheerfully recommend him
to toe patronage of our former customers.
PEARSON St SMITH.

NOTICE.

PEARSON A SMITH

Portland and Machine Simas beat Cewa*y.

Will still continue to manufacture Bread for sale at
Wholesale only, at their 8team Bakery, 16 and IT

Copartnership

THE

our

will be conducted under the same

Bradstieet’i

novel and useful Invention of the

age,
the most approved plnclplea, and
constructed
THE
warranted to denote solar tuuo with

Boston,

member el

Portland, January 1,1866. -dlw

BARGAINS, BARGAINS, BARGAINS
-IN-

janld&wlm

ae a

AMD

POCKET TIMEKEEPER.

greater

Notice.
hereby given that Mr. JOHN O. DEN-

Copartnership

for the million!

THE PEOPLE'S IMPB0VED

most

efifiw

Copartnership.

ALL FIRST QUALITY.

Timekeepers

■—

DR.

December 21.1865.

S. ELDER, Trustee,
dec30 2aw3w

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

136 and 138 Middle Street,

Good News for the Ladies

good condition. Possession
the sale Is perfocted. Title

Terms—Cash.

m

Emporium,

SALE

to .license from the Cour‘ of Probate
PURSUANT
for Cumberland Countv, the subeci iber,
trusunder the will of

SHAW BROTHERS’, JWCedical

147 MIDDLE STREET.

State of Maine

Second National Bank.100. 90. 95
Portland Company,.. .100.100.106
Portland Gas Company,.... .Cl.52.55
Ocean Insurance Company,... .100.106.108
At. ft St. Lawrence B. R.,.60.70
At. ft St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100. .83. 85
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,...88, ,,,,,.85
Maine Central R. R. Stock,, ,,.100,.9.11
Maine Central R, R, Bonds,.80.85
Androsooggin R, R. Stock..50.worthless.

This House la finished throughout, and la In thorough repair. Good cellar, good water, pleaiantly
and centrally located, and desirable aa a residente.
At Uo’doe kwe ahall lull the two-story brick house
No. 23 Fore sir et. This house Is also well finished,
convenient, nd in good repair. It it near the Portland Co.’s Works, the Grand Trunk Depot, and the
Boston boats, and most increase In value.
dc37 ta
HENRY BAILEY tt CO., AucPrs.

AT

at 28 Market Square.

H ALL’S

GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans,.60
Satinets.60
Union Meltons,...75
Black Union Cassimetts,.... .80

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
AN SATURDAY. January IS, at 3 o’clock, P, M.,
V/ on the premise., we shall ull the valuable
THREE 8TOBY BRICK HOUSE, No. 14 Browi. at.

■—

NOW Ofexing

But that good times are coming, la yet
Tory clear, tor ANDERSON still Is found

d3w

India Rubber Boots and Shoes!

India Rubber

dcSTtd

December 29, 186S.

Pur Cap, Collar or Cloves

CBASH.

Crash,.16 ® 21

30, 1 60.

-FOB-

32.22*® 27*

Heavy Drilling,.30.324® 37*
Medium,.30. 27*® 32*
Corset Jeans,.30® 33

Mortgage Bondi
OOfT 0F °*®
v/iVfV/W of the Androscoggin Railroad
Company will be aoUl at auction at th« olfice of J.
C. WOODMAN, In Portland, on the Eleventh day of
January, 1S88, at ten o'clock A. M.

SARAH
set of

what is better, the oil of Petroleum’s

vast

J. L. WEEKS.
SUP* The '*n8ines8 will bs continued at the oldftand
by J. L. Weeks.

Notice.

o’clock P. M.

SPLENDID FURS!

High prices are falling, which la bad for
the Aw who speculate on the wants of the
many who need the riches ol Croesus,

THE

Uooa

Shirting,.27

FOB

OB BEAUTIFUL

Dissolution ot Copartnership.
Copartnership existing under the firm of J.
F. Weeks & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual
consent, and the business of the firm will be settled
by either of the partners, at their old stand. All indebted are requssted to settle, and all having demands will present them for payment.
J. F. WEEKS,

Jan.

“1

A plan of tbe lot may be seen at the office of P,
Barnes, 84) Middle Street, and the houses may be examined on any week day, between two and three

new.

30
31

JBicacnea sueeting,.ae.32*® 35
Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.40 @ 45
Medium Sheeting,.36. 25 ® 30

APPBOPBIATE

than'a

“flood bye the old year,’' welcome the

Dec 29—d2w

@ 30
25
25

dtl

_

HOLIDAY GIFTS

-AJTD-

Congress Street.

Portland,

■

Auction

day

St. Block.

iu u

WHAT KOBE

Deering Block.

dee30

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
/~WN SATURDAY, January 6th, at 3 o’clock P. M,
\J we shall sell the two-«tt ry brick House No. 26
Cotton Street. Also the two-story wocoden House
No. 23 on the adjoining lo'. Tht se houses ai e in *ocd
order, centrally located and desirable. Terms tnelialf cash, balance in one and two years—interest
semi-annually—secured by mortgage. Two hundred
dollars purchase money will be required at time of
sale.
HENRY BAILEY A Co.. Auctioneers.
Dec 22—did

ON DANFORTH STREET.

all their varieties.

ELDEN 4 WHITMAN,

1

CHRISTMAS

Yourselves*

—

—OF—

t3f” We confidently invite the attention of the
Lottie, to the above stock, which wc ofler strictly at

1866.

They are really CHEAPER than the present
No. 5

Also
Ladles' and Children's Furs, Mulls, Vktorinea, Capes,
with
a lot ot other goods, must
Collars, Caps,
Cuffs,
be sold,—weather Cur or foul.
dec30dtd

AUCTION

C all

WHOLESALE

Furs, Clothing:, Furnishing: Goods.
&c., at Auction.

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS I Valuable Dwelling House Property

Skirt. A Corsets.

1865.

PRICE CURRENT

Sheeting,.*.36.27 j'a)
Sheeting,..............40.28 (§£

QUALITIES,

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL l

Plea.se

•

i'nce.

Mock ot

One Price.

proportion.

-II Marked

ear

d i; iuiiM) iu

li

u\ vr\*.*\v» |
The Prices

I

At the Lowest Pries*; and a full assortment of

Dec 19—dtf

GOODS,

same

Mourning Goods

BLANKETS,

148 & 150 Middle

entire Stock of

DRESS

18

none.

Goods,

T5epr.

nmuu i unit

13
our

Dress

We would call attention to

Received I

Just

Down

]VI arked

E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange Street

—AND—

lave

we

complete stock of

ALPACCAS,

say to prevent yon from calling.
Copy the number
and can It for nothing more than to see the great difference between our prices and others.

our

COST.
And

Every Saturday at II .’clack A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, eo>ncr Federal and Lime Sis.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses bo uded it
deelred, previous to or alter the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtf

Dec

ty Don’t allow anything jealous neighbors

A T

a

CLOAKS,

And

AT AUCTION!
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,

sell

—

SHAWLS,

Km GLOVES, Km GLOVES.

6M<Kid6I.TH

38

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

Vests; Blouses; Shirts and Drawers; Collars; Bosoms; Cravats; Cloaks; Coals; Boots; Sbces; Fur■ishing Goods; Dress Goods; Woolens; Cottons, and
Linens, Belki ap Skirts.

SILHS,

2*75

All

those

invoice ot

Thibets!

and

Fancy

auction sale of Pews In the Congress Square
eta ul adjourned to next
ai 7 o’clock.
Parties desiring to rent pews lor the current year,
will make their selections from the untold paws at
tha close of the sale.
Jan. 2,186«.—dtd

rlE
Universalist church,
SATURDAY EVENING

WEDNESDAY, 3d of January, at 10 A. M.,
ONDoeskins
and other style Pants; Jackets; Coats;

In Wine Colors, together with

SO das. Honda, Woven, slightly damaged,
50c each, worth 1.00
50 doo. Honda, Nubias, choice goods,
95c eaeh, worth 1.50

Cloaks from $7 to $12

Style

an

Poplins,

Poplins

HOODS,

3*75

-----

opening

In Winter Colon. A Iso a lull line of

each

^‘^.OPhlytotheA

Jutfdtd

**

41.00

--

THIS DAY

Plaid

HOODS.

Best 9-8 Bleached Cottons for
Best 5-4 Bleached Cottons for

Nice all Wool Grey Twilled Flannel
Nice all Wool Red Twilled Flannel

Portland Dry Good# Market*

Fine
Fine

offeriat

Taking!

HOODS,

Fine Bleached Cottons tor

lord?

Medium Sheeting,,

we

elegant and desirable

‘‘

Boots;
Scales;

vestment.
They wjl be sold separately or togethi r, either lor
cash or upon thvorablc terms of payment.
For ,
uctloueer.
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctlooetrt.

E^shall

One Price, and No Variation !

SHAWLS.

and Counter

hu''“-

twred 81 and H8, sl uated on t, e nor,hi
rly side of
Commercial Street, opposite Thomas’ Block/ Ihew
stores are substantially built,
well heatexceedingly
ed for business purposes, and
very desirable lor In-

se-

Perfumery!

the Toilet, which

For

20 dox

FEW DAYS,

WORSTED

Jan. 3.

and

Soaps

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER,

....

to

In all qualities, together with a carefully
lected Stock of

dox Shawls, large sixe, slightly damaged,
for
l.TS, worth 4.00
20 doz Son tags, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each.

COTTON GOODS,

Crushed. 18}@ 18}
Oianulatod... 10j@ 18}
Powdered_ 1SJ@ 1£J
Teas.
Bunch,|>bx 4 75 @5 00
78 @
90
Layer...6 00 £ 515 Souchong
Lemons,box. .8 50 £ 9 00 Oolong. 95 @ 1 00
3
00
4
00
10
choicel
118
OrangeaplOO
£
Oolong,
@
Grain.
Japan,.120 @ 1 30
Tin.
Com, Mixbd..l 08 @ 110
SouthYeUowl 08 £ 112 Banca, cash..
@ 61
Rye..........125 £130 Straits, cash..
@ 48
<’
46
Barley*90 £ 1 00 English.
Oats. 58 £ 63 Char. 1. C...15 50 @16 00
Shorts & ton.30 00 £32 00 Char. I. X.. .18 60 @19 00
Tobacoo.
Gunpowder.
Blasting.6 50 £ 7" 00 Fives * Tens,
Best Brands 70 @ 80
Sporting.8 50 £ 9 00
Medium_ 60 @ 65
00 @1G 00
Pressed Ip
Common... 65 @ 60
Loose.14 00 £16 00 Half lbs. best
Straw.10 00 £12 00
brands. 75 @ «0
Hides and Skins.
Nat’lLeaf, lbs.1 00 @ 1 28
Buenos Ayres 27 @ 28 Navy fbs. 78 @ 88
Western...... 18 £ 19
Twine.
91 Cotton Sail...
Slaughter_ 9 £
@120
Calfskins.... 18 £
20 Flax.
@ 76
Lamb Skins. .1 00 £ 1 50
Varnish.
Iron.
Damar..3 50 @ 4 80
Cl Furniture_2 75 @ 3 00
Common.. 5 @
6* Coach.3 50 @6 60
Refined. &3£
Swedish.
Wood.
8j£ 9"
Norway. 9$£ 10 Hard, retail. 11 00 @12 00
Cast Steel.... 28 £
30 Soft..6 50 @ 7 80
German Steel. 20 £
25 Kindlingffbox 36 @
60
Wool.
Eng.Blis.Steei 25 £
Steel.. 12$£ 16 Fleece. 87 @
60
Spring
Sheet Iron,
Pulled. 60 @ 78
81 Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 60
English. 7J@
R. G. 10 £
Zino.
11}
55 Sheet MosselRussia. 50 £
Russ.Imit’n 30 £
36
maun. 17 @
18

Expressly corrected for the Press,

Black Lace Veils

20

Heavy Ticking,..i.Z6 @

MEETING.

Another Witness

18

Gloves and Hosiery,

Hoops,Ftp., Corset and Skirt combined,
for
1.50 former price 8.85
Hoops 1}, Corset and Skirt combined,
lor
1.85 former price 1.T5

NOW FOR BARGAINS!

STRIPED SHIRTING.

B. A. of the I*. P. I>.
ANNUAL

@
@
@
@
@
@
@

en-

In. Tape, S tapes, heavy wire,
1.45 former price 8.00

SHAWLS,

do.
13 @
12}@
Spices.

.1 00
Cassia, i>
Cloves. SO
(linger.. 30
Mace.1 80
Nutmegs.1 45
Pepper. 30
Pimento. 30

Including Lrce, Cambric and Valencennes Sets, Collars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Sets,
Collars and Gulls. Also, a full assortment of

We

No. 1..
m.

3

'lohaieo; N*ails;
kl.®*>
t'lalfurm

I irxins;

u”’

ON

_

Hams. 24 @ 26
Bice.
Rice, lb.... 12 @ 14
Bum.
Portl’d distl'd2 40 @
Saleratus.
Saleratus IP lb 11
12
Halt.
Turk’s Is. &
hhd. (8 bu8.)4 25 @ 5 00
LiverpooL... .4 00 @ 4 50
Cadiz.4 00 @4 50
Gr’nd Butter. 33 @
Seeds.
Herds Grass..3 50 @ 4 25
West’u Clover 14 @
16
Red Top.4 50 @
Shot.
@16 00
Drop,IP lOOlbs
Buck..
@17 00
eoap.
Castile. 17 @
Crane's. 15}@
Soda. 15 }@
Oleine. 15J@
Ex. No. 1,*> lb 15 J@

Family

Hoops,

and Choice Styles In

Embroideries,

\n

Here is Where we Hut the Knife in.

30

consisting of
TABLEAUX and VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC.
The High Street Choir, of Portland, has been engaged for the occasion.
An Extra Train will leave Gorham for Portland,
after the performance if it is a pleasant evening: Fare
seventy-five cents for the round trip, including admission to the Hall.
Persons wishing supper can be accommodated at
the GORHAM HOUSE.
Jan2dlt

none.

@

i

St

Pews at Auction.

HOOP SKIRTS !

■€

Exchange

Assortment of

„•*[!

_

18

a

Brick Stores on Commercial Street
at Auction.
THURSDAY, January 18th, at 12 o’clock M.,
on the promises, the tour
story brick stores num-

Fancy Handkfs.,

Hcavv Sheeting,...37........31 @ 33

LameFyon
ness, go to Dr. BUNNELL, 203 Congress Street;
has been

Dr.

14

1 Oc pr.

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

Remainder of

£&s.Me“ur,*i

Ladies’, Oents’, and Childrens’; Hemstitched and
Colored Bordered, together with
plain U**n
Cambric do. in all grades. An Elegant

46c pr.

Tuesday Evening, January 2d,

ExtraClear46 00 @48 00
Clear.40 00 @43 00
Mess.32 00 @33 00
Prime.23 00 @24 00

8} Round Hog..

dox. all wool Hose, ladles, 20 gauge,
100 dox. Childrens’ Balmoral, 4 sixes,

100

—----

E. M.

as-

Gifts,

new

many

|

Grocer’s Stock at
Auction.
V* ^KID*Y> •Ian. 5th, at 10 A M., Coffees; Tew;
fV/
apices; Starch: Mustard; Molasses: beef; Soap;

Lace Trimmed, Embroidered,

And

tor

Organ Circle”

of the FIRST PARISH of Gotham will give an
tertainment at the TOWN HALL, this

COTTOST GOODS.

Rheumatism Cured.
one wno

The

Portland ..16 00 @17 00
Portl’d extl8 00 @19 00

10

“

Embracing

HOSIERY.

30

Chicago,...16 00 @17 00

@
8 @

ON

Have Just received and are now opening a large
sortment of Goods suitable for

We Commence the Slaughter

30

TOWN HALUN GORHAM.

@13 00
Provisions.

5
9

@

2j®

SweotPotatoes
4P brl.
Cranb’r’s.brl 12 50

jjtcnes.

wish to be cured of Rheumatism

15

Americanpib 20} @ 22
Manila. 25ka> 26
Manila Boltrope27£@ 28
do
Russia
®
Prugs and Dyes.
Alcohol p gal 475 ®
42 @
Aloes p ft
Alum. 6}®
70
Arrow Root... 35®
Bi-Carb Soda
@ 12
Borax. 40 @
7 .Cm. Zinc,.. .13 50 @14 00
Brimstone, roll, 6}®
Rochelle Yel.. 4*@
Camphor. ...140®
Cream Tartar 35 ® C5 Eng. Yen.Red. 4{@
Imligo,.... ...1 50 ® 1 92 Red Lead. 16 @ 18
Logwood ex... 18 @ 19 Litharge. 16 @ 18
20
Madder. 19 ®
Plaster.
Magnesia.. 48 ® 55 Soft, Ip ton.. .2 75 @ 3 00
Naptha p gal. 50 ® 80 Hard.2 00 @ 2 30
Ground.9 00 @ 9 50
Opium p ft. 10 00 ®
Produce.
Rhubarb.6 60 ®
Sal Soda...... 5}®
Beef, side iP lb 9@ 13
Saltpetre..... 17 ® 32 Veal. 10 @ 12
9 @
Lamb.
11
Sulphur. 8 ®
Chickens. 20 @ 23
Vitriol. 20 ®
23
28
Duck.
@
Turkeys.
No. 3,..-.
@120 G.ese. 16 @ 18
No. 10,.......
@ 85 Eggs, IP doz.. 38 @ 42
Ravens.none.
Potatoes,'IP bu 70 @ 80

Secretary.

take the advice of

@

@ C5
@
@ 2 00
@37 00
@35 00
Pogie.30 00 @32 00
Linseed.1 48 @
Boiled do.154 @
Lard.2 10 @ 2 30
Olive.2 25 @ 2 75
Castor.3 88 @
Ncatsfoot —2 00 @
Onions.
Slv’skinspbl.275 @3 00
Faints.
Union Lead..16 50 @
Portland do. 16 50 @17 00
Pure Dry do. 16 50 @

Y. M. Bolts... 43 to
uoraage.

Special

ing.

@

Hhd.

LargeNo.3.

1 36} @ 1 304 for No. 1.
Com—dull at 45c fbr No. 1.
Oat*— buoyant at 25 @ 25} for No. 1.
Provisions—dull; mess pork at 29 50 @ 27 00.
Lard—quiet at 18.
Kenttle Rendered Hams—at 15 @ 151.
Hogs—firm at 9* @ 9J. Dressed hogs 11 @ 114.
High Wines—firmer; sales at 2 17.
Receipts 2,900 bbls. of flour, 28,600 bushels of
wheat, 21,000 bushels of com, 94.000 bushels of oat*,

AinberSyrup^25

96
80
80
58
45
75
30

Cask.8 00 @ 8 50
Naval Stores.
Tar
V brl.. .6 60 @10 00
@ 3 60
@ 2 75 Pitch (C. Tar 13 50 @ 3 75
@125 Rosin.10 00 @22 00
Turpentine p

Mackerel pbl.
Bay No. 1.. 16 50 @17 50
Bay No. 2..15 00 @16 00
Bay No. 3. none.
Shore No.1.22 50 @23 50
ShoreNo.2.15 00 @16‘00

Markets.

THE FAIR.—Tables will be arranged in the
hall for the sale of a large and choice variety of FANCY AND USEFUL ARTICLES.
REFRESHMENTS.—Tables will be spread, at
which all the edibles usually found on such occasions
may be procured.
ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER.-Afc9 o'clock, an Antiquarian Supper Room will be thrown open, where
the “Old Folks” will be
pleased to furnish their
fronds with u “hot Supper,” consisting of all those
good and substantial things of “Ye ancient days,"
MUSIC BT CHANDLERS BAND,
TICKETS—Adults, 25 cts; children 15 cte; for sale
at the stores of V. C. ^Hanson. Middle St., Elliot &
McCallar, Market Square, Wilson & Milletfc, Congress St., and Q. <& 0. L. Gallison, Gray St.
Jau 2—dtd.
0

moiasses.

AT AUCTION!

Block, 5,

Holiday

St

THURSDAY, January 4th, at 11 A. M., on
Cross, near Fore St., 6 Horses, 6 Dump Carts.
6 Harnesses, 3 Wagons, 4 Sleds, 2 Sleighs, Puna
Hay Cutfer, Chaise, Ac.
Jan 2—dtd

ELDEN&WHITMAN,
5 Free Street

Exchange

Horses, Carts and Harnesses,

No

after.

3 50
25 @ 4 00

60

Quercitron Bk

in.,.104}

Pine.3

DBY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

Sales.

EDW'D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18

SOCIETY will bold

FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!
pains or expense have been spared
SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING!
arrangement, and none will be In their presentation. Among the most prominent featu es may
CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING!
be mentioned an “OLD FOLK'S CONCERT,” in
“Ye ancieut Costume,” by a large choir of the best
HOOP SKR1T3 ARE TUMBLING!
musical talent: an ORATORIO, TABLEAUX, and
Instrumental Music. These entertainments are unEVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!
der the charge of ladies and gentlemen who have had
large experience in matters of this kind.
Any assertions to the contrary are groundless!
There will be an entire change in the entertainment of Tuesday evening, unless otherwise specIf you hare any doubts read the following Price
ially requested. On Monday evening, the leading
matters presented will be the “Old Folk's Concert”
I List and they wlUbe dispelled.
and Oratorio; on Tuesday evening, the Tableaux,
&c. A more definite programme will be given here-

yet offered.
in their

GOODS !

HOLIDAYS.

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

HALL.

CITY

THE CENTRAL CHURCH

Laths,
Spruce.3 25 @

Por to llico.... 85 @
Cieufuegos.... 75 @
Trinidad. 75 @
Cuba Clayed.. 55 @
Clayed tart. 40 @
Muscovado. ('5 @
@ 1

January 8ih and 9th,

Auction

-'FOH THE——

NIGHTSt

TWO

the Feetival and Fair, for which they have been
preparing for some months past, on the above even
giving two entertainments of a new and highly pleasing character, and unsurpassed by anything

Cooperage.

Hhd. Sh’ks & lius,
Mol. City.. .2 87
Sug.City.. .2 50
Su&C’try.. 75

Peach Wood..

New York, Jan. 2.

Second Board.—Stocks.
American Gold..'1441
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, ex.
United States 6-20,1863,.106
United States 6-20,1866,.102
Treasury 7 3-10....98?
United States one year Certittcates, new issue—982
Missouri Sixes.
Cumberland Coal Co.
46
New York Central.
98

20
20

Coal—< Retail).
Cumberland. 11 00 to 12 00
Chestnut.... 12 50 @13 00
Lehigh.14 50 @15 00
Red Ash.14 50 @15 00
White Ash.. 14 50 @15 00
Coffee.
Java p lb. 46 @
50
Rio. 32 @ 35

Nic.Wood_

Stock Markets.

Chicago

Cheese.
Vermont $*tb 18 @
New York.... Ur@

NEW

and Tuesday Evenings,

IN

«

Fustic,.
Hypernic.
Logwood,
Campeachy.
St. Domingo

} @ 7-1641.

cotton

Monday

....

Camwood..;.

To Le t.

Maine Printer.

Boston, Jan. 1.

in the

400

Molasses dull.
Naval Stores—dull.
Petrole um —nominal.

in Paris.
Previous to the opening of the Congress,
Messrs. Meaney, Sinnott and Mullen of the
Fenian Senate met at the Senate headquarters

in pursuance to the regular adjournment of
November 7th, but there not being a quorum

Greene to be Hung.

Tht Murder

FOB

Lard.
Apples.
Green $> brl. 5 00 @ 6 00
»n>.. 21
22
bu.l 50 @ 1 75
20
Dried
Lead.
lb.... 18 @
Western do.
18 @
17 Sheet & Pipe. 13J@ 14
Leather.
Ashes.
Pearl D lb.none
New York,
Pot.
0*@ 11
Light. 3 2 @ 36
43
Mid. weight 40 @
Deans.
Marrow ^ bu. 2 50 @ 2 75
Heavy. 40 @ 43
Pea.2 62 (a) 2 87
Slaughter.. 48 @ 52
Blue Pod.2 00 @ 2 25 Am. Cali.1 60 @ 1 76
Lime.
Box Shooks.
P.ockl’d,cask.l 75 @ 1 80
Pine,. 70 @
Lumber.
Bread.
Pilot ^loalb 9 00 @1100 Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2..15 00 @50 00
Ship.7 00 @ 8 00
No. 3.38 00 @42 00
Crackers pbrl 6 00 @ 6 50
60
Crackers t*100 50 @
No. 4.18 00 @20 00
Batter.
Shipping-21 00 @24 00
Family $> lb... 40 @ 45 Spruce.17 00 @19 00
22 @
23 Hemlock.14 00 @16 00
Store..
Candles.
Clapboards,
19
Mould
lb...
@ 20
Spruce Ex.20 00 @27 00
Sperm. 45 @ 48 Shingles,
Cedar Ext. .4 37 @4 50
Cement.
Cedar No.L.3 25 @3 37
^ brl.2 70 @ 2 75

Cooking

_Miscellaneous.

Grand Festival and Fair Sound the Glad Tidings!

Corrected for the Pbbss, to Jan. 2.

C’trvRiftMol.

Lyman Tremain has been elected Speaker
of the Assembly.
Habrisbubo, Pa., Jan. 2.

now

Gov.
to

Leavenwobth, Jan. 2
containing $30,000 was stolen last
night from the office of Maj. EUis, a paymaster
and
of the, army.
Two orderlies are
missing,
Of the
are supposed to be the guilty parties.
amount in the safe $23,000 belonged to the
government. The remainder was the private
A reward, of $1,000
property of Maj. Ellis.
A safe

at 51c.

>

By A fat

2.

caucus

HOUSE.

Portland Railroad.

Legislature.

Massachusetts

Prices Current*

Portland Wholesale

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

The Markets.

Willow Street.

DEESS ELEVATOES!

25 cts. per Set

No Lady should be without them.
17" THE TRADE
SUPPLIED,

ffi

Ladies, call and be convinced ;'we sell nothing bnt
the very best quality of goods, and can and will sell
them cheaper than any house In the trade.
ANDERSON’S

Skirt

and

Corset

Store,

l« MARKET SQUARE.
OEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
Dee 20—dlsti

THE

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the

Portland and Mac Mas steamboat Cmupafiv will
beheld at the offlee at
9,1896,
73 Commercial Street, on
of five Directors,
at 3 o’clock P. M., lor the election
other
and to transact any
W1U.LAM BOAS, Chak.
come before them.
adtd
Portland Dec. 30,1865.

Tuesday, Janmu^r

Wafiy

Fop Sale.
account of aiokness of tLe Proprietress,
the Stock and Fixtures of one ot the best located

SOLELY

on

MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS STORES
In the City.
deeds New and desirable.
For particulars apply at
310 Consrese Street.
PO**la»».
Jan2deoddtwtf

Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common
Cm.la.V4, Oyeter Crackers, fce.

Shipping Hasten and othen will do well to call be-

fore purchasing elsewhere. Particular attention paid
to patting up Bread for foreign voyage..
P. A S. still continue to keep a choice selection ot
Family Flour, which they deliver to any part of the
cl y free ef expense.
Our Motto Is Small profit! and quick returns.
dcMdtl
Portland, Dec 12th, 1868.

Lout.
No. 1» Alder & treat and No. 18 Paris
Street, about 5* P. M.. a Ladies’ SABLE
C. J. Walker
marked
“Mrs.
The finder wiU
LAB,
be suitably rewarded by leaving It at No. 18 Parle
Street, ar Na. 48
Portland, Jan. 1,1864,
Jan2d3p

BETWEEN

COL?

fralao*Street.

*

Poetry.

For Sale and to Let*

Wants, Lost and Found.

[From the Portsmouth Journal,]
JEFFERSON D. AND HIS CELL.

Valuable Hotel Property

Boarders Wanted.

(FOR MUSIC.)

your residence with you agree?
Jefferson I>! Jefferson D.
Your re.rea, in a casemate delightful must be!
Jeuerson, Jefferson 1>I
And in view oi vour prospects so cheering and gremd,
You can heartily envy the worst contraband!
Slid there's room lor improvement, as you must

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

a free,
v e

opening discern, If you look sharp to
But, oh, Jefferson D!
Tho opening you recoil at, a noose will be!
YouM

sea:

But, soberl ,—aren't you right sick of your lot?
Jefferson D! Jefferson D!
These bonds and these stocks you'll repudiate not!
Jefferson, Jefferson D!
Your securities m si fall soon after they rise—
J ust because they have grown horn a base enterprise;
A conel sion
end ?

how grave !—say, d’you think of the

Ah! suspense is sevore,—but 'tis worse to suspend!
Alas ! Jefferson D!
Your plight is so sorry, oh 1 'tis awful to see (
Of courso, Emancipation's grand creed you believe?
Jefferson l3l Jefferson D!
You envy b;ack blood?—well, a drop you'll receive!
Jeffers jn, Jefferson I>!
Yet, the coins you favor are doubtless the blues,
Which surg sts that you'd give even all your "old
bh jos, *
Could you turn stern time back, say al>out five short
But's

years;
nj

one

ears

!

l—precious shade of

the

breed of long

Oh, no! Jefferson D!
“In vain," sigh your haun ers; aye, “m rcun, say
we I
EDtTABD P. NOWIU.
The Legend of Bt. Nioholas.

St. Nicholas was bom in the province of
His parents were of
Lycia in Asia Minor.
great wealth, anil noble. They had been many
years married without the blessing of a child,
and the birth of Nicholas was hailed with
miuy prayers and exceeding great joy. His
life began with the sa ne saintly devotion which
marked its continuance aod end, as is shown

by

the remarkable tact that on the

day ol

his

birth ue stood up in his bath, and clasped his
hands in a p.-a/er of gratitude to the God who
had giveD uiai existence. During his youth
he was distinguished by pious gravity of deand

precociou

to

partake
in tue sports of his more earthly companions.
Hii parents conveniently died of the plague,
meanor

remittance

that their vast possessions became his own.
There upon Nicholas gave himself to deeds of
charity. Many wonderful acts are recorded
of him.
Among the most famous was the
story of the three bags of gold. For you mast
kuow tuat there was a certain nobleman who
had great ricaes and three daughters. Hut the
rieae, took to themselves wings, and the daughters to tears. Nor had the nob.eman anything
wueieivitual I13 might leed and clothe the
m miens.
Now while he sat day by day in his
hou,e overwhelmed with grief, and perplexed
W1..1 many douoti and plans for sustenance
wni-h he told not to the maidens; and while
th3 maidens wept and mourned exceedingly,
St. Nicholas heard thereof and his heart melted within him. So, upon a certain night while
the uisidens lay sleeping, and the nobleman
kept watch and sighed in "his porch, he stole
■law the house and bethought himself in what
manner he should best dispose his charity and
remain unknown. And while he was
doubting
Within hituseif in great perplexity the moon
a
of
shone
(oy miracle,
course)
sudden.y from
tne Cionds and pointed out to him the window
—of which St. Nicholas had not been bright
enough to think. Then did he joylully give
taa.iai and let fall his bag ot gold through the
window and went away. With the bag of gold
the mourning father married his first daughter, and ie»t relieved exceedingly. Then did
Nicholas in like manner leave a second bag of
go.d -and depart unknown, and thus was the
second dauguter married, and the heart
of tne fatuer made joyfud.
Now when
Nicnoias went the third night the nobleman
kept watch tor his benefactor, and sprang upon him, and caught him by the
robe, and cried,
“An, St. Nicholas I tne God of the poor be with
so

•

thee!"
St. Nicholas bade him hold his peace in the
city, and went his way.
Now St. Nicholas travelled much in his own
land, working many miracles because of his
superior devotion. And the most wonderful
of tne miracles was on this wise:—
In the ceurse of his journeyings to and fro,
li8 stopped at au inu where tne host, being a
corrupt man and brutal and being short of
meat, he was in the habit of stealing children
and dismembering them for his fricassees.—
Now waen he set nis dish beforeNicholas the
saint was enabled at once tube aware of their
contents, and he cried out with a voice ol
tunnder and commanded the host to repent of

diis sins. Then he went unto the tub where
tue three uaiortunate children, who had been
destroyed for that day’s bill of fare, lay salted
down, and prayed over them, and they arose
up in the tub a.ive and whole. The bystanders oeing somewuat astonished, the lame of the
miracle sprea 1 far and near.
Nicnoias lived to a good old axe, and grew
in piety year by year.
Kings obeyed his inspired commands, emperor trembled at his

frown.
Ho died a death of triumph, was borne to
Heaven by angels, and buried on earth with
great pomp. A stately church was afterwards
erected on the spot.
Tne ancient representations of St. Nicholas
are very curious.
The charity to the nobleman was a favorite
theme, and delights in a

in a somewnat remarkably constructed
house,
with one little square window like the widow
of a prison, which, as nearly as the
inquiring
mind can calculate, mu it be somewhere in the
second story—a wide open door, and the disconso.ata fatner with liieiess hands, which appear to he tied togetner with a piece of twine,
sil-ing in the poreu. Tne three daughters are
ai.ecp in an inner room on three little round
piuoivj ad in one bed. A marvellously long
bt. Nicnoias, with lank arms and diminutive
head, stands on tiptoe and pushes his bag of
gOid into the sccond-story window. To the
query Way tne afflicted fatner neither sees nor
hears him with tha^Joor wide open, deponent
saith not.
i,:
Another is the resurrection of the three children (wno, by the way,belonged tp a weeping
widow, and were given from the pork-barrei
back to her joysui embrace.) St. Nicholas,
who towers several feet above the
house-roof,
has discovered the tub of salted meat in the
back yard and three little murdered children
are dancing about iu it,
forcibly reminding the
Unsophisticated observer of tue “three maids
in a tun” of classic renown. Sl Nicholas is
praying magnificently over them. The unfortunate host is seen in tne doorway shouldering a weapon, wnicii, alter some investigation,
you conclude to be a wnaler’s harpoon. For
wnat purpose it is intended is not so clear.—
You feel, however, quite sure that the saint
would pray himself out of auy tub into which
he mignt be personally and
individually salted,
If the gentleman with tne harpoon is on evil

thought intent.
•—IHoston Transcript

Skia.

HO

A. RBLE

Ob, how does

TEL,

Thay
quite surprised to had an old‘owl
swinging from the raiter they had decided to
were

occupy;

so

they flew round and round for

duie, tid quite satisfied with regard to
his good intentions. Then such a funny conceit took possession of their funny little heads.
Thej woihd build on the owl’s back! That
would certainly be something quite distinguisnabie. No swallow.in ail nis travels, had
ever seen sucu a building-spot as that.
So to
work tney went, twittering and chattering as
tue
poor old Wondermerry as larks, covering
Eyes’ wings with a coating of clay, which
some

made him open his
would
than ever ii he had been alive.

eyes wider
At last ail
was completed, and a iunions lining of feathers laid is, wmen had cost tnem little trouble
to provide. Many persons came from tar ami
near to see the carious sight; and one gentleman, who wai quite a naturalist, obtained the
nest, and carried it away, with the eggs and
all, lor his cabinet He gave the man a large
shell, anil requested the mail to hang it in the
same spot, aud see if the birds would
fancy
that. Sure enough, the next
spring a pair of
swallows—no doubt the same ones—came and
built their nest in the mouth of the shell
which was again taken from them. Their
tachmeut to places is very strong, and they
will presevere in building in the same spot
year atter year, in the lace of great discouragements.
have

at-’

mmmm
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'Kc«nvuced ot
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D.-ir rnpt-non*
oyer
ty
ff red «o
ngr
the i>ub c »• r Hronekitis, Coughs Colds
Hoarse**"» S
Throat f'a’arrh and ndue za
Nnmer*
°ue*ri*>owia h rom tne Cler*T, and others, accompany oe aeh ^ox.
For role by the principal
Dmerluw throughout the city.
mav27eodtf
u

* «•

<

FINE ASSORTMENTcf
Bretts Cloth*,
A. D. KBEVB«>,T*il*r,
Uov*~<i*f
w Ewban«e St, i

A

Doc 28 —dlw*

l^ITHERLadies°r Gentlemen. Remember that
XlJ WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned
Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3ro

are

pronouncarrangements for Hotel purposes
^hose of
ed by competent judges 10 be ftiUy e<Jua*.
Its construction is most
any Hotel in the country.
basement
the
and
first
in
all
respects;
thorough
aud aU other parti
stories being quite tire-proof,
nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
of the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
it to its present stage of progress,
expended t*> bringthat
anu it is believed
notwithstanding the present
tnhanoed prices, it can be completed tor occupancy
tor $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, enIts

Business

ALIGHT,

One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by
returning it to
for

stopped. All

W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.

Sale,

desirable residence in ('ape Elizabeth,
The house is
one mile from Portland Bridge.
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all In
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this % icinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
ConurM **'•»
Portland, Me.
july25dtf

AVERY

Wanted.

in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing foe a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AN

Agent

Wanted.

Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

a

For Sale and to Let.
Stock ot Goods for Sale, and Store to rent In
Payson Block, No. 37) Midd'e St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
oo6dtf
Portland, Me.

THE

50 Active Agents Wanted!
To Canvass for the popular and only authentic

THE

corner of Watervills
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to W, 371 Middle St.

Stone-Cutter8

and Sherbrook

STOLEN

Gauge, 149.

65,

31,

Gauge,

horse

•

dressing

Use

Patent HEAT

Pomroy’s

coughs, and in some eases
culties, with excellent results

of serious kidney diffiSeveral of our friends
have also received much benefit from tho Compound.
We intend to keep it always on hand

For Sale.

J.M.Dickey

&

Room

Dec 27—dlw*

the corner of Brackett and
Lot about 50 feet on Brackett
on Spring Street.
Two storied house containing nine rooms with good
on

EEGTJLATOE,

Co., 74

Middle

FROM A BOSTON PASTOR
Boston, Jan .a ry*61362.
W
Foland M I)
Rev. J.
Dear Sir:—You White Pine Compound has been
used in my family, and 1 know of ethers who have used
it, alwa> 8 with a good effect, and 1 feel fully justified,
aud it is with pleasure that 1 say that I regard it (uu
like most preparations of the day,) as wholly deser
ingof the entire confidence of the public. Net only
do 1 consider it a sue, but an efficient remedy lor all
diseases of the throat.

St.,

No. 4, Up Stairs.

Reflect l Reflect

For Sale.

REE. h. D. HODGE.
of West Randoipn, Vt., who is a practicing physia
well
as
as
preacher, in a letter to Dr P dated
cian,
May 21, 803, says: “1 find it an excellent medicine
in kidney disease.”

Save One-fourth ef year Fuel*
Sold exclusively by

And

!

Reflect!

wish to save money ? If so ECONOMISE.
so to the best advantage, procure imone of A. E. ELMER’S

you
DOAnd
to do

mediately

Patent

of

JAMES E. FERNALD.

LETTER FROM REE. L. C.

STFEENS,
Pastor of Baptist Church, Gof.-tou n Centre, X H
l>u. J. W foland—My Bear blr-.—You asked me
whatl think of your White Pine Compound. 1 never
before put peu to paper to tell any man what I
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a physi-

Heat Controllers!

They can be applied in less than five minutes to
aky stove. It Is the best article In the market,
and Is warranted to save one-fonrih the fuel commonly used for cooking or wanning purposes.
t
all and examine for yourselves and be satis-

Middle Street.

House for Sale.

cian of theo a school, ear y led me to serious suspicions of al. nostrums of wliutever kind not bearing
But these
tho stamp of that fraternity
have parted with by degrees, as 1 have carefrilly acmy seif with the leading principles of Hy-

fied.

rPHE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
X Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modern
improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
Ho. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 8,1865 —lstf

wanted in every town in the State.
A. R. SUMNER, Sole Agent lor

Agent!

INVENTORS’
Dec 28—dlw*

80

suspicions!

Maine,
EXCHANGE,
Federal St., Portland.

3uainted
ropathy,

Bradford’s Medicated Tonic!
And

THE

4

Consumption,

ALLEN

Dec 23, 1866—d&w2w

Rowe,

address

LEWIS, Boothbay Harbor.

For Sale.

A

House Lots lor Sale.
LOT'S onMelbouvn. Adams, Washington,
and Poplar Streets, for sale at reduced prices for
Cash. Inquire of

HOUSE
Dec

JOHN

^

C. PROCTER.

23—<12w___

DR.

P. D.

BUNNELL,

Sealing Physician,
happy to inform the sick ot Portland that he has
IS taken
at
rooms

King-biry’s Hotel, 203 Congress Street,

Where he will exercise his unrivaled powers of hGaling (not tonly acute but chronic disease) for those
who will give him a call.
Dr BunNELL is no professional
humbug from

New York, or some other remote
place, where nothis known ot him, (although lie has been a pupil
of the celebrated magnetic Physician, Dr. Scliulhof,
of New York) but a man from your own State, and
who is wi.ll known.
Dr. B. cures Rheumatism in all its forms. Do not
suffer irom this, disease when relief is so easy and
sure.
Lamenoss, Deafhess, Neuralgy, Catarrh with
all its attendant evils, Female Weaknesses and Com-

ing

Liver and Kidney Affecp.ft*at8dLnn<LrM8‘‘a8e*
tions, Weak Eyes. Loss of Voice, Asthma, Scrofula,
Inflammation of the Brain,Lungs and Stomach, Erysipelas, Heart Disease, &c.

jyThe Dr. gives no medicine.
Don’t lose this opportunity of getting rid of
your
troubles inches and pains} by tailing to call on Dr.
Bunnell.
IT* Consultation free to all.
Dec 7—d3m

AND

INVALIDS.

highly nutricious and pleasant lood, popTHIS
ular in Germany and England,
devised the
so

was

past
by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig oi
Berlin. Infants who are deprived of the mother’s
milk, can be made healthy and strong by the constant use of this food.
And invalids, tho&o who are
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
And it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists, 160 Congress Street, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and
fresh,
in large quantities.
For sale by nU the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS A: Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—dtf
vear

HOODS, HOODS, HOOD!
Toadies Attention.
purchasing, please call
Selling

at

ver,

at

low prices.

WOOLEN GLOVES AND SONTAGS, at cost.

Hats

All

Styles

:

The DERBY HAT.
DROOPING DERBY,
and ROLUNG DERBY.

TURBANS,—Plain

and Puffed!

The ARNO HAT3, and
CZABINE SKATING CAPS I
ah
v
a
All
can be found at
No. 87 Free Street,
dec27dtf
Mbs. M. HUTCHINS ft CO.

Copartnership.

THderrMsarsiy4
KING

&

*

w“'artnerBhii>

un-

And having purchased the stock of
Chase, Littlefield
11*

Streets.

_

__

Portland, Sept. 22,1865.

in two

BU-

Federal

or

M.

A.

of

TJF TOWN

Bradford’s

consumption, Bronchitis,

TRY IT! 2

TheWhite Pine Compound*
GEORGE W SWETT, M. D.,

106 Hanover
REV.

POLAND, M- D.

W.

J.

Company,

distinguishing

feature

NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

IT

CARE
Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years liaving been from 30 to 70 pr. ct. less
than of any other Co* of as long stauding*
As the losses of a Co. are so are its profits, and as
its profits so are itB dividends. The moral is readily
understood.
A

few competent

men

wanted

&ZT~ Office Ho. 25

as

i

Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.
J. IT. PERKINS, W F. PHILLIPS, and H.
HAY General Agents for the state of Jtainc.

Now lor
jA

Notice!

a

H

Sleigh Ride.

The subscriber would take this opportuuity to remind bis friends and the publie that he is ready with bis beautifbl

sleigh-barge

1

“THE BELLE.”
Also, Single and Double Teams to accommodate
Sleighing Parties—large or small—in good style, and
reasonable terms.
tyCall and examine for yourselves.

on

the most

J. W.

Exchange Street,
aug26'C5dly

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

$1,000,000all paid in.

¥■

:

<

Livery

Stable.

p0.Ursohn.fieTdna?d™ siLn^,nSt°“’

Wlndha“ HU1'

dan

Portland. Oct 26,1865—dif

Jaa’r 1, 1865.

Original Capital
-OF-

Dollars !

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
to issue

policies

Dwelling

on

Houses tor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PBOPEBTY at FA1B
RATES.

From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

Marine Insurance

on

POLICIES.

The

to

indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
18G4, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
far behind the International in point of patronage in
this City.-iVer York Commercial Advertiser.
an

a

most

gratifying and

remarkable

fact,

s

fllful

management ot

steTiing corporation,

this

which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES

TAYLOR, Pbesident.
BRUCE, Vick-Pbesident.

HAMILTON

C. C. HINE, Secbetaby.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secbetaby.
OFFICE!, 166 Fore Street* Portland, Me*

ostfidly

John W. Manger & Co.,
Agents.

CHEAP
Insure

trains.
Fare

daily (Sundays excepted]
V
1

fast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson. Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's.

W» HATCH, Train Manager*

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
“r-r1 8B Traihs leave Portland dallv (Grand
* ';sy”"'‘AlreTrni>k
Depot) Sundays evcepted,lor Aubum and Lewiston at 7 30 A. M., and lor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 'i P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
SVP" Freight trains leave dailv at 8 A. M.

Against

Accidents l

TRAVELLERS,
RAILROADS
SAILING
BYVESSELS, STAGESTEAMBOATS,
COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or serious bodily
$<iOOO in case of death,
injury, for
and $ l
weelciy benefits in case of bodily injury,
sum

Grand Trunk

of

TEN CENTS PEE BAT!
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of tlie country, and for any number of days desired.

Before entering a Rail Cor, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure y urself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
$15 per week in case of Injury, whereby you may bo

90

August

LITTLE,

State Agent.

Dec 14—dtf

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

W.

D.

Chicago,

Illinois.

RtfrrtKett—Meaara. 8. G. Bewdlear

ard A 8nnBj
A Co; Chaa.
J. N. Baoon.

A

Co; Mayn-

HAW. Chlokerirg; C. H. Cumm<nge
H. Stone; Hallett, Davis A Co; Boeton.
Baq, President Newton National Bank,
Newton.Man: C. B Co«n.Eaq, N.T.Oity fohoSdiv

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, Exhibitions, Levees. Ac., may be obtained on application to
KlCHAuD COLE, Superintendent,
No. S Tolman Place.
j unelftdtt

WELL

Company
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of

one

passenger lor every $500 additional value.
L. BILLING 6, Agent.
1805.
feb.18,1803 —dtf

Aug 5,

Mew

England Screw Steamship Co

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINK.

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theb
sex. A lady of experience In constant attend

own

ance.

The splendid lad fist Steiuibip*
CHE8AF&AKE, iClpt W. W. Shrrwood. lid FKAKCOMA, Cipt. H.
flu km WOOD, will util further uatioa.

janl.l86Sd&wly

Half Million Dollars Worth
TO BB DISPOSED OP

Por'd and Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange streets ,UP stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, hv tho Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this offloe.
Maroh JO, 1865.
marSOdfcwtf

THE GREAT

New

England Remedy.

Dr. J.

Without Regard to Value. Not to be Paid
for until you know what you are

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!

S®*5®0' B“*or- B»th, August!, EutportYcd

Bti JOUi

All to be Sold for OXE DOLLAR Each 2

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they

lei

300
150

New
Mav

29. 1865.

WHITE PINE

COMPOUND,
Is now ottered to tlie afflicted throughout the country,
after hiving been proved by the test of eleven years,
;n the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from whlclu in part,
It derives its virtues.

it,

many testimonials come to us
from well-known
Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
so
man.

dtf

C 1

—^

J. W.

The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that
my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world; but I do claim
they win
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) in
any part of the United States
gf America; and also that our Counting Booms
lor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Late, ^c,
and
4*c., offer ns full, thorough, complete
FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College In the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, &c., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pa«* through the course without ob-

.practical

taining a thorough counting-room education.
C3T* Mr* Brawn would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his irarm gratitude ior
their kindness and liberal patronage the past flteen
years; and with the promise of FAITHFULNESS, solicits otherfavors !
R. N. BROWN*
Portland, September 18,1865.
seplOdeod* wly

Whit

Lead.

i

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

A||1

owa

LEAD, Dry

and in

wa

itiaiari

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
Coughs, Colds sad Consumption!
is nct2, and stm the beet tnovn
remedy for all afections qfthe Lunas, Throat and
Chest. Be careful to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER «& CO., Boston Proprietors.
Large Bottles, #1.00.
Small, 60 cents.
Pure Cod Tjlver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by HEED,
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities for obtaining oil
at the most reliablo quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.
Nov 10—tlswGm
For

Established

noTldtf

of the
at

best Canada

REEVES,
>1 Exchange St.

25 Cents for Certificate.

LITHARGE,
Lead,

those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents ot»
certificate ordered by them, provided their ,
tance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will coB
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents
either In Cash or Postage 8»amps.

Oil, '.ED LEAD,

Glass-m.- ers’

Red

BBTAN BBOS. <£

etc.

LIFE, GROWTH

and Refined.
For sale

by Druggists

&

Dealers

ing

Pearl

Agents,

no

such Word as Falk”

TT A.R R A N T’S

Copaiba,

Cure for all diner*

either in the mala or
frequently performing
a perfect oure in the short space of three or :oar
time
than any other prepaiu
lew
days, and always
ration. In the use of
Tarranft Compound Extract qf Cubebt and

Copaibt
need of confinement or ohanre of diet
In its approved form of a paste, It is entirely tasteless, and causes ns napleas*nt sensation lo the patient. and no <x peso re
It Is now acknowledged by
the wo-t learned In the profession that In the above
olass ofdiseaios, Cubebs and Cepaiba are tba only
two remedies known that earn be relied men with
aoy oertalnty or suocess.
therels

Manufactured only by

TAR RA NT

&

CO.,

978 Greenwich St., New York
Sold by Druggiata all oyer the World.

may* St dry

< i-r.

BEAlffT.

invigorate, strentfthen

nourishment, and
beauty
returns.
natural color and

Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and
Children
will appreciate the
delightful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the

hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
*••4 by all

no

Tarranft Compound Extract of Cubebt and
Copaiba JVE VER FAILS.

-

quired

St., NEW YORK.
!

“Thera la

a

u,»

and lengthen the hair.
They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying re-

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

287

1
*

Mrs. 8. A. Allen's Wori d's
Hair Restorer and Hire- ss-

gent-mly, and by
General

ana

eXf,9r

CO.,

K„T4^nf,fLlfc<Mr8'-’*;W W

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

Certain, and Speedy
ISeaofSure,
the Bladder. Kidneyt and Urinary Oryrnu,
female

Oct .V—<Utw3m

dl*t} K BUSINESS SUITS,
Grey, made to order,
A. D.

k,

Manufacturers of PU'JE WHITE

a

»» saw.>»>

Hand

transactions by mail, we shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, paying the postage ai id A*,
ing the business, 25 cents each, whicn must bo enefee
ed when the Certificate is sent.
Five CerlUhalr
*
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $V
'•
want
in
Agents
AGENTS—We
every Regime
and in every Town and
nli
County in the Country.
In all

Cubebs and

H. H. HAY,

to 500 44
to
50
to 100 11
1000
Ic© PI cliers,
20 to
50 44
44
2500
50 44
Syrup Cups, with Salvef»^20 to
44
500#
Goblets * Drinking Cups, 5 to
50 44
**
■'**00
Castors,
15 to
20 44
44
2ooo
Frult,< ‘ard &CakeBa»kets20 to 5> 44
6000 Dez-n Silver Tea Spoon*,
10 to
20 dor.
44
44
10000
TableSpoons* Forks20 to 40 44
250 Gents’ GoldHant’g-€aseWatelies50 to 100 each
250 Ladies' Gold * Enameled Hunting-Case Watches,
35 to
70 44
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
35 to
Watches,
70 44
200 Diamond Kings,.
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest and Neck (’bains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine
to
20 44
7000 SoHtaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
10 44
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal * Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gobi Fob and Vest Watch-keya2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10 44
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
8 44
Studs, dec.,
3 to
3<X>0 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, Ac.,
4 to
6 44
10000 Minatuie Lockets,
10 44
2.50 te
44
44
44
4000
10
to
20
magic spring,
3000 Geld Toothirick*, Crosses, Ac,
2 to
8 4C
5000 Plain Gold Kings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and signet Rings,
10 44
2.50 to
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
10 44
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladles’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, opal and other stones, 4 to 15 44
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
Holders,
10 44
6000 Gobi Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
Holders,
25 44
5000 Ladies* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
5 to
10 44
Certificates of the various articles ai e first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
On receipt of
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
the certificate, you will see what you are to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of
Jewelryon our list for One Dollar.

Atlantic V. life Lead

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

PHILLIPS,*

$20 to $150 each

Chains*GuardCbains,5

Is open Day and Evening, for a ftill and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161. opposite II. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.

PERKINS,

W. F.

with Bells and

..

ailments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the grave, he made .he (ttaoovery
which has saved himself, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland tor years, and never
knew a more conscientious, honest, upright man,
and are glad to state that we believe whatever he
says about his White Pine Compound."

_

Musical Boxes,
44
44

200
Castfnets,
600 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20
"
500
30
('haling
Dishes,
44

ora.

expeditious

W. POLANDS

0

■*-*<

AT

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

TnaVKLLaaa will And it greatly to their advantage
to proou-’e Through Tickets at the

*

Portland. Me

certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will And it invaluable in all casee of obstruction* after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It ia purely vegetable, containing nothing ia
tbr least Injurious to the health, and maybe taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Tempi* Street (oorner of Middle), Portland.

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all noedfhl in lor cation oheer fully furnished.

W. 8VKEI,

OP
HOUR, GRAIN, 8BRD8, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to (hipping bv qaiokert
and cheapest route*.
JVo. 1S9 South Water St.,

$2.00.

...

usual

Street],

Stamp for Circular.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvltcs all Ladlos, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 8
Temple Street, which they wiil And arranged lor theit
especial accommodation.
J)r. H/s Electic Renovating Medicine, are unrivalled In eAlcacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specilic and

IS

thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. 60 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
nov!0d6m
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

P. O. Box 471.

Fare in Cabin

a

be

Electic Medical Infirmaryf
TO THE LADIES.

every Monday. Tuesday Wednes—-Jday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday.Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,

Agent for all the ereat Leading Routes to Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. PanI, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St. Louis, LouisrHIe, Indianapolis, Cairo,
Ao. and is prepared to fnrnish Through Tickets
from Portland te ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the layal States and the Canadas, at the

ally.

PURCHASER FOB EASTERN ACCOUNT,

ty S$ud

Montreal,

Will, until farther notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

LITTLE

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

J.

l>*> forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
returned, it desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middlo

TO TO.

We cannot doubt

ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO.. 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

dcOtf

STEAMERS

Freight takon as
jHf"
The
are not

bad

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so iw writing, in a plain man nor, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

Arrangement!

THE

though they

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

C. C. EATON. Agent.

Forest Oity, Lewiston and

as

There are many men at the ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannet
the patient cannot account for.
On examinin'' the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin rallkish
hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appoaram**.
There are many men who die ol this difficulty, itmorant of the cause, which is the

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE i
Summer

weak and emaciated

are as

to receive.

PLEASANT

STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warauted to cure Coughs,Cokls. Hoarse-

whom

day. of .ailing nnttl 4 o’clook

Portland, Maroh 80.1863.

PORTLAND.

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
It is a remarkable remedy
generally.
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes,Difficulty oi Voiding Urine, Bleedfrom the
Kidneys and Bladder, Graved and other complaints.
£
m
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
to the palate, cause no pain, act
and tried medicine, li is pleasant, safe and sure.
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, anq for elderly persons, females and childThe White Pine Compound, advertised at length In
Two taken at nielit movren, are just the thing.
rui columns, is not only as to Its name
the bowels once the next morning,
warranted
inviting, but
Is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
in all cases of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum. We
the
has
the
confidence
a
of
cure
for
all
of
the
inventor,
many who know
promise
symptoms
Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression alter eating, Sour Stomach, Spithim, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
as
a
or
minister.
His exting
iood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness, useiuliy many years
Baptist
Pain in the Baolc and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
perience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.—Boston
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, BiliousWatchman and Reflector.
ness, Liver Complnint. Loss of Appetite, Debility,
The Editor of the Manchester Dally and
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus a rites of the
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
Compound.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
tyiat they may be earned iji the vest pocket. Price 60
length in our columns, and we are happy to leai u that
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
the demand for It is inci oasing beyond all previous
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
It the very best medicine for Coughs
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on expectations.
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
July4dly
enclosing 80 cents.
used it will be without it. We sneak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
sure. The greatest inventions come by
accident, and
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
tor Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But ho it is.—

DR.

on

P. M.

Office,

Important to Travelers
gggi

General Bail way Ticket & Insurance Office,
D.

Freight reoeived

for

the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
Ail such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a snort time are
made to rq)oice in perfect health.

WEEK.

Exchange Street,

10—dCm

Lamps,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Go.

Fares from 84 to 87 lower via. the Grand

ting

IF.

Passport, required.

Unsightly Ulcers,

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY T1IOUSAND8 CAN TE8T1FY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE 1
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the abovo disease, some oi

Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, NewY ork. |
Eastern Agt..Bangor.
JAS. E. PllINDLE, Agent,

Policios issued for any sum, covering accidents of
of anv kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on th. Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises,
Cuts, Burns and Scalds, .Assaults by Burglars, Explosions of
Falls,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetof or ifclls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

Sprains,

low: do not wait tor

Eastport and St. Jobn.
Ko.nrnm. win leave St. Jobn every Monday at 8
A. K. fer Eastport, Portland and Boston.
At Eastport tbe Steamer “Queen’’ will connect
for 8t. Andrew.,Robbin.ton end Dalai*, with tbe New
Brun.wiok and Canada Railway for Woodstoek and
Honlton stations.
S'.ye Coaches also oonuect at
Eastport for MuUu and intermediate plaoea.
AtSt. John the steamer Emperor will connect, fer
Windier, Digby and Halilax. Through tiokets
proonred of tbe agents or the olcrk on board. No

90 Exchange Street.
R it
Trunk

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lollow Impure Coition, ar«
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to fol-

Calais and St. Jobn.

TRIP"A

Ail who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

The Pains arid

On and after Thursday, Dec. 7,
the Steamer New Brunswick,* apt.
E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of state St, every
Thursday, at 5 o’clock P. u, for

TO THE

disabled.

31

Eastport,

Railway.

General Western Ticket

|

Line.

by

For Tickets to all points West 4 South West,
APPLY

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Philadelphia

Intemational_Steamsliip

EDWIN NOTES, Snpt.
dc22tf

and

Freight

11,1865—dtf

.MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

JJjJt

opportunity

Street,

The Steamer* NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
ICVEttY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at^lO A.M.
for the West forwarded
tbe Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, applv to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9 T Wharf, Boston.
Nov 22—dlyr

as

15,1865.

ri11?’

Street.
dec27 dtf

Steamship

Low by this Route as ary other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel-

Dec

regularly

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

ONE

at 5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of
gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central It. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets geing oast
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class c&ting house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the
through

INSURANCE!

ALL

tor the small

nov2dtf

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
excented1 for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin R. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kcudall’fi
Mills Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations,* at
1.00 P. M.

best

understood by thoxe who best know the real merits
and

m.

3 India
£ CO.,
6 India

1S65.

Boston

suc-

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

COMPANY.

BRIDGE, LORD

Boston, Dec. 27th,

sufficient assurance of his shill and

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established bv well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for ail the duties he must
tultill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in tin- world,
are not
only useless, but always injurious.
The un*
fortunaU; should be particular in
selecting his
.‘V* ** 1* a lamentable yet incontrovertmany syphilitic ptttients are made
miserable with rubied
constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced
physicians in general practice;
lor it Is a point
conceded by the best syphilgenerally
ographers, that the study and management of tliese
complaints should engross the whole time ol those
who would be coin Detent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The Inexperienced general
practitioner, having neither
nor time to make
hlmsell acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

A. W. Samfsok, Commander,
sail from the end ol Long Wharf, on MON1806, at 3 I*. M., to be succeeded by tho TONAWANDA,” sailing MONDAY,
15tli.
January
These steamers are of the first class, and hereafter
sail
ior Havana.
Having elegant accommodations. they offer good facilities for those
to
wishing Visit tbe island of Cuba.
Price of
passage, $6 ) in currei cy.
For freight or passage, apply to

1

New York Estimate of the International*

This is

m

■r.l%ils&rifeS3

upon OPEN
their interest

give os a call.

As

1865

Bath

lurnishing

WILL
DAY, January 1st,

ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

for

ALLAN,

STEAMSHIP CORTEZ.

Or to

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

dregs of disease front the system, ami milking a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call tho attention ol the afflicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earned
reputation
the

Conveying the U. S. Mail. Tho

'.•..“ir.'ar.:

or

pubUc will find it for

810a
1 45 p,

PORTLAND UENNEREC R. R.

HULLS, CARGOES, and

TAKEN SPECIALLY

Auburn,

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate oi
one passenger lor
every $50»additional value.
u
DifFm?'/ BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H
BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Portland

standing

FOB HAVANA.

m.

above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows :—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and

INSURANCE.

FREIGHTS,

a

WHERE

WM. H. KINSMAN & CO.,

Waterville. Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
rhis train connects with
Express train for Toronto,
^ eePin~ Cars attached from
?oPOh
©an a PrJfS?*
*an d Pond
to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggago can be received or
chocked after the

Dec.

MARINE

RAILWAY,

Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
isAtotelwM On and after Monday, Nov. 6(8,1866,

1

he can be consulted
privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the
afflicted, at all
hours uaily, and trow 8 A. M. to 8 JP. M.
I>r. II. addresses those who are
suffering under the
affliction o« private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or (lie terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch ol
the medical prolcssion. he feels warrante'd in UcarBANisiuiQ a (Jure in all Cases, whether of
long

semi-monthly

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

Suvt.

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

cess.

STEAMSHIP

,,orlia|n for West Oorhara,

andNonh«ttfeyWindl‘‘"1carpenter,

No. a

BOSTON AND CUBA

freidit

Baldwin, Denmark, tiebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg.
tonway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,1‘or
ter Freedom, Mod son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center forest
Buxton, Bonnv-Eagle,
LUflBriCk' ll"'«d

WINTER

Till. Co. i* the FIRST and ONLY Co. cter organized on this Continent, with an

prepared

will be

& A.

*

11th! 1*J*

Portland, Dec.

| Commencing December, 11,1065.

$1,204,188,40

are

p
m. train,
cars attached

at
a.*3^8ctaS^co“!,eot
Stendisb, Steep Falls,

Surplus, 204,188,40

We

and 200

Portland, Nov.!,

CAPITAL,

Million

11

m e

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y

One

if.
am

Auburn at 7 35
Mail Train for

MECHANICS’ HALL.

ROBINSON,

South Street Riding and
Dec 23—dtm

The » 40

_«•

r

a.

—

State Agent for Maine*

CASH

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Liverpool.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship PERUVIAN, Capt. Ballantine, win
“an from this
port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, «th
immediately alter the arrival of the
train of the
previous day from Montreal.
lo be followed by the
Belgian on Jan. 13.
Passage to Londondcry and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to
accommodations)
$70 to $80
Steerage,
32fi
or Ik* equivalent.
For freight or passage
apply to

Leave Portland for 8aco River at 8 00 A.
m, and 2 0(j
anu 5 iii) p
trains, with passenger

and

^Londonderry

fiSTSEtrains will run as follows
Lowiston and
».o.?,r^‘nir, Tr“in for Soutli

solicitors.

S. U. MeALPINE,
Nov. 15.

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 940

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured

Nov37—eod*eow3m.

SCALES, in the neatest manner, and
with dispatch. We also put in somplete order Skates. Scissors, Knives,
dfcc. “Give ub a Call."
TUKEY & WATSON,
08 Union St., cor. Middle.

of this

a

Street, Boston,

DR. SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

}8tS

Nor 29—dtl

Proprietor,

arc

We, the undersigned, having formed
copartnership, are prepared to repair
description of FAIRBANKS

payment of losses is

Under the supervision of

Portland, Maine.

every

PROMPTNESS

New England Botanic Depot.

kept constantly on hand at
# Co.'s, Wholesale Druggists, Portland;
goneraJJy tbroughoutthocounty.

..Thase medicines
H. H. HAY

The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or Jive
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

Will he manufactured In future at the

TRY IT!!!

BRADFORD,

No. 13 Dow Street.

.ss^ttvsss^-i^ r-*
0«t 24—dti

dis-

Diphtheria Remedy!

M. A

bell's

BELL.

or

Orders received from any part of the country will
bo prompt! v attended to. Every article Is pat up and
packed in tne best manner.
Address all letters to*

a

SAMUEL

fiouud,

Warranted a sure cure in all cases. Directions given
with every package. The only sure remedy used
by
army surgeons during the war. and am safe in warranting every case if the directions are followed.
Every family should have it on hand, as this disease is most terrible, and sudden in its
effect, and this
is tli© only remedy now known that gives immediate
and substantial reief.

353 Congress Street.

Samuel,

happy
beyond

BRADFORD,

Boot. Shoe& Rubber Store, Copartnership
Xo.
AT

“Tue A hite Fine Compound is advertised at much
to learn
longth in our oo umns, and we are
a'l previthat the demand for it is increasing
best
medicine
for
It
is
the
ous expectations.
very
ooug’8 and colds we know of, and no fami'y that has
We
will
be
without
it.
from
ever
onceusedi
speak
our own know edge, it is sure to kil a cold, and p easantassure. The greatest inventions come by accident, and it is singular that tbe Whi e ine Gommade for Colds and Coughs, should prove to
kj he greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known.
But so it is. We cannot doubt it, so many testimo
nials come *e us from wel known men Besides, tho
character of Dr. Po and is su h that we know he will
notoounten&noe what Is wrong. For yoars a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies
for hi ailments, with a delicate consumptive look,
standing with one foot upon the g ave, he made the
discovery which has saved him elf and ca' ed out
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials
poss'b e. We have know Dr. Po and for years, and I
never knew a more conscientious, honest, upright
man, and we are gad to state that we bedevo whatever he says about his A hite Pine Compound.

consumptive nature.
Advice free.
Board, with treatment, if desired, at $2.50 per day;
horse and carriage furnished daily in fair weather
for out-door exercise, tree of charge.
I would invite patients from abr >ad being afflicted
with this disease to visit me, where they can And a
home, and all the care and attention will be paid
them to make them at once realize that they are rapidly regaining their lost strength and health.
I will warrant a cure in most cases.
Call and let
me examine your case, or write l>v letter,
enclosing
two postage stamps, and I will inform you at once.—
I would also call the attention of th 3 public to
a

Baby,

Compound:

OFFICE-13 DOW STREET,
Where all letters lor advice or business should be
directed.
1 may be found there every day to examine
proof

length

only
medicine,

Portland*.Maine*

eases

and J 40 p. if

—

friends would be realized.
Through my whole sickness I have studied fully the
working of this terrible disease through all its various change^ and am prepared to say that no one,
unless having the experience and chance of study
that I have had, is as well prepared to manage and
cure the disease.
Therefore having merited the position I take, through actual experience. I announce
to the public my competency to warrant cure of Consumption in all its various forms. This terrible disease is considered the greatest scourge to health in
the New England States, because it has not been
treated in a proper way. This I have learned by submitting to a general treatment for the disease and
realizing no benefit whatever, but continued to grow
worse, until my case was considered hopeless.
1 therefore,in consideration of my returning health
and of the agencies that have been the cause of Its
restoration, do announce to the public that lam prepared to supply medicines to order, to any part of the
country,and also hold myself in teadiness to examine
and treat personally or by letter any case of a consumptive tendency,that proves obstinate and unyielding under other modes of treatment.

VT

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and fhvorably known
trade of Portland, will remain with
sep29 ’65 tf

As soon as your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention »nd 1 have not failed
to acquaint mysolf w>th a sufficient number of facts
borne
to produce a settled judgment as toi a va ue
of my own family have tried it with signal benefit
1 believe it one of the best cough medicines ever prepa ed. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine, I have
good reason t believe it to be all it claims, as a remedy for kidney diseases and diabetes
L C. STEVENS
Yours truly,
[Several other c ergymen and physicians have also writ ten oDr I\, high y approving of his White
Pine Compound ]
FROM ELERY E. CAHOOX.
Brewster, Mass -arch19,1863.
I)r. Poland:—1 fee it my duty to inform you of
the very g< eat be nett which I have received from the
In August, 1861,
use of your White Pine Compound.
I to k a ve*y severe co d. which continued to afflict
with
a very sein
attended
me, increasing
severity,
vere 0ough,ni be sweats and some heeding, proba
the
tail
and
winter my
b y from the throat. Through
cough was very distressing, reducing my fles • and
unfit
for
labor
strengthrand render ing me
J tried
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, howIn March, 186?,
ever valuable, gave ine any re lef.
as you may remember, I wrote to you stating my du
efiulties and asking advice. You sent me some of the
1 commenced taking it, and
White Pine Compound
immediately began to amend. At tbe time of writing to von my weight was only 135 pounds. In five
weeks I was out in active abor, and in a few mouths
gained up t» 165 pounds. I knqiv t at it was the
I
White Pino Compound which did all this for me.
soon began to have persons app v to me for the medicine, and as you now, 1 ordered it for sale. In eight
mouths, though without much exertion, I disposed of
54 • botties of the Compound here on the Cape.
I would add that several persons of my acquaint
ance, whose condition was as hope'ess as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine Compound.
in
The A hite »ine compound, advertised at
as to Its name inviting, but is
our co'umns, is not
a highly approved
Dr. J. *. Poland, the
inven or, has the confidence of ‘he many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. His experience as a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.
[Boston
Watchman ond Reflector, d
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
thus speaks of the
Mirror, inaleader of the

and

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

to the Hardware
the new firm

pine.

taken three times a day, in a little water,
eating. It is purely vegetable and is sure to add
tone and vigor to the whole system.
One botttle of
the Lite Invigorator, accompanied according to directions, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted to
cure in most bases. It is certain to restore vitality
and vigor to the system which will conquer and
throw off the disease, restoring the patient to perfect
health and strength.
In offering these medicines to the public I am not
speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that
there Is nothing in the whole catalogue of remedies
for the cure of Consumption, that will any where
near approach it in efficacy or real merit.
Having suffered for two year- with the terrible disease—Bronchial Consumption—in its worst form,and
haviDg exhausted the fullest resources of the medical
department for that special disease, employing the
best Doctors in the city, a ad my case given up by
them as being perfectly hopeless, I then resorted to
the trial of patent medicines; having tried them
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from
(hem, I became disheartened and discouraged, anticipating that theAillest expectations of my Doctors
should bo

alter

TRY IT!

DEXTER,

continue the general HARDWARE
&Sw’.r
SINE iS *’!
at the old stand, 175 Middle and

three hours.
The Life Invigorator Is a very power Ail Tonic, and
should be taken with more care. A half tcaspoonftill
once

fessionally cases

No. 27 Free
Street and examine our beautiful Rigalette Hoods.
NUBIAS' AND CHILDRhNS’S HOODS,

BEFORE

George

In thb above cases the Medicated Tonic and Life
Invigorator should be taken together. For an adult
a wine glass full of the Medicated Tonic three or four
times a day; if the patient is much reduced, a large
spoon Ail

LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 696 P. O.
Novi—dtf

^

Gospel—ine

Bronchitis, Sore

Throat, Coughs and Colds.

Schooners Allen Lewis and H. S.
THE
built in 1861, 96 tons, old measurement.
For
or

only reliable and sure cure for

Is the

EOR SALE!
particulars apply to

Life Invigorator,

I

Homceopathy, Thompsonia ism, Eclec-

ticism, and other systems which have c aimed public
favor within the last twenty-live year*} so that I
feel at liberty on tills ground to speak my convictions.
Then the sympathy which I feel for you, as a former
Baptist pastor obliged to relinquish the ministry
merely on account of ill health, but still cherishing
all he ardor of your early years for this blessed
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other way s to
inod me, as a matproclaim the g orious
ter of duty, tootmipiywitu your request.
In 1863 1 became acquainted with Beacon Holmes
DaBoardman, of Maine» bro her of the late
na Boardman, formerly missionary in Buiinali, and
from him for the first time learned the wonderful
• e had a
medicinal qua ittes of whiter pine bark
few yearn • efore been brought to the borders of the
grave by what the bes of physicians pronounced
pulmonary consumption, and was uiven up to die,
but was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
Since that
made by his ow hands from this bark.
time, unti I became acquainted with your ar iolfc, I
have been surprised tlia no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

For Sale.

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman A Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

colds

aud

NOTICE EXTRAORDINARY

f KAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
Xt/V/V/ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24—dtf

Dec 4—itf

Kound,
y members of my family, for several years, fo*.

THOS. LYNCH, or
BRIGGS <fe CRESSEY.

Doc 14—dtf

IBA WINN, Agent, No. 11 Union St,
Dec 2—d2m
Portland, Me.

87

145.

Monday, Oot. 30. I860,
as follows, until further

this way.

Auet*

found

No. 104,
Gauge, 143.
Whoever will give information where the property
can bo found, will receive the above reward by ad-

repaired.

•

taken through mistake from Commer-

or

No.
No.

Second-hand Shafting and Pullles.
One new horisontal Engine (6 in. cylinder )
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
One small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler.
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
ar All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

out-buildings. Enquire

Reward l,

cial Wharf,
Three Hlids. Cienftiegos Molasses,

JAMES E. CARTER,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Or. WM. H. STEPHENSON,
Nov IS—dtf
Second National Bank.

(15

Biddeford.

$100.00

ot

Boiler

ANDREWS,

Apply
Doc 27—dtf

julyildtf

two-story Brick House No. 4C Danforth

ONE
power) all complete.

Wanted.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-CutWANTED
ters to cut abutment and pier stone.
to
JAMES

as

On and after

LgitemgBaP

I'.ff^js’irains will leave

TESTIMONIALS
A very
large number of important testimonial
have already been received from Physicians, Clergymen, Apothecaries, and indeed, from ail classes in sooiety, speaking in the most Haltering terms of tho
White Pine Compound.
Dr Nichols of Northfield, Vt ,says:
“1 find the White l*iue c ompound to be very efficacious not on y in coughs and other pulmonic affections
but also in affections of the kidueys, debility of the
ktomach and other kindred organs.”
Rev J K Chrseof Kuinney,N.H write*:
“1 have for years regarded your White Fine ComI oan truly say that
a-- an inva uable remedy.
regard it as even more efficacious and valuable than
1 have just taken the Compound for a cold, and
ever.
it works charmingly.”
Hon. P H bweetser of South Reading, writes:
“Having long kn wn something oi the valuable
medical properties of the White Fine, I was prepared
on seeing an advertisement of your White line Cowto give the tuediciue a trial
It has been used

PORTLANDA ROCHESTER R.R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

advantages
system over that of dividends payable after a term qf yearn without interest,
obvious. No other Company pays dividends in

In the

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Passenoebs Booked to

p

daily.

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dt!

are

White Pine Compound.

lUp Staiis)
Middle and Free Streets.

Junction of
dec29dlw*

For Sale.

For Sale.
second-hand Engine and

Campaigns,

and 2 30

u.

Boston

J

RETURN.

of this

indeed,

that vanity may
opiuiou
possibly in part prompt me to record more here than
hurried poop e will have patience to read; so I will
stop, by' merely recom ending o all who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the
is valuable

whose

By Col. Coffie.
Address, or call on
C* H# DAVIS, General Agent,

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge A Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. A S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

Apply

Gan. Grant and his

History of

Store to Let.

Real (Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known

orCrelght.
Also,

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN * CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whart.
Aug. 29—dtl

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

the Payson House.
HOUSE
House and Lot

rates

est

particulars, enquire

and Land

the virtue of t"e White Pine Compound. It has
been an unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very
large quantities of the Whi e Pine Compound have
beeo sold and used with the happiest effects
It
speaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the peop.e where it
in pr pared arc high in its praise
One bottle of this Cornpo >nd is generally sufficient
to remove a bad cough, and frequently 1 have known
persons to have a oold entirely removed in two days,
by using e.-s than half a bottle. From one to two
teaspoonfuls is a large dose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on going to bed.
he limits to which I purposely confine myself in
this circular wilt not allow of that full expression
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine
Compound ltisuuiversally admired by all who use
it,—ft has attained to such a popularity among those

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

an

IMMEDIATE

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails.

M.

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

wen as preparations for th
cure of kidney dillicul
ties, in every city, town, village andhamlet, throughout the New Kngland states
The past year has given groat opportunity to tes‘

two

or

Vessels to load deals at St. John, X.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at high-

Two-story
THE
Street, at great bargain.
ot
For

BOUSE
Spring streets.
by 100 feet

one

Tenement,

OctlO-Hltf

For Sale.

MThe
Acquire

suitable tor

small families, with good water privileges.
WANTED
Box 1503.
Please address

SEVERAL

Sts.

tenement

a

a

Company.

Freight trains leave Portland and

oured.”
The above was writton by Dr. Poland in IfiGO.—
Since ihon.as m Manchester, the White Pine Compound has a cn the lead of a 1 cou*'h remedies, a

Tenement Wanted.

House Lots for Sate.
finely located House Lots in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk from ♦he Cape Bridge.
Inquire of B. N. PERRY, at the SheniPs Office, Poi tland, whore a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

octMdti

remedy for kidney complaints, the White Pine
Compound stands unrivalled It was not originated
forth t purpose; but a person in using it for a cough,
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured
of a kidney difficulty o» ten years’standing. Since
that accidental discovery many thousands have used
it lor the sarno complaint, and nave been completely
As

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

On and alter Nov. 6 1SG5, Prasen^ei
®
Trains leave as follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 A. it. and 2 20 p

M

The

_Medical.

—

Life Insurance

COMPOUND!

oheap.

Nov 23—dtf

Cape Elisabeth.

In

PINE

cured immediately. We was so liigllly pleased with
the results, aud so confident of success attending its
sa es if placed before the public, that he finally persuaded me to give it a name and send it abroad to
benefi the suffering. In November, 1855, 1 first advertised i< under the name of White Pine Compound
In two years Iroin that time there bud beeu wholesaled iu Manchester Mona one hundred dollar's worth,
where it ook the lead of all the «ough remedies in
the market, and it still.maintains that posi ion. There
is good reason for all this; ii is very soothing aud
healing iu its nature, is warmi g to the stomach, and
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly

CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
Canal National Bams, dated Oct. 26th or 27th,

A

JOS. ILSLEY.

Real Estate for*

profits,

Lost!

ef

November 11, 1865.—dtf

Wanted.

respectable business wanted—one that
would give out ol door exercise preferred. Those
answering will please state kind of business,
amount oi capital necessary, and all other needful inWILLIAM GARDNER,
formation. Address
Box 368 P. O.
decl9 diw*

OAK SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
□BSSSSin

“It was early In the spring of 1855 that this compound was originated. A member of my family was
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. 1 bad for some months
previous thought that a preparation having for its
basis the inside bark of white pine might be so compounded as to be very useful iu he case of the throat
and lungs. To test the value of it in the case alluded
to, I compounded a small quantity of the medicine
that I had been planning, and gave it in teaspoonf 1
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. Within two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure wns effected.
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., wjio had been suffering for some weeks from a
had cough, occasioned by a sudden cold, and had
raised mucus *treaked with blood.
She soon found
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces
of it and got well. J. B. Clark, Laq.; editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
preparation in tne case of a severe com, a..d was

situation.
D.. No. 11 Gross St.

Wanted,

Agents

chased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot
and
land, with an aggregate frontage of five hundred conssventy-tive feet. It is Five Stories High, and
tains about two hundred and fifteen apartments Jor
au
the use of guests, beside.-* lour capacious stores, and
the most approved modern conveniences for a
HOTEL.
CLASS
Kl
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Archi-

PEOF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOE CHILDEEH
The Swallow’s Nest.
Birds have strange fancies, as well as other
bipeds. Xne ecojnuicities of a pair of loving
swallows ii'j set fo.xn in the following
story:
The old c.lichen thief, who had searched
about the farm-house half tse winter, was
cuugnt at last, and duly executed. His body
was then hung up against a ratter in the
barn,
as a warning to an future owls.
There he
hung until he was dry as a mummy fresh
from Egypt. Wnen the sweet springtime
came ag*m, a happy pair of swallows flew in
at tniaocustojas i window, and looked about
for a site on wnich to set up their dwellin'’._

a Btore by a
yoong man that
recommended; pay not bo much

can come well
object aa a permanent
Apple to or address A. C.

of an

Kemedy! CHARTER

W. POLAND’S

J.

WHITE

SITUATION in

A

Middle* Willow ami Silver Sts.*
in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered for sale aud can be pur-

quire

DR.

Wanted.

Or

tect, of Boston.

Great New England

GENTLEMAN and his wife; also six or eight
singlo gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and good board at hio. 14 Mayo St.
Dec 30—dlw*

Steamboats.

PORTLAND

THE

A

FOR SALE!

[Respectfully inscribed to Shaw's Quartette Club
o" Portland, and sung by them at the Independent
Lecture Monday evening, in the City Hall.]

Railroads.

Insurance.

_Medical.

Depot 198 &

200

Greenwich St.
*

Mahie^"'

OO.,

N. Y.

General Agent. PJt

Sept 27, 1865—<Uw6m

at

rpOYSatCort.
!2f*ncu
less of prices,

cost.

at No. 87J Middle St., Parson
Block
ul stock of Toys must bo sold
to make room fcr a millinery stock

icCw^tV'rinL’-

rcuardl

P7. wT

-—--«

TOT II you are In want of any kind ol P&rKTivn
U
call at the Dally Frees Office,

